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cutting up these shoulder-strapped loalers, o]
whom we have so many; but 9pare the tru<
soldier, prostrated by his arduous toil in fight
ing for the right; and one of these is Captaic
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Principal

Ofthe LAW,the COURTS,and the LAW.
YERS OF MAINE,
qf the State to the early
part qf the present century

From the First Colonization

end of the year the paper will be discontinued.
Single copies three oenta.
Thu Maiite State Press it published every Thursday morning, at 82-00 per annum in advance: 82.21
if paid within six months; and 82.50, if payment b<

By William Willis

Portland.

LIFE INSURANCE.

720 pp—price *3.00 in Muslin.

Octavo

the year.

illustrated by 19 portraits of promi-

Work is

THI8 who
lawyers, and contains
lived
nent

Rates of Advs»rtitsinn

firomise

A HISTORY

ever;
In ad

vaaoe, to which will be added twenty-five cents foi
each three months' delay, and if not paid at the foi

memoirs of all the

or practised in Maine, prior to
1901. with sketches of several of the eldei
lawyers of the present century. It also contains notices of the earliest practitioners iu Massachusetts

BAILEY

6r

Cash

Grand

inserted In the Mam State
Panes (which has a large circulation in every part ol
the State) for 88 cents per square in addition to the
above rates fbr each insertion.
Transient advertisements must be paid fbr In ad-

NOYES,

WILLOW & WOODEN WARE,

FJfThe Portlaxd Daily and Maire State
Otter, in Fox Block, No. 82| Exchange
Street, Is open at all hours during the day and evening, from 7 o'clock in the morning to 8 in the
evening.
IT Jos Pniirrixo of every description executed
with dispatch; and all basinees pertaining to the office or paper promptly transacted on applleation as

SMITH 4k BOYD’S,
Under Mechanic's Hall, Congress

Such privilege however being confined to persons
and firm-*, the aggregate of whose premiums
upon
such policies earned and paid duriug the year snail
amount to the sum of one hundred dollars.

our

We would say to those who

goods iu onr line, that this is a
goods CHEAP. Call toon at

are in want
rare chauce

of
to

M

Wm

Dissolution of Copartnership.
Cnpartnershinhoretoforc existing under the

Wtdnadir Moraine, March 18, 1863.

THE
style of J S WIN.SLOW k <;o., is this
solvod
uiu'ual

soldier's letter.

Brunswick, March 16,1863.
To the Editor of Ike Press:
Do you suppose it possible that auy of those
editors and talking or writing politicians, who
are engaged in the businuas of finding fault

□

to

people

off)

?

ol
It

z.

Captain Nplller's Discharge.
A CORRECTION.

To the Editor of the Eress ;
I wish to correct an opiniou that would naturally arise from the announcement of the dis
charge of Cant. Splller, of the Maine 5th, foi
absence from Ins command without leave lie
cause I believe great injustice has been
don*
to one whom I know to be a true
patriot and *

Exchange

foMn

life, I can but deeply feel the injustice of sting
Ing to the heart a sensitive, high-minded an* i

noble officer, with this, to him, worst of all lin
pntations—that of being a deserter.
Capt Spiller has been, and Is, resting in tin
assurance by the
surgeon who attends him, to
gether with mother, that his case was prop
erly represented to the authorities at Wash
iugton; and this he has been obliged to do, no1
being able to attend to it himself. I believe Ii 1

hired

Company.

Fore

TOO

PORTLAND,

TICKETS

T

MAINE.

JOHX W. MdXGER.
mehlAdlv

Washington,

Via the Stoxixotox or NoRwica Roctx*. or the
WoBcnmtH k SrHixariELn or Shore I.lvea-counectiug with cither of the regular trams.leaving Boston at i. 8 80 and 11 10 a
and at 2 16, 6.80 and 8 80

procured

JOHN W. MUNGER &
1UARI.VE,

OFFICE .WESTERN TICKET AGFJiCY.
31 Eachaagr St., (up stairs).

Marine

HATCH,

undersigned
THE
Public that they
RISKS

-AT HIS-

SALOON,

serving up in every variety

To any

Frosb. Oysters.
HTFRIED CLAMS nerved at all hour*.

General
tJl iS:

respectfully notify the
prepared to take MARINE

would

merchant,
103 tVater Street,
GEORGETOWN, D. C.

Attention to the sale of Produce, Flour .Grain
and General H^rrhandine. Vessels chartered,freighti
procured, and business generally attended to witt
promptness and dispatch.
Kkkkks to—Leouard < otton,Esq., Portsmouth,N H
I. F. Williams, Hampton, X. H.
feb2 d3m

j

Springfield
Cub

LISIIRAKE,

Fire and Marine Ini. Co.,

SPRINGFIELD, MASS.
Capita) and Surplus Jan. 1, 1868.*408,619

City Fire Insurance Company,
NEW UAVEX, CONN.
Cash Capita! aud Surplus Dec. 1. 1862 .*293,"00

Howard Fire Insurance Company,

Pteal

BOSTON, MASS.
Cash Capital aud Surplus Nov. 1, 1862.*162,924

Estate,

INVESTMENTS

!
Eliot Fire Insurance

€RI\T CHANCE FOR BARGAINS BEFORE Til IISI!
at prloea from *1000 to MOM.
yyHOCRES,
1M HOUSE Lots, at
from

*300to *3000.
pricea
S.OOU.IIOO feet of FLATS.
1,000.000 feet of LAND.
3 STOKE LOTS on Commercial Stcpet.
MOSES GOULD, 74 Middle

St.,

Ur 8t*ibs.

nov27dtf_
PorUand Shovel

manufacturing

Company.

the persons
undersigned, nuOority
THE
ed in the Act incorporating said
Company, give
of

a

nam

notioe. that its first meeting for purposes of organi
Ration, will be held at the office of McCobb k Kings
bury, in said Portland, on Saturday, the fourteeutl
instant, at four o'clook P M.
MUSKS GOULD,
SAMl'GL E SPRING,
n»ch9

.FAMKS T. McCOBlt.

Merchants’ Insurance Company,
PROVIDENCE, B I.
Cuh Capital tad Surpln, Nor. 80.1862. 8206,884

American Insurance

Cooked in the

best manner, at the

ALBION

RESTAURANT,
Meala at all hoar*, cooked to order.
-ALSO-

ENGLISH ALE ON DRAUGH1

0. D. MILLER,
Rear

Atlantic Fire and Marine Ins. Co.,
PROVIDENCE, R I.
Cash Capital and Surplus Dec. 1, 1862.*204.694

4 LL Poraona having d

.{*■

P^r,n»eut,

P™'*1-

LIFE INSURANCE.
New

moh6 ,i3w

England

Mutual Life Ins. Co.,

BOSTON.
Aaaetta over.82.400,000

Massachusetts Mutual Life Ins. Co.,
SPRINGFIELD, MASS.
Aaaetta over.

WAR
mch6

notice.
manda against the Fire De
to prescut the same it
the 26tli Inst, for an
H. C. BARKER,
>

RISKS

8400.000

Chief Knglncer.

TAKEN.

deodlr w3w38

Industry w ill

are requested
on or before

NliadeH,

CLOTH $ WIRE SCREENS,

he Rewarded.
addressing V, Box 2168, Portland, Me., information can be had how one or two
respectable
younc men can meet with good employineut, aud, if
suitable, a perm*ucut situation in a commission
biuineax.
mrli7 lwd-

BY

DENTIST,

happy

EXECUTED

TO

ORDER.

STORE SHADES, of all dimensions, made, lattei
ed aud put up at short notice.

AT

STONEHAMJSj

No. 168 1*2 Middle 81.

Portland,

•

Me«

NOTICE.
Internal Revenue

Stamps.

FULL supply of ail kinds of Stamps for sale al
my office. No. 92 Commercial street; and the
public will be expected to use them on aud after this
date. (January 1. 1863 )
When sold in sum* less than one dotiar, pav men 1
required in Postal Currency.
OrricE Hours— 9 to 12} A M.; 2 to 4$ p. M.
NAl'ii'L J, MILLER, Collector
1st District State of Maine.
jaul2 dtf

A

500 &N*AL
‘1 & 121
1600 ft 4
8 in
20 and

Kock

°f

WILL

j
j
j

mcliS dtf

Boye!

attention atvrn ft CrTTIJtG nal
PARTICULAR
HAKIM, BUTS' (.ARRESTS. by

A. D. REEVES,

Tailor,

EEC II AX St STREET.

»8

Portland. An,. «. 18)9.

41,

JUH.Y T. ROtiERi *

€•.,

General

COMMISSION MERCHANTS.
AND

WHOLKBALS DEALERS

ft

Flour, Provisions and

Prodneo
No. 129 Commercial Street,
PURTLAirO. n,

JOW9 T.

ROGERS.

NOONRB.

CMAS. B.

January 1st, 1868.

un.L.

»y»: "Iti* the best thing tor an irritated
roatand lungs, and for colic. I ever saw." Rider
A. C. Hodgkin*. Vienna. says, It is being successfully used here for the cure of diptberia. Send me a
lot fmm-Kiiately ; what 1 had is all sold." J W.tiriflln, Stark, says: "It takes the lead of all other articles of that description; it is being used with good
success for diptheria.
1 have not heard of a single
iustauce where it ha* failed send three dozen wore."
D. N. Kidder, Bristol, S. H .sayt: "Your medicines
are doing wonderful cures, especial It the Pun • isrev.
One case of sciatic rheumatism ha* been cured bv one
bottle. It puts Terry Davis’ Pain Killer* all fn the
shade" Win. Baker. Yarmourh, says he cured a
valuable home of lamenes* and swelled leg with the
Pain Carer. Thousands are being cured of various
paius, cramps, colics, rheumatism, sprains, urinary
troubles and neuralgia, for which it is a sure cure
lu our store we retail teu time* more of it than all
other liniments.
W it LOOM’* Diarrhea Syr p. —This haa
4.
cured hundreds of cases whc e over thing else failed.
We warrant it to do more than any other preparation now known bv doctors or others.
6. OurJausdi. k Bitters are very highly prized and extensively used.
N. B
Our remedies nr* pur*!# vegetable, «afe in
all cases for old and young,male and female, in whatcver condition of life.
HF*Call for our Circular and read the testimonies.
Prepared only by I. C. W LLC0MK A CO.. Yarmouth. M«\ Sold by medicine dealer* extensively.
In Portland by II. li May. C E. Beckett, and
Thomas J. Coring.
feb21 eodA wlain&iu

Sita.

«wrblm

janl la

TV.

rtiKKI.iM

WHOLE!* LI

A

DEALER!

tOh

I*

Paints, Oils, Varnishes,
mccs, in srcrn. clam iau,
FLUID, KEROSENE OIL. Ae„
S« Commercial Street, Thomaa

JatMdftwly

Block,

PORTLAND. MB

Panin, Vntu, Jackets,

oaia,

Ladies’

Riding Habit*.

*c.,

Cut, tukdr and trimmed by

A* D. REEVES*
99

Tailor*

EXCHANGE

STREET,

Portland. August 6. 1*8

“Home

dly

Again!"

endendgned

would Inform hia old friondo
uudtbn public, that alter »u ebeeuee of
twentyAre rear*, he ha« returned to his native
place and
°f Mf rho"“
bia iotereet la

THE

where will be menuleclured the varietiea of BREAD
(bund in similar eatabitahmenta; end be
bupeu. by
ttloue application to buaiuea*. end eu endeurer to
pleaee.to merit e,bare uf patronage.

t.v>v

Me BKADISH.
KAMIL r FLOUR by tha barrel, er ia leee
qxautitiea*
dec* tf
GOOD

XiTwINSLOW,

SOZODONT

lAvuramm

AffM,

op

Steam Engines, Steam Boilers,
Staam Cocke. Valree. Ptpceaad Connection*. Wholetale or Retail

STEAM AND

OAS FITTING,

Done la the beec

maaaar.

Work* 6 Union St., and S33 * S» Paco St..
JnJtdtf
PORTLAND. MR

WILLIAM A. PEARCE,
PLUMBER,
-WAKXB or-

FORCE PUMPS AND WATER
9tm CLEANAINO

*

CLOSETS,

114 Excwaxox Stbxxt, Pobtlaxd, Bn.

No.

Warm, Cold and skoorrr Batko, Waok Booolo, Bra*«
and Moor Platrd Coe**.
I?VltRT Deecriptlon of Water Fla tare for DwellEi lug Houm*. Hotel,. Public Building*. Shlpe,*o
arranged ud eat ep la the beet maDaer, and Ml or.
dere la Iowa or mantra
IbHhfuHy exeented. All
kinda of Jobbing promptly attended to.
Coaetantly on baud Lead I'ipee aad Sheet Lead,
and Beer Pumpe of ell kinda
JalyMly

PUHRVIM TVS

_

x&sxa,
Hardening

1

the Qumt

PURIFYING the Breath, imparting adelightfully
and feeling to the mouth, removing
all Tartar, Scurf, and other imparities, use of Tobacco, Ac., from the teeth. Completely arresting the
progress <f decay, aud whitening such parts as have

refreshing taste

already become blackened hr decay.
is perfectly free from alt ACIDS and

-A.

NEW

other impurities which could have the least injurious effect on the
enamel of the teeth, and is prepare# with great care
and scientific skill from a combination of materials—

x

jcxt

xxrrxwxn

large

end

mow

AND

Abo

x

—

BOSTON.

wall eel acted stack af

Cloth*, Cusimerea sad

a

Bill aeeortment

Military

One trial of the Sozodont will convince the most
that it is a preparation of Intrinsic merit.

Veating*!
of

Olotlsa,

And 1> prepared to make them ip at abort Bailee.
Call aad See.

convenient, safe, efficacious Dentifrice—one that
should be in the possession of every one who cares
for the preservation of his teeth.
Now used and recommended by many of the most
eminent Wriwi. Dentists, Physicians, Chemists,
and scientific gentlemen of the day.
A

by Druggists everywhere at

REEVES,

YORK

With

skeptical

Sold

max

—

The Sozodont

every ingredient of which is well known to have
beneficial effect on the Teeth and Gums.

D.

The Taller,

AT Xo. 08 EXCHANGE STREET.
Portland. Sept. 14.1«S.

IF

50 cents per bot-

dtf

YOU

-WAIT

H.

H. HAY,

Best

DRUGGIST,

TUX-

H.

HL

II A

Ambrotype

Photograph,

DO

N.B.

Lar<e Ambrotype* .ml, K\fttra <«»<«.
TRANK A LK WIN,
S7 Market Square, h’d Prebl* St.
*
Jaly 14th. 1442
dtf

Y,

—

JOHN

LYNCH A

'W^’h.olesale
AMD

C®„

Q-rooers,

—

COMMISSION MERCHANTS.
GRANITE STOKES.COMMERCIAL STREET,

(Oppoett*

Joy

or

Dot fail to call at No 27 Market Sqnara, wbara
they take PERFECT LIKENESSES, aed warrant •atufection. at price* ehich d*f» compeMtiaw.

Junction of Fret and Middle Streett.
AGENT FOR PORTLAND. ME.
Sold Id Bath by Dr. 8. Akdiriion It 80s.
Li ALL ft RUCK EL.
feb2eo«J3ra#
Sole Ajgentp, New York.

fwb20dlaw4w

to the Afflicted !

head of

WMgary'. Wharf.)

Partlaad. Me.
JOXX LTXCK.

Oriental Fruit Faste.

rKLX0

XAXKXX,

Txoa.

ltxci

je2Sdtf

SIMPLE, palatable, and efficacious remedy for
Couslipaiiou of the? Bowels. Habitual Costiveand all the various and disagreeable
symptoms
caused by Irregularity and neglect of the Auctions

A

JOHN B. BROWN * SONS,

uess,

Sugar Refinery,

nature.

These

complaints are usually known by the terms
DYSPEPSIA AND GESEAXL DEBILITY; and

the most troublesome symptoms are Pain in the
Stomach and Bowels. Flatulence. Headache, Dizziness, Acidity of the Stomaoh. Nervousness, Despondency, Irritability. Uueasiuess. aud Inability to tlx
the raiud upou business, or enjoy anything
Asa Family Medicine, it wiilbe acknowledged ▲
POgrrtv* luxury, whenever the aid of laxative
mtKlicinc is
necessary. It is as pleasant to the taste
as a piece of
confectionery, ana the most agrt eable
for children, who will eat it without the
least suspicion of its medical
properties.
It canses no sickues* or
pain, and can be taken
without the slightest inconvenieuce. even by female*
in delicate health, aud those of the f eblest constitutions; especially in cases of weakness and irregularity of the female system, it will prove a salutary
blessing, restoring to health and streugth, by removing obstructions, and giviug tone and energy to
the functions of the system.
This Paste ig put up in elegant
paper boxes, of a
convenient size for the pocket, with full directions.
Price 26 cents. For sale bv
TH08. G. LURING, Drcoqist,
mch!2 eod
Corner Exchange and Federal SU.

prescription

DOLE

St

A»D

WHOLESALE

Street,

PORTLAND, Ms.
ANDREW

June 28

T. DOLE.

FRANKLIN

JUNCTION

FREE AND MIDDLE 8T8.t

-DtALXK IS—»

Fine Chemicals, Pure Drugs,
GENUINE MEDICINES,
INRUSH, MINCH

JAMES P. SLEEPER,

FURNISHING
No* 111

AND FANCY
APOTHECARIES' GLASS
LEECHES. SURGICAL

GOODS.
WARE.

O

MOODY.

eodtf

in

C ABUTS
Uee,

And will make o order anything of this kind that
may be ordered, -t short notice, from the oheaaeet In
the mr aerr
B> giving <ny strict and andtrided
attention to the maniifactnring lining aad trimming
of the above, 1 oau famish them obeaper than any
one else
Aug 6. \m.
JAMES P. SLEET EM

-A LSO-

HOMESTEADS FOR $20.

KEROSENE OIL, LARD OIL,
uualljr kept

AND

Now

TRUSSES. srPI'lIRTERS. BRACES
ELASTIC STOCKINGS, fe.

e

Eichufc

COFFINS

FOREIGN

INSTRUMENTS

In

UNDERTAKER

Street, Portias*,
Real Jence rear of 411 Congreee Street, keeps eon*
•tantly oa band aU the various kinds ei

\N» IHRICAN PI RFC BUT,

Paint establishment.

DIALERS IX

ft Galt Blook Commercial

JeOdtf
OF

And nil other nrtirlen

FLOUR, CORN AHD PRODUCE
o.

YORK 0TUKT, PORTLAND. ME.

VARNISHES, PAINTS, OILS,
Xnd dye-stuffs,

MOODY,

Commission Merchants,

i

22 ft Ig
by
ps
Beach.
38 ps 8 by 12 -12$ ft loug, or Black Ash.
400 pi es, 35 ft loug. 12 in. diameter at the butt, and
8 at the top. straight and souud. of white,
yellow,
and second growth Red Oak, Yellow and Brown
Ash, Cray and White Maple aud llacmatac.
lineal
1.235
feet, 12 bv 12. White Pine Lumber.
9,885 feet/ace, 4 by 4, white pine Plank.
D. T. CHASE.
Apply to

todtf

Boye, Boys,

Ctiisirdian's Sale.
be sold at private sale, or
public auctiop,
by order of the Hon. Judge or Probate within
and
for
the
Countv of Cumberland, on Wednesday,
!
March the 18th dar, in the A M 11 o’clock, at the
i dwelling 01 Ellen Jacobs of Westbrook, in said Coun| tv, t.uardtati of Elias M Geo rge B Asa F., and Arthur R Jacobs, minors aud heirs of Eiias Jacobs,
late of said Westbrook, deceased, the
following real
I estate situated in W’estbrook
aforesaid, and subject to
the life entau? of Eliza Fickett. to wit: tive-seveuth
parts of three acres of laud situated in Stroud water
Tillage, in common and undivided with Nahum
Fickett aud El leu Jacobs, who own the other twoseventh parts of said land, and situated in the rear
!j of the house now occupied bv Ellen Jacobs.
ELLEN JACOBS. Guardian.
Also, at the same time aud place will be sold the
! one-seventh part of said land owned bv Ellen
Jacobs,
and all the life estate of Eliza Fickett of aforesaid

general

Dimensions, Ac., Wanted.

tnoinon nt>.

tle.

ol

Signs, Banners. Ornamental and
Fancy Painting,

damage by Fire, for
takeu ou Dwelling

Proprietor,

dec28 Sin

Window

decl2 eodSm
Policies issued against loss or
Risks
any amount wanted.
Houses from one to five years.

U. S. Hotel. No. 117 Federal Street, Portlan, I

the subscriber

Company,

PROVIDENCE. R 1.
Caab Capital and surplua Dec. 81, 1862.8213,604

NEW YORK AND VIRGINIA

OYSTERS,

Company,

BOSTON, MASS.
Cash Capital and Surplus Nov. 1, 1862.*332,078

!

rater.

Portland, Febrntry 4. IMS.

am mu usnuniM »r hciimit,

Desire* to call the attention of persons in want of
artificial teeth, to one of the greatest improvements
n that department of
dentistry, lately iuieuted by
him
ID would be
to explain its advantages,
and show specimens or it, to any who mav favor him
with a call. He also continue* to fit teeth on Gold,
Silver aud Vulcanite Rubber. Teeth filled by him
are warranted to be as useful aud durable a* if
they
had never decayed.
VW**■ >tfice 22Jj Congress street, two door* west of
New City Hall aud Court House.
febo 2mcod

dying.

War Ki»k« Taken.

Commission

the soldier* without pav, atul give
to those
who ue*d. accompanying such distribution* by words
of cheer aud religious counsel. Over seventy such
men were on the haltle-tield in Maryland.
doing all
that 1 'hrisfian swnpathv could devise tor (lie wouuded and
Mauy a brave heart was made to re.
joice, aud many a wounded soldier owes his life to
the timely assistance rendered bv the*e men. Immediately on receipt of the news of the battle at Mur/rcesAoro, t went v« four men were despatched from the
various Young M n't Christian Associations, with a
larg*- amount of stores lor the relief of the wounded,
with no other reward than the approbation of their
own conscience the conviction that thev are in the
path of duty, and carrying out the great object of
their mission, according to the examples set
by our
Divine Master, who made the bodv of man the object of bis miracles, aud his soul the object of his doctrine.
Money is needed to purchase jellies, cordials, stimulants, and many other articles that are not
usually
contributed.
Donations of monev, bibles, tracts, magazines, religious newspaiwrs, clothing, or store* of anv kind,
are earnestly solicited, all of which can be sent to the
office of Dr. Walter K. Johnson. *2294
Congress
street, two doors west of New Citv Hall and Court
House, and the contributors may be assured they will
be applied to the relief of the sick and needy soldiers.
Henry H Burgess, Andrew J Chase, Jacob Chase
Jr., Dsvid B. Kicker. Walter R Johnson. Army Comnuttcenf Young Men's Christian Association.
feb4 2 in

v

No. lOO Coiniaaroial Htront,

ahari.h

School Fanittnre.

DR WALTERR.JOHNSON

pcrsuiuaflv

HULL RISKS
amouut—placed in responsible Offices.

FIRE

——

TUE

fel>12 4w

LUMSDON,

POLICIES

Tor the Sick and Wounded
S oldiers.
Arrar Committee of the Cortland Young
Men's Christian Association would most earnestly appeal to all Christians, and to all other benevolent persons of Maiue, for aid in carrying out the
Cliristiau Commis-ion. in ramisteriug to the
phvsicid
and spiritual wants of our soldiers. It distribute*; its
stores by ineaus of Christian men. who go among

Ships, Barques, Brigs, Schooners. Cargoes and Freights per voyage, at current rates, to
any part qf the World. Parties do* ring Insurance
will bud it for their iutereat to CALL.

(Between Federal and Middle Streets,)

in

ru

...

Flour, Meal, Grain and Feed,

Kuerally,

Help

Insurance.
are

■

I»

FRYE,

Washington Street Bakery,

Umeodfcw6i34
—

a

*

—mini r»—

THE

Portlauil, Maine

""

on

SO. 115 EXCHAMJI ST..

JN. W.

i

Xo. 166 Fore Street, Portland.

mchll dhw2»

and

teb9 lined

nsrsun^isroE:,

w. D. LITTLE, Agent.

receiving daily,

SON,

FROST

—

[Advertisement Altered.]

JOHN W. HUNGER,
No. 168 Fore St., head of Long Wharf,

FUSE A LIFE

CF“Uotr«ncr Ant Door north of tht Pott Ofloe.
jnuJOSm

f"eChm,Wl

Committee on Public Building* of the City of
Portland invite propoeals for furnishing f wo
Uuudred aud fifty single Desks aud Seal* for the new
school house near the Stone Church—to correspond,
in pattern and material, with those ia the
rk Street Grammar School for Boje.but limited as
follows: each desk to be uot less tbau two feet two
iuche* in leugth.and one foot three And a half iuche*
in breadth; the height of the fr ut edge of the cover
of the desk to be uot less than two feet three aud a
half inches from the floor. I he front edge of the
•eat to be one foot four and a half iuche* high.
Also, oue hundred twenty five double desks and
seats, corresponding generally, in pattern aud matenml. with those in the High School for Girls, but limited as follows: each desk to be not leas than four
feet four inches in length, aud one foot five iuches in
breadth; the height of the front edge of the cover of
the d*»sks to be not less than two feet four ine'es
from the floor. The front edge of the seats to be one
foot, four and a half iuche* high.
Each bidder, if he chooses, may send in with bis
bid. a sample de«k and seat, embracing any improvements he may have to suggest, upon the pattern
propo* d. The sample* will be counidered in connection
with the bid*, which refer to them, and will be purchased by the city, if desired.
All the desks and *eats contracted for are to be delivered at the new school houne within the last week
of July next.
Proposals, under seal, may be left at the Mayor's
Office on or before the 20th day of March, at 12 M.,
when they will be opened.
The committee reserve the right to reject any proposals they may deem not for the interest of tfie city
to acocpt.
W. W. TUOMA8, Chairman,
mebd dtmch20

S.

forwarded aud OPEN
TF*Application#
bv

T. M. for the South and Wes?.
Business m II and all travellers (Ladles especially)
will Hud it agreat advantage to secure their Tickets
at this Ageucy.

Is

Proposal* for

A. P Pillot.
Jos. Gailiard, Jr.,
Leroy M Wiley. J. Henr Burgy,
Dan'f s. Miller, CorueliusGrinnell,
S. f. Nicoll,
C. A. Hand.
Josh'a J.Henry, Watt# Sherman,
Geo G.Hobsou, E. K. Morgan,
L^wis Curtis.
David Lane.
B. J. Howland,
Chas. H Russell. James Brvee,
BeoJ. Babcock.
Lowell Holbrook, Win Sturgis,Jr., Fletcher Westrar,
1*. A. Hargous,
H K. Bogert,
K B Mitturn.Jr
A. A. Low.
G. W Burnham.
Meyer Gan*.
Koval Ph Ip#,
Wtn. E. Dodge. Fred. Chauncey,
Caleb Barstow,
Denuis Perkin#, James Low.
JOHN D. J»NES. President.
CHARLES DENNIS, Vice President.
W H. H MOORE, 2d Vice Pres't.

Philadelphia,
Baltimore,

OPFICE ...Oa Uw street,

distressing

HOLDERS

Jone«,
Charles Denuis,
W H li. M>o™,
j Tho*. Tilestou.
Hoary Coif,
W.C. Pickersgill,

New York,

WHEN

MCm,

PROCTER,

BROKER.

I began to offer mv remedies for sale I was
timid, aud -poke cautiously, fearing 1 might
act the quack
But having proved them in all forms
of such diseases as they are adapted to, and swing
the astonishing effects of them in the cure of the
most
cases, in ail classes of constitutions,
and stage* of disease, aud having received thousands
of testimonials of the most flattering character, tro
now speak with all boldness, confident that
they are
above all others.
1. I'hk Great Germah Cough Remepy For
all disease s qf the Thro U and Lungs -We refer to
afow cases. N. Dickson, of Bosfou. Mass.; Lid. 8.
K. Partridge. Whitefield, Me.; Mr. 8. Bradiev, Vienna. Me.; Mrs. T.
Her lev, Newcastle, Mo'; Mist
Amaud Lou gee, HrUowHI, Met Mrs. D. N. Kidder,
Bristol. N. H; Mrs. Weed on Holl-tud, Vt; and hundreds of others, cured or bad cases of Bronchitis.—
Kid. A. C. Hodgkins. Viauna; Mrs. B. Woudside,
Brunswick; Mr. Joseph Ford, Jefferson. Me; Mary
8. Burrough, Providence, K. I., aud many others
oared of the most distressing cases of Phthinc.
.Mrs. W. W Patten, Topshatn; Mrs. F Winslow,
Yarmouth; Mrs. J. H. Conaut, Kictimond. Me .cured
of cases of luffueuza and Cough when
everything
else failed. Children of D. Tarr, Litchfield, of
Capl.
J. Lawrence. Yarmouth, aud more than
twenty others. cured of Croup, some of whose lives were saved
all
other rem *die* failing
For common colds,
by it,
hoarseness, coughs, sore lungs, Ac., thousands testify it is 'he best and cheapest ever used.
1. Liver Rkoulatou and Ifynpeptic Oarer.—C.
Wliite of Richmond Me., says—"It is the best ar Icle
for Liver Complaint I have ever seen. It has benefited my wile more than •100." Geo. Webber.Litchfield. Mo., sty*, "It has worked wonders tor uiy
daughter, who has been three rears under doctors’
treatment without benefit. Your Liver Regulator
has cured her. We had lost all hope of her getting
well.” Mr. J. 8. Carter. Watervifle—"I have used
two bottle* and find it double extra. It is a valuable
medicine.” Mrs. E. Johnson, Pittston. confined to
her bed five years, says: "1 have used oue bottle; it
agrees with me, aud keeps my food from souriug, relieves faintness. Please send more immediately."
Mr. W. Chase of Bangor, says: "I have used
your
Liver Regulator with much* profit to mvself, and
think much of it." We have a great number of such
testimonies contiqnally coming

of the second mortgage Bonds of the
Keuuebec and Portland Railroad Co., with all
the iuterentcoupons thereou due on the 15th of October, 1862, are hereby requested to deposit the same
in thy hand4, for which
receipt* will W giveu and
hereafter exchanged for certificate* of stock in the
Portland k Kennebec Railroad, (a new organiintion.) a* soon a* the book* aud certificates can be
prepared, in accordance with a vole of said CompaJ 8. CUSHING,
ny, Nov. 8. 1862
Treasurer Portland k Keuuebec Railroad.
Augusta, Dec. 16, 19d2.
decl8 dtf

divided annually, upon tbe

RUST”SE

a re—nl through
as a condition the

JOHN C.

Real Estate and Jlerchaadiae

Kail Road Bond*.

John D.

Travellers may secure Through Tickets (from Port'
land by Rail or Steamer) to

OYSTER

any broker who shall propose to us
violation of the above agreement,
me ho d3w

Total profits for 201 years,
814,493,780
The Certificates previous to 186L have
been redeemed by cash,
10,278,660

Street,

eodBw

NEW YORK.
Philstdrl phiaa-BwIilaswre or Washington.

T. S.

Seven Million Dollars,

are

Spring.

protection.

—

the asscrkd. and

k 8. E.

tfln aa* adopted:
Resolved, That we will not charter

•7,130.794 64
VF"The whole Profits of the Company revert to

OFFICE.

Portland.

Or

1863.

LOSSES PAYABLE in current Binds. New York, i Premium# terminated during the rear, and for which
in conformity with the okmkkai. Policy held by ; Certificates*™ issued, bra kino intkkekt, until re■M. thirty DAYS after the presentation at the office i deemed
-w
•
of the Company, in Sew York, of satisfactory proof
Dividend
Jj*.
27th, 18ft), 40 per ct.
of loss, and interest of the assured ioflUid property
The Profits of the Company, ascertained
from the 1st of July. 1812.’ to the l*t of
War Rinks Taken.
January, 1862. for which Certificates
were issued, amount to
812,758,780
Additional from 1st Jauuary, 1*62, to 1st
January, 1863,
1,740,600

DAVIS,

THROUGH

brave officer.

Capt. Splller is now, and has been since lea
ving his company, confined on a bed of sick
ne*s,and perhaps to him a bed of death, bj
disease contracted in the army ; and while hi
has civen his health, and is willing to give hii

undersigned wonld respectfully notify the pubprepared to take MARISE RISKS on
Skips, Barques, Brigs, Schooners, Cargoes and
Freights, per voyage, nameing Bates. Parties desiring Insurance will And it for their interest to call.

bt

AGENT FOR MAINE.

INSURANCE

The

HfRBT, Trees
ANSON HARDY, Agent.
Warehouse, S3 School Btreel, Boston.

AS

over

A

At a meeting of the signers of the above, held at
the Couuting Room of M'Nisr*. Chase. Bros, k Co.,
Monday afternoon, March 2d, much indignation
was expressed on account of reports circula ed
by
interested parties that the merchant* would, anil
•om** already had, broken au agreement entered into
The following Kesoluf<tf their mutual

and State of New Tork
Stock. City, Bau< aud other Stock#, 82.626.960 58
Loan* secured bv Stock*, and otherwise, 1,446.220 47
Real Estate aud Bond* aud Mortgage#,
233,760 00
Dividends ou Stock*, Interest on Bonds
and Mortgage#and other Lnaus.xundry
Note#, ro-in*u ranee and oilier claims
due the Company, estimated at
122.388 53
Premium Note# and Bills Receivable,
2.464.o62 86
Cash in Bank,
287.402 20

lic that be is

Charles

IT. L.

viz

PER VOY'AGE.

THE NARLiND PATENT,

Tremont Safe and Machine

Company,

Si.,(cor.'of William)Jfew York,

ItiHiiranofl againHt Marin© and Inland Navigation Rink*.
Assets,

Herumr, Fletcher k Co.,
St. John Smith,
A. L. Hobson,
J II Hainien,
John D. Lord,
ilophni Eaton,
Isaac Dyer,
Isaac L. Came,
Nath'IJ Miller,
E iwani Hamblin,
George H. Starr,
J. k D. Lord,
*

Isaac Emery.
Thos. W. O'Brion,
N. O. Cram.
Jonas 11. Perley,
Emery k Fox,

United States

MARINE

Have more Fire-Proof
Filling!
Are more evenly filled !
The wall* are thicker!
Built of thicker wrought Iron!
Are unequalled in Material of
which they are built!
In care and manner of patting
together and filling!
Can be made to any size!
Are Drv !
Cannot be blown open!

MAxrrACTtraxn

!

this Company.

BECAUSE—The contents are
protected at every point, with a
non-conductinr unnetance!

J. B. Brown k Sons,
Chase, Brothers k Co.,
John Lynch k Co.,
Thomas' Aseucio k Co.,
H I. Robinson,
E. Churchili k Co.,
Geo. S. limit.
Phiunev k Jackson,

2r* 50,000 BOTTLES S0LD-A2
Welcome's lmpi»rljut Remedies!

)1

and Commission
order to make the
Portland,
custom of this port conform to that of all others In
tin* country, hereby agree—That from aud after this
date, thev will in all case* require vessels by which
they may ship goods, to receive them a>oug side, and
to pay all stevedores’ bills on the same.
The shippers shall have the privilege of designating the stevedore* to
employed
Portland. February 13 1863

ATLANTIC

their vessels by the year, will find it for their interest
to avail themselves of the »ulcantages presented by

More Fire Proof than any
OTHER SAFE.

many of the
soldiers who belong in the Vicinity of Topshain
and Brunswick, and the whole tenor of his editorials is calculated to cause them to be discontented. 1 don’t know but he desires that
they may be so; but I do know that I never
read his paper, without feeling like giv ng vent
to some expressions that are more energetic
than complimentary to him. I utterly loathe
and despise all that carping, lauitrflnding breed
of things, not men, who are affording so mucli
aid and comfort to the enemy. It does seem
to me, that they would rather see the country
go to ruin and anarchy, than that the government should touch that institution, which has
been the sole cause of our troubles; that they
love, slavery more and better than they do that
good government under which we all have
lived and been blessed. You have probably
seen those resolutions, which have lately been
introduced into tbe Indiana legislature. Dali
accounts are true, the Indiana soldiers and officers do not at all aympathize with tbe spirit
of those resolutions, and threaten that, after
they have wiped out the Southern traitors,
they will go home and attend to their domestic
foes. As far as I have had any opportunity
of observing, this Is the universal
feeling of our
soldiers—they despise home traitors even more
than they do the real simon-pure rebels. And
it is a singular fact that, while many of our
at home are despondent at the
prolongation of the war, our men in the field and on
the water are cheerful and hoDeiul. I have
never beard a soldier or a sailor
express the
shadow of a doubt, as to our ultimate aud complete success and 1 think it an abominable
shame and outrage, that those who are enjoying the safety and the comforts of home, should
lay even the lightest additional burden on us,
who are fighting for our country. It is enough
to have traitors in front, without having them
in the rear. If I live through this war, 1 will
never repose confidence in
any man, who lias
not beeu unconditionally devoted to the Unlou.
Tenny can find plenty of fault with every measure of,the Administration; he has little or no
censure lor the rebellion or the
outrageous
manner in which it has been conducted. 1 redo
not
know
what
he
ally
desires, unless it is
the success of the rebels. I
strongly suspect the loyalty of any man, whose sympathies
are so tender towards onr enemies, and w he
has nothing but bitterness and fault-finding foi
those who are tryiug to put down the rebellion. This is not a mere political contest; it ii
a contest for the life of our
country, and may
the wrath and indignation of our country fall
on every man who is not
unequivocally true to
her in her hour of need.”
Now, I ask, Messrs. Editors, are not those tc
whom the rebels are now looking as the lust
hope of their desperate cause (the expectation o

arms

Marine Risks by the year will be taken by this
Company on Ships,Barques and Brigs. Also risks on
Cargoes and Freights. The public desiring to insure

NOTICE.
undersigned. Importers
f|18B
1 Merchant* of
in

MUNGER, Agent,

January 27tb,

Hull ZUslS.8.

mchlOdlw

Speaking of the Brunswick Telegraph, I
am sorry that Tenney indulges in such violent
opposition to all the measures of the Administration for the suppression of this rebellion. I

cut

dxv dis-

firm

Cutnrning*'.

Navigation,

Wo. 106 Fore Street, hend of Long Whitrf,
deelS
PORTLAND. ME.
eodly

Mutual Insurance

Philip

M. Stevens, aud
others.
tr rhe services of a Sea Captain it secured to
teach
who has had 40 years experience
as a practitioner.
febS d A w3m83

Policies are issued on the life, or for a term of years,
or ou oertaiu contingencies.
Creditors may insure
their debtor* on time.
•*\lv object is to call attention to the fhet that a
policy it Life Insurance is the cheapest and safest
mode of making a provision for oue's family.1’—Benjamin Franklin.
The undersigned will wait upon persons desiring
to effect Life Insurance. at hi* oflioe. or at their owu
place of business, and assist them in making applications
References in Portland nuv be made to the following parties! Messrs. H. J. Libby ft Co., Steele k
Hayes. K/ra Carter. Jr., Messrs. Howard k Strout,
Geo. W Woodman.K*u., Messrs. John Lynch k Co.,
He/ekiah Packard, K*q.

JOHN W.

are as

Henry Brown,.fas. Olcutt Brown. Stephen
W. W. fhoraas, Jr., Samuel Chadwick, Augustus Cummings. Jasou Berry, John H.
Russell, Fred. A. Prince, John H Hall, George E.
Thompson. John It Covle.Jr., Fred. H. Small, John

I II

Premium* may be paid in ten years—no forfeiture
after.
WILLARD PHILLIPS, President.
Bejtj. F. Steven*. Secretary.

51 Wall

by
couseut. t he business of the late
will be settled and continued by J. 8. WINSNo.
4
Centra]
Wharf.
LOW,
J. 8. WINSLOW,
Portland, March 8,1883.
C. L. YORK.

The Disloyal Praia at the North.

follows:
We have been taught by actual experience, that
the method of instruction pursued
by Mr R. N.
Brown, of this city, in teaching the art of Writing,
and the complicated series of Book Keeping, has
been einineutly successful, and we take pleasure in
publicly acknowledging oar indebtedness to him for
wnatever skill and fjsciiity in adjusting accounts we
raav now possess:

$15,000.
FREE POLICIES.

B. C MORRIS. President.
THOS. L<»KD, Vice President.
WHITNEY, Secretary.

Corner of Casco 8treet.

mch4dtf

above.

ready to gi ve us peace upon the easy terms
withdrawing their support from the traitors

Premium* may be paid in cash, or in quarterly or
semi-annual
payments; or when for whole life, they
may be paid half ca*h, and the balance in cash ou
five year*, with iulerest.
Amount taken in one
risk, is

which the

any
buy

POSITIVELY,

Pause

on

which

$335,000.

15 per cent.

not,

Dealers with this Company will be allowed the option (to be signified st the time oi application for insurance) of receiving in lieu of scrip, at the end of
each year, returns in Cash, of
premiums paid and
earned during the year, upou all now risks under the
New York form of policy, as follows.
1st. Upon every OPEN policy (cargo risk* (upon
which there shall haye be n earned and paid 83UU and
upwards, a return of TWENTY per cent.
2d. Upon other vovare ri«ks upon cargo and
freight, a return of FIFTEEN per cent.
3*C Upon time risks upon hulls and freights,
a return of TEN per cent.

entire stock to be sold within
the next THIRTY DA YS f
would Invite all to call and look at onr
goods. The prices will be low, as we intend to close
up the business the first of April.

PMitkm.

Immediate foreign intervention being

or

E^ Losses paid in Gold upon Risks
Premium is paid in like currency.

F ancy Goods and Toys.

doubt not, his paper is sent

Assets.January 1, 1868,

whether loss has accrued

KITCHEN FURNISHING GOODS,

All communications intended fbr the paper
should be directed to the “Editor of thr Press," and

with all the measures that threaten disaster
and destruction to the rebels, and of discouraging as much as in them lies all loyally disposed men, succeed in deceiving tkemseieea by
their empty professions of loyalty ? They certainly deceive no one else. None but tbe wilfully blind can fail to discover, in ail tbeir reiterated protestations of lore for tbeir country
and desire for the suppression of the rebellion,
the identical spirit of him who betrayed with a
kies. How it strikes a soldier may be seen by
tbe following extract from a letter, written by
a gentleman now in the service, to a friend at
home. The writer is an old friend of our editor and evidently speaks more in sorrow than
In anger. Unless party spirit has so blinded
these men that they do not know what is in
their own hearts, it wonld seean ss if, with
such testimony as this before them, they would
give over their constant efforts to distract and
discourage the defenders of their homes and
country. But hear the gallant soldier, and see
how the Telegraph looks to him:

THIS
policv

——

vaaoe.

those of a business character to the

divide* it* net earnings to the life
holder*, (not in scrip as some companies
do.)in cash, every five year*.
Amount of Cash Dividend paid by this Company
in 1858 to Life Member* was

From Statement ftrr year ending Dec. 81. 1862.
Total amount of Premiums,
81,035.243 64
Net Profits,
228,769 14
Dividend for the year to stock holders. 14 1-8 per cent.
Guaranteed Cash Dividends to Dealers,
(holding certificates of same) on paid
premiums earned during the year,

Out Sale

Closing

Company

J| 1,135,540 75

cents.
Leoal Notices at usual rates.

CASH CAPITAL. ,2.312.(445 14, INVESTED.

capital,

Total Amount of

mcbl0d&w3w30

Advertisements

ESTABLISHED.DECEMBER 1, 1848

$000,000.

Publishers A Booksellers,
PORTLAND, Me.

Busmans Notices, In reading columns, 12 cents
per Hne for ene insertion. No charge lets than fifty

Life Insurance

England

Boston.

and New liampnh re. with memoirs of the old Clerks
and Sheriffs, tables of Judges, Attorney General*
and Lawyers: a history of Reports and Reporters;
the practise, usages, ami anecdotes of the Bar, and
other matters of interest to general readers, as well
a* to the profession.
Parties wishing a copy of this valuable work should
order immediately, as the edtiion is small, and will
be soon sold, judging from orders already received.

Nortons, 81.76 per square first week
•1.00 per week after; three insertions or less, 8125:
half a square, three Insertions, 81.00; one week,
81.26.

OT Practically taught.as followsfiook-Keeping,
Navigation, Commercial Law, Native, itusiness and
Oruaineutal Writing, Commercial Arithmetic, Correspondence. Card Marking, Ac. Teaching from
printed writing copies and text books are avoided.
Each .Student receives separate instruction. Intricate Accounts adjusted. Certain evenings will be
devoted to Law Lecture*, if expedient.
VTMr B would refer to a recommendation from
his students of this city who are acting as business
men. accountants, Ac
containing above four hundred signatures, a part of which ma> be seen in print
in the hall at the entrance to his Rooms, a few of

COMPANY,

Corner of Wall & Xassau Sts., N. Y.

the year

SrnciAL

New

COMPACT,

lawyers

:

8125 per square daily Brat week ; 76 cents per week
after; three insertions or less, 81 00; continuing every other day after first week, 60 oeuta.
Half square, three insertions or lest, 76 cents ; one
week, 81.00; 60 cents per week after.
Under head of Aattauxirra, 8 :.00 per square per
week; three Insertions er less, 81.60.

extract prom a

1860 in the Hanson Block. No. 161 Midrooms have recently been made
neatly, aud are the most pleasant
in the city. One separate room for Ladies. I present my thauks for the extensive patronage, and
as in the past, no pain* shall be spared in the
uture. 1 hare removed from No. 164 to 161 Middle
street. The
has had ») years’ experience.
Diplomas will be given to those Ladies ana Gentlemen who pass through thorough courses for Accountants. Terms will be reasonable. My Institution is a branch of the Hon. Bartlett’s Commercial
College, Cincinnati, Ohio, the tirst aud oldest in the
United States. My teaching and plans are modem,
and the most improved and approved, as the Jlrst
class business men have and will
testify.
dle street. The
LOCATED
and furnished

Will Publish Wednesday,march IS,

:

Tn* Portlayd DarLT Pasaa le published
morning (Sundays excepted), at 86.00per year

delayed beyond

&

BUSINESS CARDS.

MEDICAL._

MISSOURI LAND COMPANT bar* patTHE
chased from the Hannibal A 8t Joseph Railroad

Dr«, and

Company

DOLLARS will be riven for the detection
and conviction of any person
FIVE
poraona atealinr
or

paper* from the door* of our *nbacribera
<U06
PUBLISHER# OF THE PRE8S.

a large tract of land In Northern Mtmonri,
the floari«hing town of Hamilton, Caldwell
County, for farming and manafactariag pnwoeee.
and have <1 yi led their property into lots and Arms.
They arv Mitred to subscribers |u *haree of 930 eneh.
Maps, with fall information, ean he had by calling on

•djoining

tr State Arent for DAVTS ft KIDD’S MAGNETO-ELECTRIC MAI HINES
eodftwtoctl

!
I
1

EDWARD SHAW, Agent,
10| MlDPt* lTk«lT, POBTUVl.
dtf

—————I———l—ai

1

The New* from Vtckaburg.

THE DAILY PRESS.

The success of the Yazoo pass

MAINS

PORTLAND

Wednesday Morning, March 18, 1863.
The circulation of the Daily Press is larger
those that of any other daily in the city.
Traurs,—*6.00 a year if paid trithin three months
from the date <jf subscription, or 97.00 at the end <tf
the year.

Appeal

to

the most Brutal Passions.

Whenever our Government has felt called
upon to deal earnestly with outlaws and guerrillas, Jeff. Davis has attempted to checkmate
threats oT retaliation.

by

it

pirate

When a

a crime punishable with
Corcorau and others were
selected from a rebel prison to atone for his
blood should a drop of it be shed. When Pope

found guilty of

was

death,

the

gallant

threatened

unorganized guerrillas

to treat

ception

the

by

the humanities demanded

to

rules of civilized warfare, in case they should
fall into his hauds. When McNeil executed a

few graceless wretches in Western Missouri,

parole and

who had broken their
to

clemency,

no

were

entitled

Davis demanded that

he

he

surrendered to his tender mercies on pain of
the summary execution of Union prisoners.
Wheu Butler, alone Hist and actually dared
to hang a traitor, Davis offered a reward for
been tbe

Such has

bis head.

waged by

contest as

of the

spirit

the rebel chlels.

The

of power has been more or less paralyzed
tear of bringing dow n vengeance on
its own friends, unfortunately iu tbe hands of

arm

through

the rebels.
But it seems another step is to be taken in
this work of checkmating the authority of the

Government.

Rebels at the North

in

protected

sowing

the

ol

their

treason

broadcast from every stump and rostrum,
threats of the torch, the bludgeon, and the

volver' and the

be

to

are

by
re-

who proposes this kind
of response to the authority of the Government, is no less a man than F. O. J. Smith I

It

mnu

military
punish-

law of

that while the new

seems

Congress provides

fur the arrest and

of those who resist it, or counsel resistance, there are those like Fernando Wood,
Brooks and Vallaudigham, who tell what they
ment

would do if

occupying

the executive office of

troops should be withdrawn from their jurisdiction, except over
their dead bodies. In reply to this kind of
a

State, and that

no

and encouragement of rebels, the
New York Evening Post suggested that the

gasconade

Government should
pat

a

arrest

its authors and thus

stop to their mischief

further,

The Post went

proposed, in order to put a stop
Davis's hellish persecution of Union men
and

to

in

the South, that some of his friends and sympathisers at the North should be Seized and held
aa

hostages,

thus to protect the

loyal

TUe Post

no

men

of

proposed
lence, but that the Government should protect
itaelf by acting upon the first law of nature—
the law of self-preservation and of sell-protectiou. To such a suggestion, F. U. J. Smith, in
his paper in this city says—the italics are his:
It U a spirit that must be inet at all hazards,
and In an equally determined and defiant resolution; and the masses of conservative Rethe South.

mob vio-

and of Constitution and Union lovlie prepared to deal out
an eye lor an eye and a tooth for a tooth” in
works ol resentment and holy retaliation,
whenever and wherever, and upon whomsoever shall strike the first bluw.
Ii it must
come to this—that Union men, who hate a war
conducted upon the abolition principles now
enunciated as the condition of the war which
the administration is conducting; if they are
to be violated in their persons and property,
as well as political rights by recourse to force;
and by mobs and bloodshed, and murder; let
the mea-ure so teudered be dealt back in kind
—force for force, mob Ibr mob, bloodshed lor
bloodshed, and murder for murder, until the
horrid maw of goruian lizing revolutionists,
and mili-Uiiiou barbarians, shall have been
glutted witli the recoil ol their own wicked incentives, aud be made to cry out, enough—

riublicans,
ug Democrats must

enough!

Not satisfied with this he follows up his bent
y

in these words:

from

tending

the

Yazoo, and
fortified on the western approaches all th<
way. Had it been possible to pass Haines
bluff, a strategic movement upon the Vicksburg and Jackson railway might have been
made, or an attack upon the comparatively unprotected rear of the city might have been orVicksburg

to

dered with a reasonable prospect of success
The failure of the gunboats to force a passage
left Gen. Sherman the alternative of with-

drawing the
tempting to

army without firing a gun, or at
carry the rebel position in front

His choice will be

long

remembered.

The purpose of the Yazoo pass expcditlor

as

bandits, and punish them on the spot where
taken, Davis made him and his officers an ex-

expedition

announced by telegraph Monday evening, is c
factof the greatest importance. It will be remembered, that the operations under Genera]
Sherman were conducted on the Yazoo rivet
as a base, and that every effort to pass Haines
bluff on that river proved unavailing. Thif
bluff is the termination of a range of bills ex-

has been to avoid the hostile

securing

Haines' bluff, while

them on the Yazoo.

batteries al

position above

a

The pass is over 27(

Vicksburg, extending eastward
20 miles from the Mississippi to the Coldwater river.
The route lies through Moon lake
eight miles; through the pass proper, 12 milc9
thence down the Coldwater, 30 miles, to the
Tallahatchie river; down the Tallahatchie tc
miles above

the Yazoo, 150 miles; and 220 miles down the
Yazoo—in all about 420 miles. The pass It
nowhere more than 100 feet in

width, and in
places not more than 50. The countr]
is a complete jungle. Cypress and sycamore
trees are intermingled along the shores witl;
huge cottonwoods, all laced impenetrably to.
gether with wild grape vines,completely overarching the pass from one end to the other
and not unfrequently interposing huge,branch
ing arms in such fashion as to bar all progress

some

The Coldwater river is

a

little wider than the

by which ills reached; but it is almost
inconceivably tortuous, and its banks present
the 9ame impenetrable thickets.
The third siege of Vicksburg mav be sai<
to have commenced on Friday, the 23d Janu
ary, when McClernand’s troops began to lane
on the peninsula opposite the
Tht
city.
mouth of the Yazoo was immediately block
aded by a strong fleet of gunboats, and it was
presently rumored that quite a number of rebel transports, which had passed up the rivet
for men and supplies duriug the absence oi
our naval force, were securely entrapped. Tht
•uccess of the expedition through the Yazoc
pass

pass of course involved, as a minor consideration, the capture of these transports, said tc.
be seven or eight in number.
The expedition left Moon lake on Wednesday, 25th February, and reached the Coldwater river, twelve miles, in three days and a
half.

One gunboat had lost both her chim-

neys, and a tender had an ugly hole knocked
in her hull. In five days more, the fleet had
dropped about 25 miles down the river, with-

discovering a building

out

or a

clearing

to re-

lieve the monotony of the voyage. This wai
oil the 5th of March.
The fleet consisted at
that lime of two heavy ironclad gunboats,
two rains, six light gunboats to be barricaded
with

cotton, in

which this whole

district

abounds, three coal barges, three steam
ders, and eighteen transports, laden

tenwith

We give

to

popular

flee to.

nearly to tlie Tallahatchie. A Memphis
dispatch of the 11 th March reports the capture of 7000 rebel prisoners and eight transvery

ports somewhere

on

the Yazoo, and below Ya-

city. Yazoo city is about 100 miles alwve
Vicksburg. This report is confirmed and exaggerated-let us hope, truly—by the dispatch to the Cincinnati Gazette, published in
this city Monday evening. According to that
dispatch, the gunboats have already arrived at
Haines' bluff, after capturing twenty-six steamers and destroying eighteen of them.
It is
zoo

believed that no effective defense

can

lie made

Haines’ bluff,

at

The
nal

against an attack from above.
completion of the Lake Providence caannounced

was

the same time.

at

Present appearances indicate

single extract more—an invocation to the basest\ aisious to protect tbe proclamation of treasonable teachings among our
Whom the gods destroy, they first
people.
a

make mad.”

Smith's madness is

of his sure destructiou.

Well, let the civil

an

evidence

The

tion of the

must
come, if it
"
come,” and damned be he who first cries,
hold, euougli!" The property and the lives of
these fanatics, and their supporters, are as
broadcast, and as accessible to ffee, to mob law,
to the bludy'on, to tile reeo/eer—as are the
property aud lives of Conservative Republicans, and of Maine Democrats, who alike hate,
and will alike condemn, to the bitter end,
these usurpations, and the war conducted upon
usurpations, against the Constitution aud
Union. They can hope for as much luck, aud
as much safety in such a tight lor existence, tis
can Ute negro worshippers and Union haters,
here iu Maine, as in Ohio, and in the other
States of the Union, where the iron heel ol
despotism, under the cover ol law, is attempting to trample life out of personal liberty, and
to intimidate remonstrance by acts, aud threats
of violence.
war

The Constitution

must

be

made of

gum elastic if it can stand all the twistings
and strains put upon it by Copperheaded politicians.

It is stretched to cover

sluvery

and

to

protectfrebellion; to justify secession and
despotism more sacred titan freedom;
but it is found as unyieidiug as cast iron when
it is required to discountenance rebellion aud
to make

to put a stopper upon traitors. The Constitution allows the suspension of the habeas corpus act iu cases of invasion and rebellion, but
while Copperheads deny the President the

right to suspend it in such emergencies, they
also deny the right of Congress to authorize
him to do so. Aecurdiug to their authority,
Congress must remain in session the year
round

or

there may come times when, even to

Union, tire habeas corpus act cannot
be suspended. This is a cousoliiig doctrine
to rebels; and to those who, here at tbe North,
are counseling resistance to authority, and
suggesting the argumeut of tbe bludgeon, tbe
revolver and tbe torch as a fitting response to
tbe detnauds of sja* of Congress. But we
doubt if au intelligent people can be misled
by such quibbles. Tbe truth is precisely
as we have before stated; with Copperheads
inefficiency, iu war measures, is the only sign
of constitutionality; and to seculfe their approval, a measure must fall harmless upon
armed traitors at the South and their equally
guilty but more cowardly allies a* the North.
•ave

the

city.

election In

Monday last, and

as follows:
Yarmouth Erect.—A Disputed Question Settled by the Voters.—We have a

letter from old Yarmouth, which district had
two claimants for one seat iu the
legislature—
the Charcoal, of course, getting the scat
against right and justice—giving the result of
the election yesterday, and the rebuke admin-

istered, as follows:

“Yarmouth’s contested

seat is decided by the
N. Goodie was elected modall democrats, with all the
thirty to ninety majority. The
Charcoals bid twenty-five dollars for votes.’’
A gentleman from that town, who was

voters of the town.
erator.
Selectmen
town officers by

present

the

at

proceedings,

meeting,

informs

and

participated

in its

that on the test votes

for Moderator and first Selectman the Copperhead majority was precisely twenty-eight. Last

September

the

Copperhead majority claimed
Republican
majority in North Yarmouth, which vasfortyseoen.
How much season for Copperhead rejoiciug has been afforded by the great tailing
be sufficient to overcome the

off we ueed not say.
If Mr. Hewlett, In his

speech

at the

City

Hall a few nights since, did not succeed in
convincing our Copperhead neighbor on Exchange street, that “Rum and Rebellion” are
legitimately connected, we are assured that
the most ample proof was afforded at Yarmouth that Rum and Rebellion were prarticnlly associated last Wednesday. The most
shameful use

made of the bottle argument, or our information is sadly at faultWe are further assured, that even men who
was

good cloth, and hang out the outward
signals of respectability, outraged all sense of
decency and propriety, insiilliug Republican
gentlemen, by proposing them for situations
deemed low and disreputable. It is charitable
wear

to believe the bottle had got the better of
their brains—to vindicate their honor at the
expense of their sobriety.
It is not true, that Mr. Gooclt—the man
whom the Legislature, by a nearly unanimous
vote, gave leave to retire from his seat—was
elected Moderator. It was S. C. Blanchard
who was elected to preside. Mr. Blanchard,
it is said, by turns represents and is

represented by the Coppery fraternity of
town,
tjjal
and would have actually presided at the meet-

ing

had Gooch or any other

even

calculations now
national House of Repre-

by tbe oppoof tbe Administration and Uie friends of

compromise with rebels. Tbe indications
are

us

Copperhead

place.

careful

sentatives will not be controlled
nents

Y'armouth came off bn
Argus chronicles the

the

been elected to the

jy The nii)^
show that the nelt

early

evacua-

“Yiraoutk Erect”—of Coarse.
The

to

KV

an

event

Hear him :

that the Administration

will

now

Hud itself

supported by a fair working majority, while
tbe Senate will remain strongly Republican.

---«• •

[SPECIAL DfSPATCH

Hon. Schuyler Colfax,

Member of

Indiana, has sent a check for
the Indiana Commission for the
benefit of sick and wounded soldiers—that

Congress

from

to

sum

voted

On the
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Augusta, March 17.
SENATE.

Tuesday.

Prayer by Rev. Bishop Burgess

of Gardiner.
The order fixing Friday for the final adjournment of the Legislature, was tabled.
The order raising a Select Committee to
consider the expediency of appointing persons to procure subscriptions lor the Agricultural College, was debated upon and refused a
passage. 11 to 10.
Read and assigned.—Resolve in favor of
the towns of Bremen, Smyrna and Macawahoc
plantation; resolve in relation to Commissioners under the resolve of March 16, 1862; act
additional to the act to incorporate the Aroostook Railroad Co.; act to provide a depository
for wills; act relative to the election of wardens and clerks in cities; act to amend Chap.
40. R. S., relative to returns of stockholders of
manufacturing corporations; resolve to pay
the expenses incurred in negotiating the Slate
loan; resolve repealing resolve lit favor of
Alexander G. Turner and Chas. V. Bucknam;
act to make valid the doings of Hiram bass ;
act to amend Sec. 17, Chap. 17, R. S., relating
to the sale ol real estate; act to amend Chap.
177, of the laws of 1860, relative to nuisances
act authorizing the construction of a wharf at
the pool in Blddefnrd; act to amend Sec.
9, Chap. 32. R. S., relating to days of grace;
act to change the names of certain persons;
act to amend Chap. 4, K. 8., relating to elections; act to make valid the doings of town
of Farmingdale; act relative to judicial proceedings in Knox county; act additional to
Chap. 22, R. 8., relating to fences and common
fields.
The report of the Committee on Division of
Towns, on the division of the town of Columbia was tallied.
Bill taxing dogs, Ac., was postponed indefinitely, in concurrence, leaving the law same
as last vear.
Resolve in favor of the Reform School came
back from the House amended. The amendment was adopted and the resolve passed to
be engrossed in concurrence.
Communication from the Secretary of State
transmitting the returns of Railroad Corporations was ordered to be printed.
Mr. Smith, from the Committee on State
Lands, Ac., rejiorted a resolve locating lands
for settlement.
Mr. Cram, from the same Committee, reported a resolve in favor of Win. H. McCTillis.
Mr. Peters, from the Judiciary Committee,
reported act additional to Chap. 6, R. S., relat-

ing

to taxes.

The above reports

were accepted and the
bills and resolves read and assigned.
Passed to be enyrosceil.—Resolve repealing
resolves in favor of Win. Poor, Jr., Robert
Waugh and David Slrout: resolve to amend
the resolve in favor of certain Banks in this
State.
Mr. Hacker called up the report on a Scientific Survey of the Slate.
The report was
accepted and the resolve read and assigned.
The Agricultural College matter wa- taken
up and debated by Messrs. Josselyn, Woods,
Hacker and Starr. The matter was theu laid
on the table.
*
Mr. Jordan reported back the military bill;
also act to amend the act authorizing the taking of land for lorts or other purposes, which
was read and assigned.
Mr. Wiggin, from the Library Committee,
reported a resolve provid ug for the distribution of certain documents to librari€s and literary institutions.
Passed to be enacted—Acts—to incorjiorate
Young's patent boot stretcher Co.; to prevent
the destruction of salmon trout and other fish
in certain lake* in Franklin county; to amend
the law relating to bowling alleys. Ac.
Finally passed—Resolves—in favor of Hamlin Dickey; for procuring copies ol documents
from the British Stale Paper office, Ac.

Adjourned.

being
to

Congress.

the amount of the third

him

Prayer by

Rev. Mr.

SELECTED.

AND

first page
The Brunswick
the Rappahannock; Captain
—

Telegraph on
Spiller’s Discharge.

On the fourth page
Napoleon the
Magnificent, a translation from the French;
—

Miscellany.
jy The Bangor Whig learns that on Saturday morning the mercury stood 88 degrees
below zero in Lincoln, 32 below in Mattawamkeag, and 23 below in Bangor.
'y The meeting house at Romford Point
was destroyed by 0re on the evening of March
11th, as the Lewiston Journal learns from a
correspondent.

Whittlesey, of Bowdoin College, excused temporarily from the active duties of bis professorship and attached to Gen.
Howard’s staff, is at home enjoying a brief
furlough.
~y Lieut. J. H. Nichols, of Brunswick,
will return to his regiment, the Twentieth, in
a few days, as we learn from a
personal interview. He Is full of hope and courage for the
coming—let us say, conclusive campaign.
Prof. E.

»y Camden and Levant have elected full
boards of Union officers, notwithstanding the
efforts of the

Copperheads

Hathaway

of Skowhe-

Clay, from the Judiciary Committee,
reported legislation inexpedient on an order
as to tlie right of Collectors of taxes to seize
and sell property: also the same report on an
order relating to Aqueduct Corporations; also
leuve to withdraw on pelitioii of Ira T. Drew
A als.
Mr. Holbrook, from the Committee on Division of Towns, reported leave to withdraw on
petition of S. Colder A als.
Mr. Hayden, from the Special Committee
to investigate charges preferred against the
Messenger of the House, reported iu detail,
exonorating the Messenger.
Resolves providing for an amendment of the
Constitution, in relation to the election of
Governor and Senators by a plurality vote,
were read a second time, and, 01; motion ol
Mr. Hayden, laid on the table.
Order, limiting inemiiers to fifteen minutes
in (heir s|iecches passed.
Resolve making a conditional grant to the
Maine State Seminary came up by special
assignment. The discussion of the subject
continued until the hour of adjournment.
WIFTKKXOON.

On motion of Mr. Smith, of Westbrook, a
message was sent to the Governor and Council, requesting them to delay action upon the
nomination of William G. Barrows to fill the
existing vacancy on the bench of the Supreme
Court, until the Legislature shall have acted
upon an order referred to the Judiciary Committee previously to the same nomination,
enquiring into the expediency of reducing the
number of Justice* constituting the Court;

carry the

to

day.

In Avon the Copperheads got up a ticket and
boasted they were going to elect it, but they
failed most

signally.

y Gen. Hooker has been written down

by

the

penny-a-liners

as a

baril drinker.

The

army correspondent of the Springfield Republican goes so (Iir as to assert,in substauce, that
he
drinks like a fish," for he drinks only cold

Augustus Heard, senior, and John
Heard in behalf of himself and brothers, natives of Ipswich, Mass., but resident in China,
recently placed *10,000
devoted

be

tees to

iu the hands of trusthe

to

sufferings of soldiers from
needy families of soldiers.

of the

mitigation

that town, and the

Gen.

Stoughton, recently commanding
tile 2d Vermont brigade, and now a prisoner,
is no great loss. He had his headquarters at
Fairfax Court House, live or six miles lrom
his brigade, and was on terms of intimacy with
a Delilah named Ford, who probably
betrayed
him to the Virginia Philistines.
jy The Lewiston Journal says Mr. Horace

True of Turner

came to that city to do
shopping, and left his horse unhitched.
The night was cold, and the horse discovering
that this is a free country turned on his heels
and made swiftly for home, so that Mr. True
had the felicity of icalkin;/ all the way home,
a distance of
eight miles, on one of the rawest
nights of the season.

some

or- The various denominational newspapers are again teeming with intelligence of religious revivals, which are said to be taking
place all through the interior of the New
England States, New York and the West
Hitherto they have been mainly confined to
the rural districts, differing iu this respect
from the revivals of 1857-8, which originated
iu the large cities.
ry Ex-Governor noppin of Rhode Island
has declined the nomination of the Democratic and Constitutional Union Conventions of
that Stale as candidate for

gan.
Mr.

Governor, his

“ex-

pectations of uniting the Democratic and Conservative strength of Rhode Island in support
of the General Government not having been
by the proceedings

realized

of the Conven-

tions.”

amend the charter of the Waterville Fire Insurance Co.
Finally passed.— Resolves—repealing the
resolves in favor of W. W. Quimby and Herman Nye; iu favor of the State Prison; additional in favor of Lewis Bisbee.
Town

Kf“ The gross receipts of the Pen. 4 Ken.
and Androscoggin 4 Keqpebec Railroads,
(now consolidated into thg Maine Central)
from J une 1,1862, to Feb. 1,1863, were
*220,166 79
For same time from 1861 to 1862, 173,204 06
Gain

over

last year,

*56,902 73

;y The Methodist Chapel on Union Street,
Bangor, caught lire Monday evening (Vom one
of tlie pipes of the hot air furnace, which was
too near the wood-work.
Forttmately the fire
was discovered iu seasou to be
extinguished
with buckets of water. A few moments later,
says the Whig, and the beautiful structure
would have been seriously damaged if not entirely consumed.
y The following military iesignations
have been received through the War Departunder date of March 5th :
Colonel F. 1. Sewall, 19th rhgiment.
Lieutenant M. C. Burgess, 3d Battery.
Captain H. C. Snow, ith regiment.
Captain E. A. Snow, 19th regiment.
Captain Alonzo P. Lamb,23d regiment.
Captain W. K. Brooks, 16lh regiineut.
Lieutenant F. A. Wildes, 16th regiment.

ment

North Yarmouth.—The following is the
result of the election in this town on Monday,
March 10, 180;}:
Joseph Cleaves, republican, Moderator;
Win. Osgood, republican. Town Clerk; Isaac
S. Hayes, republican, Benjainiu Hamilton, re-

publican,

and John

lectmen and

Kelly, loyal democrat, SeAssessors; Joseph Cleaves, re-

publican. Town Treasurer: Sylvanus Porter,
republican. Sup. School Committee.
Soith Berwick.—A
that this town

us

lowing

town

correspondent
elected on Monday

the fol-

officers:

Berwick.—The towu of Berwick has also

elected

a republican board of towu officers.—
republican gaiu from last year.
Freeport.—At the Freeport town meeting
on Monday, we understand, the entire repub-

A

was

derstood that under it

propellers

a

will soon be

placed

elected.

From Lake Providence.
are extracts from a letter from

The following

officer in the 1st

College,

regiment of Kansas volcity. The letter

“Camp 1st regiment Kansas volunteers.near
Lake Providence, Louisiana, March 5, lstid.
“The contrabands are coming iu in droves,

and those that are not wanted on the canal
are set to picking cotton,
There are thousands
of acres that must go to waste; for when the
river is let iu cotton picking will be over.
“The canal is progressing to completion.—
The white inhabitants have nearly all left the
low lauds and have crossed the Bayou Mason,
with all their valuable property.
We expect
to make them a visit soon."

C3T- Gov. Andrew has appoiuted Thursday,
April, a day of public fasting, humiliation

and prayer in Massachusetts.

ou

steam

of the

one

and

Regius Professor of Greek, ou acopinions expressed by him In his
“Commentary on the Epistle to the Romans,”
and in th<* article on “The Inspiration of Scripture,” in the famous “Essays and Reviews.”
The appellauts are the Rev. Ur. Pusey, Regius Professor of Hebrew; the Rev. Ur. Heurlly, Margaret Professor of Divinity: and the
Rev. Ur. Ogilvie, Regius Professor of Pastoral
Theology—ad canons of Christ Church.
of

count

The examination at the

Boy’s Boarding

School, at Readlleld, is to come off on Wednesday of next week. Mr. Eaton, the accomplished and successful Principal of that institution, has made arrangements to make the
occasion one of special interest to those who
attend.

The exercises

commence

at

IS o'clock

P. M. and continue

through the evening. This
is one of the workiny schools of the State. The
teachers feel the importance of their vocation,
and do not tail to impart the same inspiration
to their pupils. We accept the kind invitation
of Mr. Eaton to be present, and shall feel it an
especial privilege to visit a portion of the State
which we have never yet seen.
Sxx

a woman

in auuthrr column

hospitals,and by

used in

London and New
Wine.

It is

picking Sainbuc-

admirable article
Ihe tirst families in Paris
an

York, in preference to old Port
a trial, as it gives great satisfac

It is worth

tion.

unteers, to his brother in this
is dated:

2d

English

An action has been commenced in the

tirapes, for Speer's Wine.

an

line ol

It is un-

transit routes.

informs

O. K. Grant, Moderator; E. Hayman.Town
Clerk; W. A. Young, G. Hobbs, and G. Waldron, Selectmen; E. Uaymati, Town Treasurer; J. B. Nealley, Town Agent; Rev. J.
Baker, A. C. Stockiu, and A. Goodwin, Sup.
School Committee. All republicans with the
exception of the Moderator. This is a large
republican gaiu from last fall.

lican ticket

of the law aud will not be reversed.

Chancellor’s Court, Oxford, against the Rev
B. Jowett, M. A., Fellow and Tutor of Balliol

Elections.

Review ol the Market,
For the week euding March 18,18d3,prepared express,
ly for the Pkkss, by Mr. M. N. Rich.

Note,—We wish it to be understood that our quotations represent prices of large lots from tirst bauds,
unless otherwise stated, aud that in tilliug small orders, higher rates have to be etiarged.
REMARKS.—The general lull lu trade for

past
acts

tia,
to

■ ——————MP——
firm, and prices slightly advanced We now quote
SPECIAL NOTICES.
Gatljc for sliced and cored, and 2p8c for uncored.
Green Apples are getting to be quite scarce in market, and prices are lirra at some advance. We now I
A Cough, Cold, or am Irritated
Throat, if I
quote $1.76g2.00 p brl for good eating fruit.
allowed to progress, results in serious
Pulmonary
BEANS.—There has been more activity in the marand Bronchial affections, oftentimes incurable.
ket for a week past, and
prices for Brans have*vmWe bow quote White Pea Beast 2 7Zkg 00;
BROWN S BRONCHIAL TROCHES
Tarrows 2 62c&2 76; aud Blue Pod* and yellow eybs
reach directly the aflecied
parts and give almost in2 50 o£ 76 p bushel.
stant relief. In
Bronchitis, Asthma, and CaBUTTER.—Good table Butter ia scarce in. this
tarrh
they are beneficial. The good effects resultmarket, and prices have advanced. Choice Vermont
ai d New York Dairies are worth 23a.26e; Canada
ing from the use of the Troches, and their extended
and Western Firkin 22aj23c; Country 20<£22c, and
has
caused them to be counterfeited. Be sure to
use,
Store 15«.17c P lb, with a brisk demand.
guard against worthless imitations. Obtaih only
BREAD.—All kinds Bread remain steady at our
Xhe genui^ Brown's Bronchial Troches which have
former quotations. Sales of Pilot are made at 86064,
proved their efficacy by a test of many years. Pub5<£6i, and Crackers 3}a4cp tb, or 36.0,40c p
lic Sfxakers and Singer* should use
the Troches,
COOPERAGE—Nearly all kinds of Cooperage
Military Officers and Soldiers who over-tax the voice
ooutiuues to rule exceedingly dull, especially Counand
are
to
sudden
exposed
changes, should have
try sawed Shooks, which are heavy at a decline. City
Shooks are about out of market just at this time. 600
hem. Sold everywhere at 26 cent* per box.
rum pipe Shooks sold during the week at 86.50: and
d
flew
3
m
jan21
6t*0 puncheon do, 84.50. There has been considerable activity in Hoops, for which there is a fair demand for good Ash for exportation. at$36a37p
gross M. Oak are dull at about $30a;34. 46,00(5 first
GREAT DISCOVERY.—An adhesive preparation
quality Ash Hoops sold at 837, and 30 M first quality
that will STICK
Red Oak at $34 p gross M. Tliere were several
sales Country Hoops during the week at lower prices.
Patches and Linings to Boots and Shoes sufficient*
Our extreme quotations should be understood to repiy strong without stitching;
resent importers’ prices for very choice iota for

uot

a

afforded sufficient animattou to the

week
tuar-

produce any radical changes in our quotaFlour ha.- somewhat declined. Refined Su-

tious.
gars have slightly lalleu off. Molasses reinatus firm
aud active. There tias been quite au advance on
some classes of Lumber.
Hay is more abundant and
easy, itutteraud Iteaus have advanced. Pork
Is very Arm aud active.

prices

ASHES.—There is a continued scarcity of Pearl
Ashes, aud the market is Arm at 8K'V8|c. and Pot*

7pg8|c.

APPLES—The market for Dried Applet is

s

more

MAMNE_

Sroved.

Tneadny,.March

IT.
ARRIVED
Steamer Montreal. Prince. Bouton
Sch Or.,limbo,
Oeborne, Ciitine for New York
”®b Tugwawa, Patten, Boaton for Eliaworth.

^Brig
C

ship-

That will

Toys,

COFFEE.—We notice a recent advance on Java
Coffee and now quote 40&42C. and prices buoyant
We continue to quote Rio 33<$35c, and St Domingo
3*>Ti31c p lb.
CHEESE.—We recently noticed an advance on
cheese. The market remains firm at 16 a. 16c for choice
Vermont and New York dairies.and 130,14c tor good
Country Cheese.
CREAM TA KTAR.—Sales of Pulverized are now
made in small lots at 40c p tb. Pure Crystals have
further advanced and we uow quote 70c.
CANDLES —Prices have advanced since the date
—

of

last. Mould Candles are
and Sperm 360.38c P lb.

our

uow

selling

FLOUR.—The market closed dull and inactive at
further decline, with but little disposition with
dealer* to operate in the present etate of the market
The market was exceedingly quiet at the close of last
week, and up to yesterday evening there had been
but little
salts being couflued to small
lots at from jft} decline
On Monday there was a
sale of good Canada No. 1 at £7.76.
GRAIN.—Corn ha* recently receded in price, and
the market is quiet. We quote Western mixed £10)
and Southern Yellow 1 03a 1.06. Oats are active and in very light supply at 65&48c. Barley lias
advanced. We quote 81.20ftl.25 p bushel.

improvement,

MAIL

9 P

iy Office open daily (.Sundays excepted) from 8
to 9 P. M.
On Sundays, from 84 to 94 A. M.

now

Das. J. Clawson Kkllkt nod H. L. Davis'
Medical Office, No 229J Congress street, up same
flight with Dr. Johnson, Dentist—only place in Portland where Da. Kkllkt a genuine medicines can be
had. Advice free upon all diseases.
Jan27 d3awkwtf32

a

tyConcornption and Catarrh, and all diseases of
Lungs, successfully treated by Inba
LATfov,
By C. Moasa. M. D
aul8’62eod
Corner Smith and f'ongress Sts.

the Throat and

LIME.—New Rockland Lime wo now quote 75«ft
p cask, with a moderate demand at this season.

Dentistry.—Dr. JOSI AH HEALD,No.241 Com
Street, first door east of 1st Parish Church
Portland, Me.
aug7dly

80c

frees

LEATHER.—All description* of Leather remain
viz: New York
steadv at the following
light 3><»32: medium* ana heavy do ,32 a 33c Slaughter do 34a38c; Amercan Calfskins 81u91c. The demand from the couutry trade Continues to improve.

quotation*,

ryn you are ia want of any
call at the Daily Press Office.

LARD—A decided advance ha* recently taken place
ou Lard, aud prices are firm at 12ft 12}.
40 brls sold
on Monday at 12c.

CyCARDS

at

|

BROKERS'

a

i-"1-1. ■IIIJ

_MAKKIFD._
la Bath. March 14. by Rev 9 F. Wetherbee, Henry
N. Borcher* and Mim Fannie E. Hiitou, both of B.
In Bath. March 14. Jas K. Stover, of Bluehill, and
Mi*s Maria Marc*. of B.
In West Bath. March 5, Jar E. Stilphen, of W B.,
and Mim Mary E. Liuscott. of Harpewell.
In Vassalboro’, March 6. Thos. I Eaton, of Brunswick, and Mi«a Rebecca Russell, of Noblcboro’.
In China. March 8. Chas H. Pope aud Misa Angelia
Harden, both of Vassalboro.

PAINTS —Are Arm at advanced price* American
Zinc i* worth §8*0,8]. and French Jolla 11]
Boston
aud Portland L**ads are (telling at 8<2 60c£18; Lewi*
LiLead $13; and Cumlterla**d Leadiu oil
tharge and Red Lead have recently advanced, aud
We quote Damar Varnish 84 00
we quote 120,121c.
ap4 60. and Coach 83 2&g,d uO.

ll]al2

__DIED._

PRODUCE—I he produce market remains quiet
Potatoe* are firm at $1 40a 1 60
price* steady
p bbl. or 42*v60c p bushel. Egg* continue to command 15a 16c P do*
Fresh Beef I* Arm at 7f%8c
by the quarter. Veal ts held at about 6j#i 7c by the
carcass. We quote Chicken* at 13a 15c, Turkic* 14
glHc. and Geese lOa 12c.
PROVISIONS.—Packet! Pork remains Arm and
unchanged at the advanced price* noticed in our
last. Sale* of Clear continue to be made at $19c£?0;
and Extra Clear 20afil; M*-** 817 60a 18; Prime
813 6ha>14; and Extra Prime $l4a.l5. 40 brl* light
Clear old on Monday at $ 18 50 p brl.
Round Hog*
have a ivanced. and are active at 8oj9c. City smoked Ham* are worth 94£lOc. Beef U iirm though sale*

Judgment

confined to small lots.

profit

qualities.

SAIL4KG

and New Or

STEAM KH

SALT.—The demand is brisk for fishing Salt. The
ot ship Frank Plans, 3200 kMlLlVfp—I,told
Ground
on Wednesday of last week for $3 26 cash.
Table and Butter Salt remains firm at 24c tor bags
STARCH.—We notice an advance
quote Pearl 6pg$c, and Potatoe

on

Starch, and

4a4]c p lb.
SEEDS.—Grass Seed is more quiet and price* low.
er.
We quote Herds Gra*s 82 ^»a3 12.Red Top $3.00

aj3 60. and We*tern (’lover 12*a.12c4. Canary Seed
is Arm at the following late advanced quotation, via:
§4.60a 4 62.

OF OCEAN STEAMBUIFS.
FROM

FOR

Elizabethporf.

EAST GREEN WICH-Ar at Bakers Landing 14th
sch W A Crocker, Pierce, Baltimore.
NEWPORT—Ar 15th Inst, brigs Catharine Rogers,
Y rat on, Salem tor New York:
Lady of the Lake,
llaskell, iaM River for do; schs Colon, Pendleton,
Rockland for Hartford Ct; Exeter. Snow. Bath for
New York; rranklin. Allen. La bee for Mvstto; Willow, Small, do for Philadelphia:
Boston lor Fort rent Monroe; Col
Eddy, Blanchard,
Winterport for New York; Hyena. Clark. Portland
for do; Juno. Mills, Rockland for do;
Eagle. Hall,
do for do; John Adams, Hatch, do for do; Sarah.
Holden, do for do.
Sailed 15th. schs Sami Fish. Davis, foam Portland
for New York; D H Baldwin, from Rockland for do;
F Newton. Coombs. Portland for do. and others.
EDGAHTUWN—Ar 13th. schs Fnir Dealer. Cox,
Elizahothport for Boston; 1 L Suow, Ac horn. Rev
York tor do.
Ar 13th. sch Marietta. Gray, New York for Boaton.
BOSTON-Cld 16th, hark M B Stetson. Jordan, for
Ctenfuegne; brig J H Dillingham. Harrington. Cnrdrnna: «ehj Geo Hr run. Lovell. Umhn; Datewan. Robinson, Tbomaaton.
Below !«th, bark, J C Nichols, from
Clenlhegos;
Gland City, from New Orleana.
Ar 17th. Mk Coral, East. W«y month KM. Below
•hip Jennie twtmtn. from New Orteani.
CM 1701. bark Valuta. K M Klekeraoa, for Smyrna;
Joha A rile,. Untchinson, Cardeato.
WISCASSET-SId 16th. bark Tern peel. King, tor
Cardewaa; echo Melboirna. Haabail; Jalietta. Write,
and tuny Keating. Haskell. Alexandria: Arctic,
Cuthmmn. and Emetine. Colby. Boetoa; 8 H Pnol.
MeFadden. and BenJ Franklin, Pnttenon, do; Mary

Superior*Rohiosow,

j

Ann. Merry, da.

FOREIGN IPOETS.

Conrtantinople

At
I8th uK, bark Armenia, Hamilton for Borton Mk.
Sailed from Mr to,a lTth alt. bark Man C Dyer.
Wallaee. Naw York; Mtb, Clara HaxeU. Glover, do;

J^W Sawder, Leighton,l'hilarfelphia
tb*ip

Ar at Iturdeanx Bth nit.
Samaritan, 8Unnoa,
from Callno.
At Leghorn SHk alt, thlp C C Dnnean. Otto, Mr
Boetoh in March.
Ar at st Thom a, Bd alt. Kha Harper. Coomb,, ftn
Bird Inland: 24th. M W Dodge, Dodge, St Croix,
(and cld for do.)
In port 18th. thlp Majestic. Newoomb, New York
for Havre, in dtotrew.
At Minatitlan Feb 17, brig Croeae, Nelson, for New

York3dnya.

Ar at Havana
New York.

j

*axouia.Southampton New York March
Etna.Liverpool.New York March

| Bohemian.Liverpool.Portland. March

.Liverpool.New York
.New York
Clasgow.Liverpool
North American Liverpool.
Portland

i Asia.

Canada.Liverpool.

Haminonia.Southampton
Africa.Liverpool....

Sth Inrt, brig 8 C Aden*. Career, bn

Sid 7th. brig Harriet, TUeomb, Cardenee: Sth, thlp
Martha Bowker, Good barn, Ssgna. to load for a port

north of Uatterax.
Cld loth, brig Du) Boone. Seger. Malum,.
In port 8tk tael, (hip, John 8 Harrto. Harmon;
John Human. Carver; Snail. Week,, ud Athena,
Shield,, unc: bark, Mary Elizabeth. Dunbar: Harry
Booth. < hipmhn; L D Carver, Berry: Amelia, Monroe: Chan Edwin. Lowe- Taiavera. Merritbew; Villafranca. 11.11; Lilliaa. Gilmore: Investigator. Gilmore; La ciguenn, Adie, une: brig, J A 11 Crowley,
Drtoko; C Hopkins. Hamor: C Eddy. Pomroy; J W
Wood rug Eaton; Mamoni. Carlton; Ella Mario.
Merrill; Sea Foam. Coomb,, ud Trindelen. Haven*
er. une; k 1m Game Cock, Eldridge, for Matamoraa;
Elizabeth Rowell. Tavlor. for New Orleana: t man
Herald, Wiley; Oman Huger. Lewis: Starlight,
York; Active. Thompeoa: Windward. Cartridge;
1’hilomcu, Thompson, ud Georgian a, Gilchrist,
unc.

Sid from Maturaa Sth Into, hark Philena, Hall, for
Cardenas, to load for Portland
Ar at Cardenas 4ih inst. ach Queen 0f cUpparaJBr)
from Portland; 6th. bark 8 A Niebol,. Blue. Bueno, Ayres: brig Matilda. Norwood. Portland, eehe
Ida F Wheeler. Dver. Philadelphia.
Sid 3th. bark K U Knight. Carmu, Portland, brig
A F Larrabee. Carltole, Boeiou.
Ar at CieuAiegoe 3d ult, bark Brotberi. Mariner,

Philadelphia.
In port 7th into, brig Maeoata, Dunbar, for Boetou;
Moonlight, Small, for de.
SPOKEN.

March 3. lat 17. Ion 79 brig Moanlain Eagle, Mom
Santa Craa for New York.
Mareh 15. lat 3D 3D, loa 71. ehip, Ontario, and Resolute, both fiom New York for Uverpool.

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.
WITH

YOU

AGAIN !

The Yai-OH>ske-iia-ti-zio!
-OB-

TJISriON

TROUPE

Glass Workers and Glass Spinners,
Ruon't Manama. New York, will give Foar
of thaiPUrand

March
March
March
March
Boston
New York March
New York March

TO DKPAHT.

AT LANCASTER HALL,
Wedueaday, Thursday, Friday S Satarday Eveaiaga, March la, IS, 20 A 21,

Social Dance I
At

4
5
7
11
11
12
14
18
19
21
26
28

the cl on? of the Entertainment each evening
from 9 to 11 o'clock.

Music
ton

by Hey wood's guadrille Band,

of

Boe-

AdmMos to this doable Gift Entertainment—Gen.
tie men. 26 cents; Ladlee. only 16 cents.
For particulars see bills of the day
JOHN GRAFF AM. BueineMCManagar.
inch 18 tf

SINGER’S

SEWING MACHINES!
WOODMAN,

SAILS

Edinburg...Liverpool.New York March
Norwegian*...Liverpool.Portland..March
.March
Lumps...Liverpool.Boston

cargo

now

PORTS.
16th Inal, ahlp Idaho

GUI A Promrnadr Enlertaiawau

In this city. March 17. Mrs. Jane Paine, relict of
the late John h. Paine, aged 72 years.
In Winterport. March 16. Harry, youngest son of
Jamoa 0. aud Sarah I'pham. of Portland, aged A)
mouths.
In Cape Elizabeth, March 12. Mr. Elliot Jordan,
aged 73 years For several Tears prior to hia death.
Mr. Jordan was afflicted with nosomania or partial
iusauity. beiug capable at times, after he first shew
Mgaa of mental aberration, of transacting business
aud attending to his temporal afltirs. In the early
mauly career, beiug possessed of a sound
part of hisand
extraordinary business qualifications,
he was elected several years selectman of the town,
and was appointed to several other places of trust.all
of which he filled with great credit to himself and
to the town,
lie was honest and faithful, a
kind aud indulgent husband aud father, and has left
a wife, several children and a large circle of otbar relatives. to mourn their loss, as well as mauy friends
who esteemed him very highly for his many good

PLASTER—The stock is getting much reduced,
and prices have advanced. We now quote Soft §2 50
afl 75. and Hard 2 26a $2 60 P tou. and Ground $0
afi 26
RUM—Prices remain quiet but firm, at 70®78c.
SUGARS —The market is yet unsteadv.and price*
We quote Granulated, Crushed
are nearly nominal
and Powdered at 15 *cyl6]. and Musoovado Hi all];

aud boxes.

rtf h

Alexandria.
NEW YORK—Ar 14th. ship Game Cock. Jayne,
8 ban abac; brig Jan C'raa by, Lowry. Cardeoaa.
A r 15th. «ch* Village t^ueen. Hawkin', Haiti mo re;
f J Gumming*, Walden. Phil add p Ida.
Cld 14th. brig Vincennee. Ilodgdoa. Washington
Ar 16th. bark 8ebra C rocker. Bteptoe. ('feefeem;
•ch* Wild Rover, Hamilloa, Fortune Bay; D H Baldwin. Glover, and H E Parker. Fitzgerald. Rockland
Cld 16th. brigs Catherine. Pitman. SavaaMla; Condor. Allen. Cfeafhofoo; Criama. II icb born, Carden as;
sch Albert Dexter. Doane. luagua.
Ar 17th. bark Edward llill. Sylvester, fm Catania;
brig Golden Lead, from Rochelle.
Alno ar 17th. ships Anna F Schmidt, ftn X Orleans;
bark R W Griffiths, from Cardenas
8ld 14th, brigs Blisa Bernard, Mary Ana, Anita
Owen, and Delphine.
PROVIDENCE—Ar I4th, sch Only Son, Johnson,

From

and

13]-a,14;

.156

MUD.do. 1641
9 600.do.164*
6.000 .do.154 j
United State* Coupon Sixes 118811.KH
U. S. 7 3-10 Treasury Notes (Oct).106*
do (Aiu)..106*
do (endorsed).104*
United States Five-Twenties (May). lOOj
do (Nov).100
United States Treasury Sixes, (2 years).156
U.S. Certificates ot Indebtedness (Nov).1004
do (Dec)... 100J
do (Jan).
100
do (Feb).100

Linseed Oil continues to have an advancing
tendency; we now quote Raw 81 82'$i 86.and Boiled
$1 8Ag,l 90. The market ia nearly barren of Kish
(Ml*, and price* have advauccd. We quote Bank and
Bay 82S.50tft29 60. and Shore 827.60 a.28.60 p brl
Olive Oil has advrnced; we quote 82 26 p gal. Kerosene remains steady at 50,52] aud 66c.

White

or

21.338.do

1 18

ll]a,12;

BOARD.

Stocks.—Boston, March 17. 1862.
•6.000 American Gold.1554

—

Havana Brown
leans 12] a, 14c

tf

LOCKE k KIMBALL, Dentists, No. 117
Middle Street.Portland. Me.
auglfr— ly

Salb

price equivalent to 45c, and 200 hhds new Claved at
about 40c; 250 hhds uew Clayed sold at 41ft42c
There was also a sale of 380 hhds and 35 trea Claved
at price* not transpired.
NAVAL STORES.—We notice a recent advance
on Turpentine, aud now quote S3 75a3 90 p
gal.
Tar continue* to sell at 813a;14, and Coal Tar Pitch
84« 4.ft P brl
OAKUM.—We continue to quote American Oakum 8]$9|.
ONIONS—The extreme scarcity of Onion* ha*
caused a recent advance in price*.aud we now quote
$ft.Q0t$t 26 p brl, or 81 60a! 66 p bushel.
OILS —The market for Whale Oil is firm, and
price* steadv. We now quote Refined Winter 81 12
rf 1.15. and Sperm do 2 I2a2 16, aud l^ird Oil 81

are

BILL HEADS neatly printed

Das

quote 14}ftl5.
MOLASSES.—The market is active fbr new Molasses at 4lu42c lor Claved, 44a45c lor Musco15H hhds new
Muscovado sold
vado.
during
and 8U0 hhds Trinidad

and

kind of PRINTING
tf

at this office.

METALS.—The market for all kinds Metals continues to be much unsettled. We now quote Banra
Tin 54ft66c, Straits 60ft52; ('liar I C. 816 5nq,1700;
Coke 18al3 50.
We also advance
do IX #19 50ft2t).
our quotation* for Sheet Mussel man n Zinc, and now

inos;

ha

First Examination at office,.B200
Each subsequent sittingat office.50
Examination at residence,... 2 60
Each subsequent visit at residence,.. loo
August 16, 1862.—tf

at £3 50 a3 76. aud Clear Pine £2 75a3 00.
Extra
shavi-d < edar Shingles are worth £J50a,4 25; do 21
S £3ft3 75 P M
Laths. Pine are selling at £1 50 ft
1 flu. and Spruce at £1 16 o 1 20 p M

44c. 4

giveaoticethat he

City Patient*, first

good demand for Shipping
at 81*. Oft*)00 pM: No. I t and 2* Pine £34
(ft36; No. 8 £24. Spruce Dimension is worth from
£12ftl4; and Spruce Shipping Boards ¥llal2.
Hemlock £Sftlrt pM; Scantlings £12ft 13
Hack< lapboard*.
matack Timber Sld.OOftSO.oO P ton.
Heart Extsmare selling at £83; dear do £2h«3i*;
No. 1. 813a 15; Sap. Clear £23a25: do 2d* £2»ft21,
and No. 1 £l<>a!3. Spruce Extra are worth £12al5.
and No. 1 fl'iftll. Shingles. Extra Pine are quoted

at

would

at Anliem.
*

him.

LEAD.—We notice an advance on both Sheet and
Pipe Lead, and now quote 12} a 13c p 100. We also

the week

QUIMBY.

eturnedto Portland, and can be found at his Room,
No. 13 1ntkbn ation a L House, Tuesday, A ague
12th. where he will attend to all wishing tosoasnl

15c cash.

and

Closes at 12 M.
Closest

M

DR. P. P.

wu

Weet.

A. M.

HOPS.—We quote growth of 1862 at liftlSc.
IRON.—All grades of Iron are firm. Pig Iron it
now worth 83&ft42 p ton, cash, and Common Bar
4}
■ft44c P lb. Refined 4fV5c: Swi*de 7}ft6. and Norway
Ca*t Steel 80cy6lc; English Blistered do. 22ft
a,9;
Kj
24c; Spring do I4ft|16c; English Sheet Iron is now
worth 6ft7c; Russia do Italic Imitatiou do 13* ft

Pig,

and 130 P. M.

CANADA—Arrives at 1.60 P M

HIDES AND SKINS.—We quote Hue nos Ayres
Hides 3)a.31c Western 2i 22c. and Slaughter Ifides
Green Salted £l.H5ft2.00 and Dry 1.20ft1.30;
Ca<cutta Cow 1.90ft2.10; CaJf-skins Uftl3c.

corresponding

M

COUNTRY MAILS—Arrives about 5 P. M.

64ft7}c;

quote 8UJftl2.

AERAKOKMBNTS.

EASTERN-Arrives st 1 50 P M
Closes at 12 X.
EUROPE—Closes every Saturday at 1 30 P M.

GUNPOWDER.—We continue to quote Rifle and
and Blasting 86} ft<6, and Arm.
Sporting at
in consequence ot the recent advauocin Saltpetre.

Key

eena.

years*

WESTERN—Arrive* at 12 40 and 74 P. M. Cloaca at
7 45 A

niiaeing,

PHILADELPHIA—Ar 14th. aeb Georgia, Sweet,
Boaton.
Cld 14th, ach Wm Arthur tiaakell. Portland
At Delaware Breakwater.brig Alleton. for Boeton:

PORTLAND POST OFFICE.

<^1.03,

a.

Alexandria.

spread

a

tikona

SrC

Cld 4th. bark A C Norton. Price. Philadelphia
BALTIMORE—Ar 134h. ach. Sami Eddy Putin
lm Washington; Cneaettn, Eidridge. and Delaware'
Crockett. Alexandria: Sami Lewie. Moore, do.
Cld 13th. ecli Bengal, Arcjr. Rockland.
Ar URh. acha G WGtoaer.Thoma.. < aradea: Daahing W.re. Freeman, Portland: Maryland, Knight,

rfTo Consumptives -The Advertiser, having
been restored to health in a few week*
a very simafter having suffered several
with
a severe lung affection,and that dread disease. Consumption—is anxious to make known to his fcUow
sufferers the means of cure.
To all who desire it, be will send a
copy of the prescription used (free ot charge), with the directions
for Dropsring aud using the same, which they will
find a .Sure Cure/or f'onaumpt inn, Aathma, Bronchitia, fc. The only object of the advertiser in sending the Prescription Is to benefit the afflicted, and
information which he conceives to be invaluable. and he hope* every sufferer will try his remedy. as it will cost them nothing, and may prove a
REV. EDWARD A WILSON,
blessing
Williamsburgh, Kings County, New York.
feb27 d3n»

prices.

on

stop the

Disease* of the Urinary Organs.
tf J- C. Mott, M. D., Operating and Consulting
Surgeon aud Physician. attends exclusively to Diseases of the Urinary and Genital
Organs, and Female
Complaints of all kiuds, aud the more obscure diseases of the Pelvic Vicera.as Piles.
Ruptures, Hydrocele, Varicocele. Fistula, Early decline of Mauhood,
kc. Dr. M. keeps himself posted in all the
improvements in the cure of Disease, mad** in this
country
or Europe, aud sparrs no expense that his
patlenta
may have the best medical and surgical treatment
the world affords. Advice Fkkk.
(f iffict 86
Court street, BOSTON. Hours from 10A.M.to2
I
P. M and 6 to 8 P. M
Mrs. M. who ia thoroughly versed in the afflictive ;
maladies of her sex. can be consulted by ladies.
Patieuts furnished with board and experienced j
nurse*
oct3eod6m

by

artv.rtWe^

NEW ORLEANS—Ar 3d. ahlp Zanzibar, fm Bath
Od&*b. ahlp Join A Albert, for Cadii.
PORT ROI ALSC—Ar 4th iut. .teamer City of
Bath, Saow. Key Wwt; 6th. ach c S Edwarda, Gandy. Philadelphia: 7th. I.eo Shettuck. Hatch, and J g
Cartia, Crowell, Foraaailina, loth, laaac Rone Par-

2 ox. to 100 Ibe., by
THOS. G. LOKING. Apotbeeery,
Corner of Exchange and Federal Street,,
Sole Agent in Portland.
febi: dly

ple remedy,

fm New York for Haxre
diatteer. ha.
fo,
tT,i*ht “*•’ c*rf0 *»

m

..e.».DOME*TIC

Supplied in package*from

FRUIT.—Oranges and lemons have undergone a
decided advance since our last, and we quote both
oranges aud lemons £4 25 p box. Raisin* remain
firm at 84 33 ft4 45 for Bunch Box. and £4 GQgftt 62
for Layers. Our quotation* for ( ask Kalsins'areonly
nominal, as there are few if any in this market.
FISH.—The market for dry fish is quiet but firm at
extreme
The barrenness of tlie market has
very much restricted trade. We notice sales of Eastern fish in Boston the past week at
p qtl for large
aud £5 for small Cod—Pollock £8 25. aud Hake 2 76
pqtl. In this market Large Cod are quick at f&jo.
6 25; small do £8 76a,4 00 p qtl; Pollock £2 75a 3 25.
Mackerel are quiet and steady; sales Shore No. 1
are made at £13 500,14, aud Bay No. 1 £12« 12 50
P brl.

Thome,

SAN FRANCISCO—Smiled
Cbipman. for Callao

Providence, K. I.

ftll

Alexnndiia. by X B

Brig Beteey Hall. Thompaon. from B.ltimore Dec

HILTON *8 I if SOLUBLE CEMENT !
Hiltos Brothxrs, Proprietor,.

ly

Dr**',n’

*'*oa<1i Uardenbrook. Baltimore, by F
,,*ntar* Philadelphia, by H G York
Citixen, Cpton, Boeton, by Jot H White

2d. for Cork, reported
■It, in diatrew.

paste.

as

Cardenaj, by Cbaee Broe

Allen. Ray. Cardenaa, by Join Lynch A

"i^TTCT.r

It is

DUCK.—Price* are firm at late advance*. There
have been sale* of lO.UOO yd* during the
past week at
the following quotation*: Portland No 3 £1.05: No.
10 77c p yd; Navy Superior No. 3. £1.04, No. 10 76c,
Karen* 65c; aud L. S. 10 oz. Tent buck 66c, aud 12 oz.
do 75c per yd.
DRUGS.—The Drug trade ha* been verr firm the
We recentweek.and price* have ruled steady
past
noticed an advance on pure Cream Tartar, and
now qnote Crystal* 70c. and Pulverized 40c.
Opium
ha* aiso further advanced ; we now quote 11
60.
Alcohol and Fluid have also advanced, as will be observed by our quotations. Dye woods are steady aud
quiet at our former quotations,

advance

It will effectually

wti^lan. Dunning,

C B

Ship Majeetic, Newcomb,

at St

Furniture, Crockery,

It is insoluble in water or oil.
It is a liquid, and as easily
applied
It will adhere oily substances.

at 16<£

8ch

articles of household use.
Belt Makers,
Boot and Shoe Makers,
Manufacturers and Machinists,
And Families,

will find it invaluable !

191c; K >ssia Boltrope 19ofjoc. aud Manilla do 294 w,
We also quote Cotton Sail Twine 1.03a^l.06;
21.
Flax and Hemp do 60(cl66c P lb.

a

mend

f

A^hnlthf*"*
»'^)hn,>h0'nlX'

and all

leakage of Coal Oil.

16c.
CEMENT—Is very firm at advanced prices. We
now quote $1 60 gl 60 per cask, and prices buoyant.
COAL.—We notice some decline on White Ash, Lehigh aud Franklin which is now selling at #9 50.
Small size Locust Mountain is selling at 87.60. Cumberland remains firm and steady at $10 p toa.
CORDAGE.—All kinds Cordage remains fl-m at
late advances. We continue to quote Manilla 184a,
19c, American Cordage 16a,I6Jc; Russia Hemp 19a,

notice

effectually

Brig

Nlekeeeoo”*

gWp

ment.

NEWS!

PORT OF POBTL4ND.

J

LUMBER —There it

[Bangor Whig.
committee, enquiring into the expediency of
ZW~ The Washington correspondent of the
alterations in the organization of the Judiciary.
On motiou of Mr. Cony, it was ordered that
New York lier&ld says that parties who have
the vote on the reconsideration of the vote
an interest in the matter are making strenuous
passing to be engrossed the resolve making a j efforts to Induce the Secretary of the Treasconditional grant to the Maine State Seminary, !
be taken on Wednesday, at 11 o’clock. A. M.
ury to recede from his recent decision that
The debate on the Maine Seminary resolve
foreign vessels may compete for the traffic bewas "continued.
tween San Francisco aud New Y'ork; but the
Passed to be rnarted.—Acts—additional to
decision was caused hy careful consideration
the act Incorporating the City of Belfast; to

mileage

for the third session of last

——I■—I——

ORIGINAL

-.

LEGISLATURE OF MAINE.

HOUSE.

A uthentic advices assure us, that this formidable force bad penetrated without accident

waters of the Mississippi, 14 feet higher than
the level of the lake, have been turned into
the canal, opening an inland passage to the
;
Ked river and thence to the Mississippi besion rush on iu mountain waves of irresistible
tween Port Hudson and Vicksburg, exposing
fury wlieu once set in motion—it will require both
points to an attack on the side naturally
but a few mure such prov- cations, as the parweakest and least fortified. “Vicksburg must
tisan spirit and demoniac spite die N. Y.
Post has exhibited, to inaugurate a condition
“lie ours," said Admiral Porter lately; “there
of things that would make a retreat in bell it“is no question of the result; we shall as cerself a paradise, compared with the best port of
“tainly lake it, as the sun will rise to-morrow.’’
wbicit these offenders of
lor-

bearauce will be able

BY TELEGRAPH.

troops.

II we know the heart of men, impelled and
goaded to madness by assaults of sheer malignity and wickedness, and ill a great aud crowded city, where mind, aud madness, and pas-

safety

■
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AGENTS,
lYoa. 34 aad 36
Needle*

Middle Street.

sad Trimming, alwaye

on

band,

mehlg tf

REMOVAL.
lalbrm bln

re,peetfully
undersigned
THE
friend, nnd the public, that be bu removed from
lit to No. 1150 Middle St., M*‘
M.e,rs Emery nnd Waternouee, where
Jilo.beabove
Ueuerml Amort meat of
found
would

oor
March 18
SPICES.—Nearly all kinds Spices continue to adArabia.Boston.Liverpool
n
Cloves are now held at 41 oy42c in this marMarch 19
may
Eagle.New York llavaua
9'ical
Cassia
3W3Sc,
UO;
21
Ginger
March
Nutmegs
Liverpool
Anglo Saxon .Portland
Drug*. Medlrlnn, Pninta, oils,
Teutonia.New York Hamburg... March 21
47®48c; Pimento 24o>»c. and Popper 2Sq^30c.
8UAP.—We now quoto Castile Soap at lti]-i£17c
City of Baltimore New York Liverpool. March 21
DYE STUFFS. *o.,
Mehta .New York. Havana.Harch 21 I
Loathe A Gore's Extra 91c, Family 84, and No.l 7]
New York Jamaica.March 21 j at Wholesale and Retail. The former patrons, and
Chemical Olive 9, and soda 10c. Other Soaps arc
Piautaganet
the public generally, are reepectfullv invited to eall
British t^ueeu. ...New York llanvaua....March 22
firm at full pricu*.
March 26
as above.
New York Liverpool.
>A34l KI. ROLFE.
Australasian
SHOT—Has advanced. We now quote Drop 124
March 28
TnTb*Seow8m
Portland. March 18, 1868.
.Liverpool
Norwegian.Portland..
(a,13c. aud Buck 13a 13]c.
28
March
York..
Liverpool
Edinburg.New
TEAS.—We notice a continued
firmness in 1 Europa
.Bos to u.Liverpool
April 1
Tea*. Good Strait Oolongs are still held at about
.New York Hamburg
L.
Saxonia
April 4
80c, and choice grades 85c; Souchong, Aukoi. aud
Bohemian.Portland
Liverpool... April 4
lower grades 55a65c, and the market finu.
SPECIAL MF.ETINU of tbl- Aaaoetntloa will
Etna.New York Liverpool.
April 4
be held at tbelr Room, Wedneaday Eveaiug,
Asia .New York Liverpool
April 8
TOBACCO.—The market remains quiet and steady,
March26th, 1H6S, at S o'clock precieely.
North American Portland
Liverpool.... April 11
without any
change to note since our last.
perceptible
York Liverpool.April 11
Member,
are particularly requested to be praaent.
New
Ulasgow.
Thedeniauj Is steady for desirable lots, aud late ada, baatneo of gre,’ importance will come before the
Mails are forwarded by every steamer in the reguvance* are well sustained, the best judges still enterlar lines. The steamers for or from Liverpool call a
taining much confidence for the future.
UKO. H. SMARDEN.
order.
Queeustown, except the Canadian line, which call a
FREIGHTS.—There is a continued active demaud
Recording Secretary.
mohlS lw
Londonderry.
for vessel* to load for Cuba, aud the scarcity of tonThe following ennage iuduces liberal offerings.
AND
Ranted.
PANAMA
CALIFORNIA—Steamer*.carrygagements have becu ina io since our last: brig C. B.
ing Mails for Aspinwall, Panama, and California,
SITUATION as Housekeeper. Good reference
Allen, for Cardenas, at 36c for box shook* under.and
leave New York on the 1st, 11th, and 21st of each
28c on deck ; Hr brig Hattie Eaton.tor the same port,
Apply at 33 Franklin Street.
given
month.
at 32c for boxes; brig Stella, for Havana.at 3bc; brig
mcnl8 dlw*
J. Polledo, for Matanzas, at 36e for boxes; brig Ashler, for Ciemuegos aud home, at 85.60 p hhd tor moMINIATURE ALMANAC,
Nonce*
lasses, aud 00c P 100 for sugar: brig Tht* Connor
Wednesday,.March 18.
mu LET. oneiarge front rhamber, with board, at
out to a port north side aud back, at 84.26 for moNo.
10
Wilmot
street.
Terms reasomable.
1.
Sun rises.6: 8 I High water.. .4a. tu.>10.15
lasses; and brig Russian to a port north side Cuba,
mchl8 lw
Suu sets.6.10 I Length of days.13. 2
at 31
for sugar boxes.
vance
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HATTERS

ABOUT TOWN.

BY TELEGRAPH

Supreme Judicial Court.

-TO THE-

TERM—DAVIS, J., PRESIDING.
Tuesday. The Court met this morning
for the purpose of finishing up the business of
CRIMINAL

EVEKIAti

of Mary Fountain, convicted of
keeping a house of ill-fame, a motion in arrest
of Judgment was overruled.
Defendant excepts and the exceptions were allowed.
In the case of Arminda Finnimore, convicted of keeping a house of ill-fame, the motion
in arrest of judgment was overruled. Exceptions were taken and allowed, and the case

PAPERS..

Portland

George A. Spoilett, .jvho pleaded guilty to
breaking and entering tke dwelling house of
Bepj. G. Dennison in Brunswick, in the daytime, was sentenced to six months' imprisonin the County House of Correction.
?
Timothy Ragan, convicted of anon, in setting fire to the unoccupied building in Cape
ment

Elizabeth, owned by Wm. H. Weeks, was sentenced to two yean in the State prison.
In the case of Joseph W. Lamb, convicted
of arson at the last term, in setting fire to the
barn of Mr. Baker in Windham, a second motion in arrest of judgment was filed and overruled. Exceptions were taken and allowed,
and the case goes up.
In the case of John B.

Hughes, convicted of

motion in arrest of judgment was
overruled. Exceptions were taken and allowed. aud the case goes up to the full bench.

abortion,

a

In the case of D. W. Sherman, appellant,
judgment of the Municipal Court was af-

the

firmed.
In the case of
defendant
*29 19.

to

Meyer Waterman, appellant,
paid his fine and costs amounting

In tile case of Michael Wall, appellant, defendant paid fine and costs amounting to *2773.
The business before the Court
finished, it adjourned sine die.

having

been

Municipal Court—March 17.
Barney O'Donnell, for drunkenness and
turbance, was fined three dollars and
Committed.

dis-

costs.—

tended this ball, there were from 130 to 150
couples present. It was a brilliant scene on
the dancing floor, and those engaged in
joyed themselves in a happy manner.

it enThe

managers of the afTair deserve credit for the
success of it.
It was a credit to themselves
an

ovation to their

respective

teacher.

Miss Dickinson’s Lecture.—A rich intellectual entertainment is offered to our citizens, free of cost, this evening at Mechanics'

Hall.
Miss Annie E. Dickinson, who has
been drawing crowded houses wherever she
has

spoken, will lecture upon “The Rebellion,
its Cause and its Remedy.” Her powers of
oratory are said to be of a rare quality, and
bound.

The public

are

delighted

and

spell-

Invited.

BJ"“The Union Troupe of Glass Workers
Spinners, from Barnum's Museum,
New York, will give their first exhibition at
Lancaster Hall this evening, on which occaand Glass

sion there will be a social dance. Gifts will
also be preseutsd. The entertainments given

by

this company while here a (few weeks since
were interesting as well as instructive, and
drew full bouses every night.
--

•

■

..-

Court Martial.—In the Court Martial
yesterday, the case of Eben M. Field, for de-

sertion, was continued to Thursday, in order
to (five counsel time to prepare his defense.
Court adjourned to 9 o’clock this morning, at
which time the case of John L. Waterhouse
will, probably, be taken up.

Arrest.—Constable Charles H. Hall yesterday morning arrested a man named William

Levi, just

8.

ton.

after his arrival here from Bos-

Levi is wanted at Bangor to

answer

of arson, burglary, larceny, Ac. He
taken to that city yesterday by Mr. Hall
in the train which left here about 1 o’clock.
was

by the advertisement that Mr. Samuel Rolfe, who has for
many years been successfully engaged in the
drug and medicine business, has removed to
seen

No. 159 Middle street, where he invites his old
customers and friends to call.
Real Estate.—M^jor Dole has purchased
of Mr. Charles R. Frost, the beautiful dwelling-house, No. 85 State street, adjoining the

occupied by him, and which has been
purchased by Dr. Simon Fitch. The price
paid is $12,500.

one now

jyRumsey’s Minstrel Tioupe will give
their first concert at the New City Hall on
Friday evening. The English papers speak in
the highest terms of the performances of the
company during their recent tour in Great
Britain, Scotlaud, and Ireland.
I#! he police yesterday made

a

small

Mr.P.

ment, but

no

violence was done.

Board or Trade.—The members of the
Board of Trade are reminded that an adjourned meeting will be held this eveuing in
the hall of the Mercantile Library Association at 7 1-2 o’clock.

ar-we

are

indebted to Mr. Batclielder,

author of the

patriotic song, “Fair Columbia,”
by Poppenburg, for a copy of the
edition of his popular composition.

set to music
third

By’Terrapin soup at the Merchant’s Exchange, 17 and 19 Exchange street, to-day at
12 M., and game
every day.
By-Messrs. Woodman, True A Co. are
agents for Singer's Sewing Machines in this
city. See advertisement.

SyLewiston is now a city—the city of
spiudles. The operation of transforming the
town into a city took place
Monday. Mayor
Ham was inaugurated, and the boards of Aldermen and Common Council were duly organized. The address of the Mayor is an
interesting paper, giving brief sketches of the
history of the place from its incorporation as
town in 1795 down to the present period.—
He advises the City Council to “place uo more
a

ordinance!* upon their statute book than they
intend shall be enforced; as laws
enacted, and
remainiug a dead letter, serve only to bring

the whole into
older cities

advice.

He has issued an address, in which he
promises to respect the laws and institutions
of Maryland, and to protect all loyal citizens;
but to disloyal citizens who attempt any over
acts he threatens severe punishment.
It is
believed there will be less smuggling now to
rebel dom.

From Mexioo—Departure of the Prussian
Minister.
New York, March 17.
Mexican advices state that Baron De Wagner, the Prussian Minister, was compelled to
leave the country, owing to the had relations
existing between him and the Juarez GovernPrevious to his departure he requested Mr.
Corwin to accept the charge of Prussian subjects, as well as those of France and Spain,
left to his protection by tile withdrawal of the
Couut De Sa'iguy, in December, 1801. Our
Minister declined the responsibility on Hie
ground that it would endanger Ills relations
with the Mexicau Government.
M. De Wagner brought down with him to
Vera Cruz about forty persons who desired to
escape from the capital, among whom were
Messrs Barron and Forbes, Don Antonio Escaudon, the family of Col. Talcot, Ac.
From the South.
New York, March 17.
The Richmond papers of the 13th announce
the arrival of captured Gen. Stoughton and
others. They were taken by Capt. Mosley, of
Fitz Hugh Lee's command.
*_•
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oltition looking to peace, on the 11th inst., in
the reliel Congress.
A Vicksburg telegram of the ilth inst., says
one of the enemy’s gunboats threw a few shell
yesterday, all but one falling short. Our batteries did not reply.
A Mobile dispatch of the 7th says:
The
Yankees have gone up the Tennessee River to
Florence, Ala., with a fleet of gunboats.—
About 500 cavalry landed, and were destroying all in their route through Franklin, Lawrence and Marion
Counties, towards Aberdeen,

Mississippi.

From New Orleans —Advance on Port Hudson Begun.
New York, March 17.
New Orleans advices of the 8lb, per Marion,
stale that preparations have been made for an
immediate attack on Fort Hudson.
Troops
and munitions of war have already moved in
that direction. Gens. Banks and Grover have
started lor Baton Rouge. The attack is to be
made by land and water.
The contraband trade with the rebels is still
in progress.
Property consisting of various
articles, valued at $4,000, has been captured
and taken from the rebels.
The body of the rebel Major Prados was recently sent to New Orleans for burial, and at
least three thousand secessionists, more than
half of them women, attended the funeral.
From California
The Captured Privateer
Confession of the Prisoners-A Piratical Cruise Nipped in the Bud.
San Francisco, March 16.
The barque Chapman, seized by the officials
yesterday, arrived lately from New York, and
was purchased here
by secessionists. The
prisoners confess that a full complement of
meu were to be obtained at a rendezvous
down tlie coast.
They hoped to capture the
steamer Oregon, while en route for Mazallan,
transfer a portion of the Chapman's crew
aboard, and then use the Oregou to help capture the two California treasure steamers before the alarm reached San Francisco.
—

—

Great Union Meeting In Brooklyn.
New York, March. 17.
An immense L’nion meeting.was held at the
of
Academy
Music, Brooklyn, last evening.

Extensive Forokkies

in

Vermont.—A

correspondent of the Boston Journal, writing
from St. Albans, Vermont, 14th inst., gives the
following account of some extensive forgeries
by which some of the banks in that section
have becu victimized:

“There has been quite

a

stir here in

rcgnrd

to some

forging operations which were carried
on quite extensively during the week.
The
facts as I learn from a gentleman who came
from Vergennes are, that about a week ago a
gentleman accompanied with a lady came to
Rutland, booking bis name a* O. B. dark,
having numerous letters purporting to be
writtengentlemen of influence at the West
to Presidents, Cashiers and Directors of
Bauks in this section, stating that they were
about forming a company at the West for the
purpose of raising sheep, and that said dark
was the agent to make purchases.
He went to the bank at Rutland and made a
of $2200, staling that lie was going

deposit

contempt.” We know of some
who would do well to heed this

IWas*

meeting

Iflethodistn
New York.
of

Ur. Oorwin Declines the charge of Prussian
and other Subjects.

In

New York, March 17.
Mexican advices state that Baron de Wagner, Prussian Minister, has been compelled to
leave the country, owing to bad relations existing between him and tlie Juarez Government.
Previous to bis departure he requested
Mr. Corwin to accept the charge of Prussian
subjects, as well as those of France and Spain
left to iiis protection by the withdrawal of
Count de Saligny in Dec. 1801. Our Minister
declined the responsibility, on the ground
that it would endanger his relations with the
Mexican Government. M. de Wagner brought
down with him to Vera Cruz about 40 persons
who desired to esca|ie from the eapitol.

Interview Between Minister Dayton and
Drouyn de L'Huys.
Meeting in aid of the Atlantic Telegraph
Company.
FIRE AND INJURY OF FIVE PERSONS.
Donations from Americans in
Chili.

Copperhead Newspaper Office Destroyed by

Enthusiastic Reception ol Gen. Wool in

Indianapolis, March 10.
Eight hundred paroled prisoners, en route
to Chicago, were detained at Hichmond. Ind.,
last night. While there they completely de-

Indignant Soldiers.

Connecticut.

New Yoke, March 17.
There was a mass meeting of Methodists in
John Street Church yesterday afternoon, to
consider the subject of lay representation.
Hiram Forrest was appointed Chairman and
Mark Hoyt Secretary.
Among the Vice
Presidents were Daniel Drew, A. V. Steret,
I>. L. Ross and E. L. Fancher. Eloquent addresses in favor of lay representation were
made by Bishop Simpson, Senator Wright of
Indiana, Rev. Mr. Hatfield, Rev. Mr. Deubin
ami others. Strongly worded resolutions urging the speedy adoption of the system of layrepresentation were passed unanimously, and
a convention of Methodist laymen called for
May 13th, in this city. The action ol the
meeting was entirely harmonious, and no dissenting voice was heard as to the propriety or
expediency of the step proposed to lie taken.
A Washington letter in the Commercial says
dispatches have been received at the State
Department from Minister Dayton, stating
that he had an interview with the French
Foreign Minister, to whom lie read Mr. Seward's letter declining mediation. M. Drouyn
de L'Huys listened with marked
attention,
but made no comment of any sort.
A meeting held at the Produce Exchange
to-day in aid of the Atlantic Telegraph Co.,
was addressed
by Cyrus W. Field, W. E.
Dodge and A. A. Low. Esqs. Fifteen hundred
and fifty pounds sterling were raised on the
spot, and a committee was appointed to act in
concert with the committee ol tin- Cham tier of
Commerce, in obtaining subscriptions. No
doubt a large sum will be raised among this
class of citizens. Mr. Field, by invitation, addresses the Stock Exchange to-morrow.
The steamer City of Boston resumes her
place on the Norwich line to-morrow afternoon, and will run alternate days with the
City of New York.
A Are to-day in a small dwelling on Third
Avenue, Brooklyn, occupied by Peter Flannery. was produced bv an explosion of aonanlity of powder which the inmates were endeavoring to dry by the stove. Five persons
were badly burned.
Steamer Champion, from Aspinwall Sth, lias
arrived, with a few passengers and $250,000 in
treasure.

Nominations for Mayor of Harrisburg, Pa

Harrisburg. Pa., March 17.
John Till, unconditional democrat, has lieen
nominated by the republicans as a candidate
for Mayor. Gen. A. L. Koinfurt is the opposition nominee. The election takes place next

Frida}-.

—

Discussion of the New Jersey Peace Reso-

Trenton, N. J., March 17.
The peace resolutions were discussed in the
Hou se to-dar. occupying the eulire day. The
discussion was quite animated, anil the lobbies
were densely crowded.
The vote has not yet
been taken.
New York Market.
New York. March 17.
Cotton—dull and heavy, and 1
2c lower; sale.*
25»> bales at Hi oj H2c lor middling upland*.
Flour

—

Statemud

Wextern closed dull and 5

?!&•

j

lw ni’o ? 90

iv

T

Ail

If.id

ll.uin

He went about among the farmers,
and seemed very shrewd aud a good judge of
sheep stock, but made no bargains, only with
tiie banks iu the way of getting drafts dis-

counted,

drawu on the

parlies

at

the

West,

endorsed by himself.
The banks victimized are—the bank at Rutland, about $4000, banks at Bellow1 Falls,

Brandon, Middlebury, Vergennes aud Orwell,
about $40<XI, making in all over $25,000.
Nothing was suspected of being wrong uutil
to-day, he leaving yesterday for pans unknown. For Information of your bank officers
and others I will give you a description of said
Clark as he

was

described

to

me:—Medium

stature, with broad shoulders; wearing black
hair and whiskers when

here; spare counteand black eyes. I hope, if he chances
to come down in the vicinity of Boston, the
nance

police,

who

noted for their skill iu such
matters, will briug him to justice.”
are

to examine

the systems
before
BECompanies
do'so.
been
for 20
sure

Having

Ageut

Co.,

YORK,

OF NEW

Cash Fund.syw

99,000,600 (nine

a,

65; choice 7 60 ®9 00; Super line Western 6 80 a.
96; common to good Extra Western 7 06 a 7 86;
Southern dull and drooping; Mixed to good 7 40 ®
7 65;
Fancy and Extra i75®lOitO; Canada 10c
lower; Superfine 6 76 $ 6 *5; Extra 7 10 <® 9 00.
Wheat—market favor* buyers, with rather more
doing; Winter Red Western 1 70 m 1 75; Amber
Michigau 1 76 ® 1 78; Amber Jersey 1*80.
Corn—1c better; Mixed Western sound 91 (® 92;
do unsound 81 & 90.
Beef—dull.

Pork—dull, heavy and lower; Mess 14 124 «: 14 874
for old. 16 50 ® 16 75 for new; Prime 11 50 ® 13 75 for

■

preferred,.

Harlem

1004

preferred,. $5

Reading.

91

Uuited States 6‘* 1661 registered.l'»4
Uuited State* 6’s 1661 coupon*..in*
United State* 5’* 1674 coupons,.. 974

T.*easury

nt

commence

dollars),

all invested in the best securities at 7 per cent, interest, {with no premium notes) for the benefit of the
Policy holders, l particularly invite every person
proposing to insure, to examine the system of this
great institution, which has distributed more than
?4,500,000 among widows aud orphaussince 1843.
This Company gave $3,000 to the (J. S.
Sanitary
Commission the last year, tor the benefit of the sick
and wounded soldiers of the Union
army.
The Dividends all go to the insured,aud add
largely to the value of the Policies every year.

Liat of

Discharged

7 3-10ths
Uuited States 6’s one year

Tennessee
Missouri

106
certificates. 99
6’s,. 61

6*s.. 62]

river.
No official
to one

Rev. A. B.

Officers.

Washington, March 17.
The Navy Department have been informed
ol the capture oil' New Inlet, St.
Georges
Sound, ol the schooner Horteuz, from Havana
bound to Mobile, aud of the schooner Ann,
which was endeavoring to break the blockade
inside the bar off the mouth of the Swaruee

intelligence has been received up
o'clock to-day as to the reported victory

in Yazoo river.
An additional list of discharged officers has
beeu reported at the headquarters of the army
maiuly for absence without proper autqority;
others for failure to report at the convalescent
camp as ordered; several for drunkenness .and
one for
accepting briiies for procuring discharges of soldiers. They will stand dismissed from the service of the United Stales, unless within tll'teeu days they appear before the
commission in session in Washington, of which
Gen. Kicketts is President, aud make satisfactory delence to the charges against them.—
There is less leniency thau heretofore towards
such classes of offenders.

Baptist
leaving

church at
that

locality

for another field of lalior.

Fire & Life Insurance
Established
OFFICE

31

LI

SALT.

FOR TWO NIGHTS ONLY

3000 S5S"«£jr“ro«t-

CITY

Agency.

Company,

OF HARTFORD, CONN.

Capital aud Surplus.8600,000

Cash

In

Col. Ludlow left here for City Point this
morning on the steamer Henry Burden.
United States despatch steamer Union, Capt.
Conroy, arrived in Hampton Road from Xew
Orleans this afternoon. She left Xew Orleans
on the 3d and touched at Pensacola and
Hilton Flead, and has on board about lUOsick
aud discharged seamen.
She also brought
dispatches for Washington which have been
forwarded from this place. She is bound to
Xew York. Capt Conroy reports that the
iron-clad Xahant arrived safely off Charleston
Bar iu tow of gunboat Florida.
Ship Zouave, from Boston, sailed to-day from
Hampton Roads for Xew Orleans.
FHOJI MURFREESBORO’

FISH HOOKS.

21st,

400 ttroae Mackerel Hooks.

New,

a

BEEF.
BBLS Plate and Extra BEEF

DANA * CO.

kul
1 mi.
mehM

Vocalists

St f

HAS
Co.'s Chain

Colleges,

of Commercial

establish-

Mew York, Brooklyn, Philadelphia, Albany,
Troy, Buffalo, Cleave land, Detroit, Chicago, St. Louis, Providence, and Toronto, C. W.
The object of those Colleges is to impart to Young
Men and Ladles thorough and practical instruction
in BOOK-KEEP! XG. COMMERCIAL LAW.COMMERCIAL ARITItMETIC,SPESCERI AX BUSINESS, PEXMAXSHIP, CORRESPONDENCE,
fC., aud to fit them for anv department of business
thev may choose. Scholarships issued in Portland
will entitle the student to complete his course in
any
College of the chain, and rice versa, o ithnut additional charge. The College is open l>av and Evening.
R M. WORTUINGTON, Resident Principal.
For further information please call at the College,
or send for catalogue aud circular,
iuclosiug letter
stamp. Address
m

HARRY
March

PORTLAND,

City

Fire Insurance

Company,

RTKORD. CONN.
Cash Capital and Surplus .8330,000
OF H A

Merchants' Insurance
Capital

Address

mch II ed3w

Subjxct—The Rebellion, itseaaie and It*
Seat* free, and the public are iuvitoii.

Cash

Capital

and

Company,

Surplus.•375,000

Thames Fire Insurance Company,
OF NORWICH, CONN.
Cull Capital and Surplus .$UU,0U)

I Atlantic Mutual Insurance Company,
OF

EXETER, N. U.

Capital. $104,000

Portsmouth Mutual Insurance Co.,
OF

POKSMOUTH, N. H.

Capital.$100,000

Rockingham

Mutual Insurance Co.,

OF EXE!EH, N. H.

Capital.$108,000
llwilLisus, Stokes. Mkkc uaniuzk. House*
hold Fcanituhk, and other good
property in the
city, or country towns, insured ou highly favorable
terms for one. three orflre years.
All losses promptly adjusted at my office.

W. D. LITTLE, Agent.

mchl7 d4w39

For

Fernald,

TUB

The
His Stock of

V’jK

FURNISHING GOODS,
XEW and

1

JUST RECEIVED AT

138 Middle Street,
Feb. K. 1*53.

Portland.

...

Foreign

R. II.
SOLICITOR

L. U. TITCOMB. Apothecary.
313 Congress Strsst.

At Wholesale !
BUSHELS Extra Mealing Cora.
•xATVJ **) BbU .-Stone Mill* Flour.
150 BbU. Arcade
"
60
Chica*aw
"
66
Augusta
60 •• Union

CARSLEY. Sec’y.

By

For Sale.
|

Depot,

JELL

For farther partiea’ars enquire of Cot. H. D.
McLELLAN, at (iorham Villa/#. or of
.1 K BAKER. 155 Fore Street.
Portland. March 17. 18o3
dftw*

*Uu«i.

Rr&jre.

rod. 11 dlw*

FOR SALE.
HOUSE K». 172 Cumberland Street, be*
tweeu E m and Chestnut, now occupied by
JHJL He*. W K Clark. Said bouae i* in good repair, u built of brick, aod contains thirteen room*,
lighted with gas Good cellar and lurnaoe. Title
clear.
For particulars enquire of THOMA9 K JONES,
of this city.
mehHdtf

■jjl

HEALTHY.
Rose, Sarsaparilla. Dock
oi
Root* ami Herbs.
great variety
Preserved in the best Sherry Wine and Whiskey.
PALATABLE AND

PREPARED
Root, and

For ^al<» in Westbrook*

from Rock

a

Will immmliatelv

* Corner.a new two-atory hon*e,
s suit of rooms, bod-room,
ft iftrgs psntry sud cook-room on lbs
ior: *ni nttmUsr on the second, and four 8ftrooms in the at'lo.
lift* a rood collar, wish a

AT Morrill

UjjJj
■si

Loss of Appodte. General
Sour Stomach,
of

cure

contOiuing

dining,

room,

drst g
Debility. Dyspepsia.
Palpitation
(shed
tbe Heart. Asthma, Coughs, Colds boils, run pies on
! la*r* cistern—• garden and stable. The boas* to
the Face, and Humors of ail kinds
are
oouvenieuUr
the
and
srrsuge I tor one or two fit mi I toe. barThey
safe for
young.effectual
agreeable
i for the old. and tudispeusible for the ladiea. as they
ing water carried to tbo s oond store. Enquire of
NAfH’L HAWKE8. on tho premises.
j enrich the blood and invigorate and restore the ayemeM8 dtf
tsn.
N B
If you wish a good Bitter, call for Clarke’s, | --and take no at her.
For talc.
Beware of Cheap Bitters, as they contain vile
THE Hnnsa on tbs corner of Prospes*
drugs aud cheap poisonous liquors which will deXUUm and Casco streets—the basement anishstroy your health and lile quicker than disease.
(htr system is to keep up the quality and make tbe
Agoodstaadtoratoa-

lillfc

price in proportion
Sold by all druggists, grocers, hotel-keepers and
dealers generally.
Manufactured by E. R CLARKE Sharon. Mass.
Pnoe onlv 60 ceuts for the Trial Bottle, 76 cent* for
one quart, 91-60 two quarts, 92 50 for the World’s
Size, holding

one

JmmmL
Two

—al*o—

Lota of Laud,

oae

on

Spring

and

one

ea

Either would be exchanged tor a
Spruce street.
good Dwelling Houne.
For particular* pieaae apply at 127 Middle atreet.
Portland
N. I MITCHELL,

gallon.

febl"—eodSm

STANDARD ARTICLE.
Clarke’s Superior Quality Corn Starch
lillli.INAL

BRAND.
The Best in the World—Preparedfrom Sound Com.
And produces the most delicious and healthy dishea
n the form of Pudding*. Apple Fritter*.Corn Cakes,
Cream Cakes. Blanc Mtnge. Custards, Thickening
for Gravies. Gruels, Soup- Ac
Manufactured by E K. CLARKE, Sharon, Mas*.,
and sold at wholesale in New Bedford by J. N. Bar-

extensive

States;

Great Britain, France, aud other
countries.
Caveats. Specifications, Bond#,
Alignment#,and all Papers or Drawiug* for Patents,
executed on liberal terms, aud with despatch. Researches made iuto American or Foreign works, to
determine the validity or utility of Pateuts or Invention#—aud legal or other advice rendered in all matM»r* touching the same,
opie* of the claims of auy
Patent furnished bv remitting One Dollar.
Assignments recorded at
The Agency is uot only the largest in New
England. but through it inveutors have advautag a for
•©curing Patents, of ascertaining the patentability ot
inventions, unsurpassed by, if not immeasurably superior to. any which can be offered them elsewhere.
The Testimonials below given prove that none is
MOKE SUCCESSFUL AT THE PATENT OFFICE
thau the subscriber; and as SUCCESS IS THE BEST
PROOF OF ADVANTAGES AND ABILITY, ho
would add that he has abundant reason to believe,
aud cau
prove, that at no other office of the kiud
are the charges for
professional services so moderate
The iuuneuse
practice of the subscriber during twen-y
tyyear* past, has enabled him to accumulate a vast
collection of specifications aud official decisions relative to patents.
These, besides his extensive library of legal and
mechanical works,aud full accouuts of patents granted iu the United States and Europe, rende him able,
question, to offer superior facilities for ob-

Valuable Real Estate far Sal*.
t Tiirw Story DwHItiy How »4 Lot,
No 27 York
tho lot containing about
12.00U feet of land; Um house well Bniebed
ami in good order
For rale on reasonable terms,
or would be eschanged for a
good modern batlt
honee, In n good location.
For farther particulars inquire of

MTU

inch 14 eod3m

rows.

Warren's
WATER-PROOF

fab28 dtf

Improved Fire
FELT

John c. procteb.
Unae Street, adjoining the Poet Oflee.
Ollier ta Let.

second Boor, Middle 8 reel, centrally situated
and raey or scenes. Apply at No. St Cammeroial Street
fahht it

OX

COMPOSITION

Washington.

Ta be Let.

GRAVEL KOOFLVG.

ELIAS

CHAMBERS

HERSEY-Agent,

Cooper’* Nbap

routes’

mm choice of
-TO-

All

necessity ot a tourney to Washington, to proa patent, and the usual great
delay there, aro

CHICAGO, CLEAVELAND, CIXC1XXATI. ST.
PAUL, QCIXCT, ST. LOCUS. IXDIAXAPOLIS, MIL W A CKIE.GALEXA, LA CROSSE.
GREEX BA Y, LOUISVILLE.OSHKOSH,

here saved inventors.

TKSTIMONIALft.
"I regard Mr Eddy as one of the most capable an4
tnrcettful practitioners with whom I have had offi-

sept11

THE

To LH.
commodious Chamber in the northerly eeruer of the new brick block,
orner of Lime and
Milk
Street*.
I
directly Mein* the market. Rent uf.

THE

I

Railway,

or

Shore k Michigan Southern

Or the Beliefontcsine f St.

the

R. R

Laki

Louis Lines.

These Lines are all provided with Splendid Sleeping
Cars. Baggage cheeked through to any point desired. Connections sure. Rates of fare as low as by
any other Routes.
Through Ticeet*
ton rates, at the

JOHN TAGGART

may

Offios*~Sl Exchange Street, {up

W. D. LITTLE,
CT*You

j

nutv save monev

this office.

JL ALL RtlADTf
Spring Stylo Silk Hats!

Agency,
$ fairs'

At HARRIS’, oppoatta tba Foatoflea

Agent.

rr^Hata

securing tickets at
inehil iseodGw A w29

by

Board of Trade.

Heal Estate Office— Lime Street.

adjourned meeting of the Board of Trade will
at the rooms of the Mercantile Library
Association, on Weduesdav Evening. March 18th, at
J. O. rWTTCUELL, Secretary
7j o'clock.
X
d2t
Portland, March 17, 1863

at my disposal one of the most desirmbls
Rouses iii the West End of the City, considering
location, neighborhood and othsr advantages. For
einquire
March 4 ^3w.

of

JOHN C. PROCTOR

MAM TO

feb2l—4w is ed

FIT

by tha

Confbrmatanr^^Bl

TITCO MB’s

Ihave

particulars

Notice.

mehiodlm

be secured at lowest Bos-

(■real Western Ticket

Dnringeight months, the subscriber, iu course of
his large practice, made on twice rejected applications. SIXTEEN APPEALS. EV ER TON E of which
was decided in kit favor, by the Commissioner o|
PrtentsR. H. EDDY.

or

OCEAN INSURANCE CO..
dtf
No. 17 Exchange SI.

Hardener'*

RAILWAY,

The Great Wester*

office

fllllE subscriber, late Hardener tor Hon J. B
A Brown, woald uortPehi, friends and tb* pnblid
that he mav be found at KLV Hr noil If VMAIM T.
at Woodford’s Corner, where he will be happy to
wait on them
lie will attend to jobbing in garden*
green-houses and graperies. nr reasonable raven.
Orders left si Win. .sparrows Seed Store.un Unto*
Street, la Portland, oral Elmwood Nursery, wil
be promptly so,wired
JOHN BELL.

-VIA THE-

ERIE

Enquire at

8ept. 16.19dte

WEST AND SOUTH WEST,

of Patents.
"I have no hesitation in assuring Inventors that
a
more
they cannot employ
person
competent and
trust wort kg. and more capable of putting their application iu a form to secure for them an early aud
favorable consideration at the Patent Office.”
EDMUND BURKE.
Late Commissioner of Patent*.
“Mr. R II. Eddy has made for me THIRTEEN apon
all
but
onk of which pateuts have been
plications,
granted, and that is now pending. Such unmistakable proof of great talent and ability on his part
leads me to recommend all inventors to apply to him
to procure their patents, as they mar be sure ot haviug the most faithful attention bestowed on their
oases, and at very reasonable charge*

head of

TO LET.
Third Floor, corner of Middle end Tempi
ttreeu
Enquire at S& State Street.
JanlO

AND ALL TOlNTf* AT TUB

MASON,

ta Let.
Hoheon's Wharl
HAMLEN.
Ofloe on linbeon’s Wharf.

Street,
ON Commercial
Inquire of J. H

morass css.
C R. k L. E. Frost,
8. C. Chase k Co.,
T. k J. B. Cummings,
A. k 8 E. Spring,
Cummiugs k Brook.
John Mussey,
T. E. Stuart.
William Moulton,
Geo. Worcester.
J. B. Carroll,
Wm C. Meaus.
mchl2 <l3m

Wm, W Thomas,
81. John Smith.
John B. Browu,

beyoud

in the second

slery, over Stem M
Middle street—Mitchell’s Building. Poeeemioa
given Immediately, inquire of
J»i*2 if
A. T. DOLE.

Office, No. 6 Union Street,

taining patents.

AN

dtf

IN GORHAM, near East Bnxtoa
a
one and one-ha f story tiouae and Barn, with
*#ven acre* of and, tour oi which art uoed-

■ill

Sherry Wine Bitters!

foreign

be held

FOATEB,

Union Wharf.

FOR SALE & TOLET.

DR. CLARKE’S

Patents.

jauSeodly

••

Portland. Dec. litb. 1862

Here’s Health for the Million!

PATENTS,

CHARLES
Commissioner

••

OEO F.
At the head of

__

Satardmv night, 7th Inst., on Tukev's
a
ROBE. The owner can have the same by caning
J. P. StiAlTL'Ck. easterly end ot Take)'s

Bridge.
Westbrook. March 10. 1443.

practice of upwards of twenAFTER
Pateuts in the Unitty yea s.coutiuue# to
also in

cure

"

900.0U) feet Pin# Shipping Boards.
25.UO " spruce Plank.
10.000 •* C heap l*iue Board*.
12»,UOO Pine Clapboard*—planed.
BUM) Sprues C a| h. aid»
100,000 Extra Cedar Shmgl* *.

sa ve

ON

Kilby Street*
BOSTON.

an

yci NINE.
morphine.

are invited.

Foand.

76 State Street* <>pposite

ed

mch« dlw

A

Agent of V. S Patent OJJtce, Washington,
(underlie Act oj 1837.)

Late

9LLPH

by

For sale

Hal].

LADIES' SATCHEL. containing an Ambrotvpe and Me!aniot> pe. which are of no value
except to tbe wuer. as neither can be reproduced
The Under shall be suitablv rewarded bv leaving
the same at WOODMAN, TRUE A CO.’' 'Store. 64
A 64 Middle Street.
rachlS lw

EDDY,
OF

1 Art 029
lA/Lfiv

LOST l

edi-fiw

American and

—

GEO H

mcliO—Iw

F

on

««>ss Boxes.
Tobacco
Half
STARK,
No 3D Excnango 8*.

oases

Pounds

Lecture* and Debate* will be held Thursevening March 19, at 71 o'clock, iu their

s*efi

twenty-five

8 HAWS,

Fop Sale bjr the Subscriber.
D
t?OflB»),XiaTT
Tobtf*°
•dyjyJ Also, 7
Virginia

>R a Gentleman and his Wife in a private fhmiIv. Address
mchie dtf
BOARDER, at this Office.

ing

SPRING

_

~W ANTS.... LOST.

GR

at

fair

Chemicals !

Per order of Committee.
meh7
F. M.

SEEDLING,

.HATS and CAPS

at

priors—lot sals by
WILLIAM L. WILSON.
Portland, Deo. 10,1801.
sodtl

yuEertoBIs the management of our public
schools such as to promote the best interests of those
who attend them?

Grape!

A PE No. 1, is considered the first class of Fruit,
very productive, perfectly hardy, aud ripens
from the last of August to the 10th of
S'jitember. or
about ten days earlier than the choice Muscadine;—
shape of cluster and color much resembling that
Grape,though a little darker. It has Fruited several
years, aud continues to improve. Price of Roots two
and three years old. from $3 to 95 each —by signing
bonds to the amount of fifty dollars to keep them in
thei owu hauds for tour years from dale of
purchase
—that is thev are not to sell or give a war either slips
or roots within that period, aud double that
price
where uo obligations are given. The genuine Musesdine from 76 cents to 92 00 each, for large Fruit bearvine#; and 37) for t wo vear old roots of the Mountain Needling Gooseberry, that never mildews; a powerful grower and extremely productive—flavor of
fruit unsurpassed
Order# lor either of the above should be received
by the first of April, and to iusure their being filled
must be accompanied with the money.
The subscriber has had
years’ experience in testiug all the new aud hardy varieties of
(■rape# grown in this country, and has also produced
of hi* owu over two thousand new varieties of seedlings. and has expended over five thousand dollar# in
this te*t. Now if the public cau be benefit ted bv my
experience, aud also my expeuse* in ascertaining
what kind of Graiies wifi flourish best in Maine, that
is
a choice flavored fruit.both for Wine and for
the table. I make them heartily welcome to it. The
genuine Muscadine and Stewart s Seedling No. l.has,
with me uuder the same care and cultivation, been
a« five against one of any other kind.
We made several casks of choice Wine from the Muscadine last
fall, and sold a great many in the market,but uo other kind# ripened to auv profit.
All cau have a circular by enclosing a three cent
•tamp, and farther explanation, if desired.
Address
P STEWART.
West Gloucester, Cumberland Co., Me.
89 w2w

can

street,

gross

dav

Library

Pier.

Flour, Flour.

meetiug of this Association for

next

No. i portJaud

BEST BKAND4 of Western and Canada
THE
Family FLOVH
always be (bund 871 Cea-

N. V-oociation.

The Public

DESIRABLE.

3mdfcweow38

STEWART S NEW

on

mchlS

H. C

ROBIaVSOy.

1

ised£w

Herd* Ora** Seed.
M/WMCSHEU. Extra quality Herds Gras* 8e»4
^rvc'' for sale. Inquireof J. PUKINGTON.
mch»-3wcd
No. 188 t ore 8*.

£T“Music by Chandler's Band.
TicKrrs—Uue Dollar each for the Course. Evening tickets—Gentlemen, 60 cents; geutleman and
ladv 76 ceuts.
Tickets may be had of
»
T. F. Cummings,
X. A. Blanchard,
G. K Davis.
8. A. Nash.
J. V. Kiug,
Wm E. Smith.
G. C. French.
Dr. Newton.
T. 1\ Beets,
J W Mansfield.
J. B. Curtis.
I* D. Cummings,
J.J. Gilbert,
N. A. Foster.

and easterner# can select from a nice stock of mate
rials, aud hare them eut or made in the latest style
Employing none but the best workmen in hi# Cutting aud Manufacturing department, bis customers
cau rely upon
ELEGANT GARMENTS, AT FAIR PRICES.

-A. New

LEVEES,

will continue

Boys’ Department,

everything

H

mchlO

Friday Evening, Narrh Mlh.

as low price# a# any io New England.
His arrangemeut# are now completed for the

me!u'»

No. 1 Portland Pier

J>(5A

Commencing Wednesday Evening, March 11 th, and

Boys’ Garments.

»

embrace#

ROBINSON,

ZollHM.

AT MECHANICS' HALL,

ELEGANT GARMENTS
at

H. I

I Sa^erkirl laved
li^DS.,
Molaraee.eargo
35
liereee. I Barque “B B. it alker,” trots
Matanzas, uow landing and for sale by

ASSOCIATION

SPIRITUAL

FOUR

His present facilities enable him to give his eastern-

ers

BOXES »«P*rior quality Harena Ragar.
lauding Irom twig “Hattie Eaton "for

now

**1* >>r
mcl.10 ieedgw

remedy.

WILL HOLD ▲ AERIES OF

-FOR-

cial intercourse."

Oalifomia,.

Box Sugar.

‘>‘17
AirP t

dfcwly

MAINE.

CxOODS

Gentlemen'* and

156 Commercial street.

TTnii.

WEDNESDAY EVE. 7J O'CLOCK, MARCH 18.

-HAS JUST RECEIVED-

]N"EW

Beef and Seed.

BBL9 Repacked Weetern BEEP,
1 W Baebele N w Herd. ..ran SEED
loi rale low by
W. H. SitAW A run.

Win
PUP

AT

secure

North (American Fire Insurance Co.,
ok haktford, cokk.
Cash Capital aud Surplus.8350,000

*

the Citizens of Portland.

Meolxanlos’

Al-

g

eupertor cargo for retailing—tir tale be
John Li. Lord.
.....
inch
12 d3a*
No 1, Union Wharf.
—a

Oi Philadelphia, will

MERCHANT TAILOR.
No. ©7.Middle Street,

Company,

Surplus.8250.000 !

l«u.

Social Levees.
James E.

HARTFORD, CONN.

and

Sierra Korena RolitMtei.
M-r««a Molaneea—bow
A‘2‘l
-P SI‘M
2J liereee. },i'rr‘
?-P“
(landing from Br "C B

IIAPGOOD, Agent.

14.—7t

^““^V.rLEKHtKkCO.,
163 Commereial it.

^Morrh H, 1W3,

MISS ANNIE E. DICKINSON

BRYANT, STRATTON & WORTHINGTON,
feb‘2

•OtDS. 10 Tee. mpertor retailing Volaaeee,
just lauded from ttrig lenic. and lor sale

b*

Admission 2.1 Cents.
Door.open at«j o'cock.To commence at 7J.

just been added to Bryant. Stratton ft

ed

MOLASSES.

Profes.ion-

In the

-LOCATED IN-

Clapp’is Block.Congress

*

i'oraet .\E1R.

1 Hon okosr cod iiookr.
AVV/\/

BEST CO MEDIA $

THE PORTLAND COLLEGE,

PITTSFIELD. 31 ASS.

OF

and

The

Best.

Capital and Surplus .8225,000

Cash

Manhattan Fire Insurance

Capt. Mulford.

ioO ilemug,

Varied & Pleasing Entertainment.

Western Massachusetts Insurance Co.,

Arrival of Hebei Prisoners.

Fortress Monroe, March 16.
The steamer State of Mains arrived here
last night from Washington with 310 political
and citizen prisoners and six surgeons, aud
left for City Point this foreuoon in charge of

COD LINES AND NETS.
AO'
I 1>I>ZBV Hemp and Cotton I.INER
»U/iP JOJ#K die ere) Line. W vdi Iona.
ATwker*

Friday & Saturday Evenings,
Itlarch
20th and

Exchange Street.

Phoenix Insurance

OF

ton.

e"*° <’f81"’
8000 Ubd». Turk', I,land Ind Trapaai.

Will have the honor of making th»*ir tint
appearance
iince their return from an extended tour of
England.
Ireland, Scotland and German)-, on

°

HAVING

Cash

Iron-Clad N&h&nt Arrived Safely off Charles-

H A I

RUMSEYS MINSTRELS!!

^

1040.

in

the A genev of the following well known,
old and re iahli* oflices, I am prepared to take
all good I- IKE ltlSKS, ai the lowest rates of other
sound Comi-anu-*. and solicit a continuance of the
patronage of the public.

9

from New Or-

Pendleton, pastor of the
Livermore Falls, Is about

LI T T LE’S

FROM FORTRESS MONROE.

Arrival of Steamer Union
leans.

MERCHANDISE’

THE WORLD RENOWNED

LITTLE, Agent,
Office-31 Exchange Street.
inch 17 d&w&il

APPRAISER

Over Ocean Insurance Office.

7J, precisely.

If JE W

w. D.

&

Exchungc Street,

Will attend to sale* of Ve«*«l§,Cargoes, Stoeka RmI
*
Estate and Merchandize.
Sales promptly made and settled.
meh6 d8m

Ticket, can bo *ecnred at the Boi Office from 10
o'clock. A M. till 8 o'clock, P.M.
gy To-morrow. unit time in this city of C. Lehman'. great Fairy Pantomime entitled the GOLDEN
EGG, or the Two (burn*.

really

Additional

**

PRICES OF ADMISSION—ParquettegScenti*
Gallery Is cent*. Door* open at 6}—Performance to

more than

million

AUCTIONEER

LiGEK.—Wodnerday Evening, March 18, the entertainment will commeuoe with that beautiful Pantomime entitled M
DBCHALUMEAU-Moreetein hie
great aet of TOUR TERKIFIyUE.-tirand new Divertieoment—To conclude with E« .SoutA.m R-fuoee

YEARS for the old

Mutual Life Insurance

Commission Merchant,

\

of the various

SALES^

EDWARD M. PATTEN,

L ED SUCCESS of the wonderful Ravil
CtONTI
LT.?o0"rL"' Nl«h* of the SOUTHERN KEF*

vou

10c

it

Passage Ticket* for the.Steamers
jjy The Boston Journal says, that at a resailing from New York, on the 1st.
llih, 21st of each month, may be semeeting of the State Board of Agricul- Oallant Conduct of Federal Cavcured by early application to
ture of Massachusetts, the
alry.
subject of the proW. D. LITTLE. A (cat.
posed Agricultural College was very fully disOFFICE.31 Exchange Street.tCp Stairs.)
cussed, and the sentiment of the members
of a Camp, Wagons, Prisoners, Ac.
tnohll d&wtf29
Capture
at
took
form
in the unanimous
present
length
t'UM'M Mruet Seminary.
passage of a series of resolutions, which deWashington. March 17.
Institution for the instruction of yenng Itclare the opinion that the
proposed college
The following was received to-day at headdies and misses, will be re-opened on Monday,
THIS
should not be immediately connected with any
; March 30th, under the charge of the former l*rinci>
quarters of the army:
i pal, Miss H. Hawke*.
institution now in existence, and llial the conMurfreesboro', March 16.—To Major Gen.
The course of study will omhrace all the branches
trol and jurisdiction of the affair should be
H. W. Halleck, General-in-Chief— 1 have the
usual.)- attended to iu such institutions
i pleasure to report the gallant conduct of our j
There will also be a department for Children.
vested in the Board of
Agriculture as immediFor terms, 4c., application maybe made to the
cavalry uuder the brave Col. Miuty. They rriuoipal.
at J17 Cumberland street, after March 7th
ately representing the farming interests of the j have
drove the rebel cavalry wherever they
ed3w eod3w*
Portland, Feb. 14. 1^*3.
Commonwealth. A committee was
appointed have met them, captured one of their camps,
to present the views of the Board
17 wagons, 42 mules aud 144 prisoners. They
before the
Bourbon Tonic Elisir!
used the sabre, w here, the carbine would decommittee of the Legislature
"CVJK Dyspepsia aud Indigestion. Prepared by
having this sub- lay.
r
L. U. TIT CO MB,
ject in charge.
W. S. Rosecrans, Mqj. Gen.
*
(Signed)
mchi 3meodis
373 Congress Street.

cent

T>eei*inar

Insure your Life

7
6

OF NEW YOKE CITY.
weather.

«3

lower; Superfine State075 ^6 90; Extra do 7 10

Taj
Hudson.101

No Official Intelligence from the Yazoo
Btver Expedition.

Mall.

MK.J.C. MYERS.LESSEE

lutions.

Erie
Ene

Capture of Blockade Runners.

YOU INTEND

AUCTION

And the

Rhode Island Politic*.
Pro vide nor, R. L, March 17.
The Democratic State Committee has nomi
nated Acting Gov. Win. C. Cozzens, of Newport, for Governor and Henry Butler, of Warwick, for Lieut. Governor. The Democratic
Eastern District Congressional Convention
nominated for Congress Chas. S. Bradley, of
North Providence.

old and new.
The sum of $3000 has been sent to the SanRice—dull.
Commission for the benefit ol sick and
Sugar*—dull; New Orleans 9] (® 12$; Havana 10].
wounded soldiers, by Americans in Chili.
Coflee—quiet.
Molasses—in fair request; New Orleans 48(6. 66;
The visit of Gen. Wool to Connecticut was
Porto Rico 56; Mu*cn»ado4.7
made the occasion for quite a turnout of the
Linseed 176 $ 187; Lard lower; sales
patriotic loyalists on the route, amounting to atOils—quiet;
99; Sperm 190; Whale I 05® 107; Petroleum
quite an ovation. At Bridgport. and all the dull at 21 for ('rude, 34 ® 36 for retined iu bond, aud
38 S 40 free.
stations, the crowds iusistcd upon the old warFreights to Liverpool— dull; cotton nominal; flour
rior saying a few words to them, but he deIs 3d; grain 6| ® 6$d in bulk aud ships’bags.
clined, promising to acknowledge their kindWool—Arm and iu moderate demaud ; sales 40 000
lb* domestic fleece at 874 ® 95; 15.000 tbs pulled at
nesa on his return.
At New Haven he was
1
85
® 95, and 100 bales Cape at 49 ® 50.
welcomed by an immense concourse of citizens, where be aud his staff were joined by
Gov. Buckingham aud proceeded to the MayStock Market.
or’s office, where the party were officially welNew York, March 17.
comed by that functionary. A visit was made
Second Board.—Stocks dull and irregular.
to the light house, where plans for a new fort
Chicago k Rock Inland,. 93}
to be erected in that vicinity were inspected,
Pittsburg, Fort Wayne and Chicago,... 66
k ToteOa.
97]
together witli the topography of the ground, ; Cleveland
Cleveland lc Pittsburg. «9
Ac. Gov. Buckingham and staff afterwards
Pauarna.
191
accompanied tlie Geueral to New London, Michigan Southeu guaranteed.1084
61i
where further inspections of other localities I Michigau Southern,
Michigan Central.108]
will be made with a v'ew to fortifying the
American tiold, ..1644
mouth of the Thames river more impreguably
Pacific Mail,.190
than at present. The inspecting party is reCanton Compauy,. 25
California 7 s.
.133
attention
from
the
citizens
of
ceiving great
Illinois Central bonds,. .128
that State.
Now York Central,.1161

FROM WASHINGTON.

IF

ENTERTAINMENTS.

molished the office of the Jefferson anti war
sheet. They arrived here to-night,and threatened the Sentinel. The military were placed
on guard to prevent a disturbance.
A large
indignation meeting was held here to-night in
regard to the article in the Cincinnati Enquirer, insulting to soldiers’ families.

itary

about the country to make his selections and

seizure of

quantity of liquor trom the store of
McGlinchy, Fore street. Quite a crowd
collected, and there was considerable excitea

South.

to

charges

Removal.—It wiU be

City, $23,000; Long Island, $50,000; Harriet
Wpst, 30,000: Gen. Hunter, $30,000; Philadelphia. $24,000; Oneola, $20,000.
Gen. Lockwood, commanding the eastern
shore of Maryland, has adopted efficient j
means to prevent communication with the
]
A.

_J
vwiiinuf

Deerixg Hall.—The Hernandez Kavej
Troupe slill continue to draw full houses.
Last evening the house was well filled, and
the performances, which were a repetition of
those of the previous evening, were repeated
with great eclat The perlormances this evening will be the pantomimes of “M. Dechalumeau,” and “The Southern Refugee,” for the
last time, with the “divertisement” of the
Corp de Ballet, Trapeze performances. The
popularity of the company increases with each
nights performance.

she holds her audience

New York, March 17.
Gen. Hooker and Medical Director I.ettcrmau pronounce the
Army of the Potomac the
healthiest army the world has ever known.—
From positive information, the mortality in
the rebel army is known to be seventy-live per
cent, greater than that of the Union
army.
It is said that the difficulties which constrained Gen. Sigel to tender his resignation
have been adjusted, and be will withdraw his
resignation and return to his old command.
Miss Ford, whose uame has been connected
with Gen. Stoughton’s capture at Fairlax, has
been arrested. Upon the premises were found
letters which indicated that she lias been corresponding with the rebels in Richmond.
The following contracts have been awarded;
Mr. Robb,of Baltimore, one vessel; Mr. Farley, of Baltimore, one vessel; Mr. Lynn, of
Philadelphia, one vessel; Mr. Westervelt, of
New York, one vessel; Mr. Slack, of New
York, one vessel.
The War Department lias purchased the following vessels: Canonicus, $30,000; Mary
Barker, $52,000; Nelly Baker, $43,000; Nantasket, $42,000; Golden Gate $21,000; Island

ment.

tyi’he complimentary ball to Mr. A. J.
Locke, at Lancaster Hall, last evening, was a
grand aud successful affair in every point.
Notwithstanding there were dances in other
places, which took away large numbers of his
former pupils, who, otherwise, would have at.

and

Daily Press.
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MISCELLANEOUS.

Withdraw al or tin* Prussian Ulinister.

cose

goes up.

_

BY TELEGRAPH.
TO THE

the term.

In the

FROM MEXICO.

Effervetcini Stiller Aperient!

j

Price Fifty Cents
UK'hi OodSmib

at

273 Congress Street.

*

I

STEAMBOATS.

POETRY.

_

Napoleon

Magnificent!
has been freely circulated

the

The following poem
the Latin Quarter anil the Faubourg
8t. Antoine in Paris, creating much talk, and

scope doubtless for police investigato add, that the imperial
subscription, which furnishes its subject, wai
from the

gift

STRING ARRANGEMENT.

It is only fair

London Star for

a

a

are

Onand.fterThareday. Viirch th<
l®tb,the Steamer Fouemt City
Capt. J. J. Uacomb, will, until ftir
tber notice, leave Railroad Wharf, foot of State St
everv Thursday, at 6 o’clock 1*. M
for Eastport and

private

much larger

We

Emperor.

indebted

to

the

St. Joint—-connecting at St. John with Steamer Emperor f- r W iiidwtr and Halifax, Nova Scotia.
Returning, will leave St. John every Monday, at fi
o’clock A. M., for Eastport, Portland and Boston.
1*6
C. EATON, Agent.

translation into the English

language.
Lo, through our valleys

late so gay.
With work and song so cheerful then,
Are wandering, silent, slow tod-ay,
A hundred thousand starving men!
But, Starving brothers, be content;
Come, stifle all those wailmg sounds—
Napoleon the Magnificent
Presents you with one thousand pounds!

—me

THE STEAMERS

Forest City, Lewiston and Montreal

Will, until further notice, run at
follows:
Leave Atlantic Wharf, Portland,
every Monuay, Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday and
Friday, at 7o'clock P. M and India Wharf, Boston,
every Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday and
Friday, ^t 6 o clock P. M.
Farcin Cabin.SI 60
on Deck. 1.26
Freight taken as usual.
The Company are not responsible for baggage to
any amount exceeding 860 iu value, and that personal, unless notice is given and paid for at the rate of
one passenger for every 8600 additional value.
Feb. 18, 1803
dtl
L. BILLINGS, Agent.

two whole pence a head!
Fould will break Ins heart, I fear—
“Too much for one poor prince,’’ he said,
“With but three million pounds a year!
To rob himself he seems content;
This hero’s bounty passes bounds.”
Napoleon the Magnificent
Subsetibes, you see, one thousand pounds!

Why,

Just think what such a sum would buy!
A hunting hurse—a masker's coat—
Smiles from an actress’s bright eye—
A senator's impartial vote!
What would ye more, ye discontent f
Shaine on )e, base and whining hounds!
Napoleon the Magnificent—
Has be not given one thousand pounds ?

Portland and New York Steamers.

SEMI-WEEKLY
The

and moral old fellow, and gave me an account
of his leaving “hnuie."
“Why did jou leave, uncle?” said I.
“Well, ina»sa,” lie replied, “ole missus too
bard on me'tirely, an’when 1 couldn't stau’t
no longer, 1 jis lef.”
“In ihe day time, was it f"
“Oh, no, sail I 'leven o’clock at night, and
got to Boliva’ ’lore mornin’; ’bout tweuty

Rooms.
Goods forwarded by this line to and from Montreal,
Ouebec, Bangor, Bath, Augusta, Eastport and St.

John.

Shippers are requested to send
si earner* a- early as 3 P. M
on

a

horse ?”

their freight to the
the day that thep

leave Portland.
For freight or passage apply to
EMERY t FOX. Brown’s Wharf, Portland
H. B. ( ROM WELL k CO., No. 86 West Street,
New York.
dtf
Dec. 6. 18 3.

HOTELS.
i*i. \custom: hoi si:.
118 Hanover Street.Boston.
Formerly Mansion Howe—conducted on
the
plan. The subscriber has
eased ihe above
liouw, and newly furnished it
throughout. J he House is uow open to the public.
A. 1*. MuHKlSON, Proprietor.

I

European

HOUSE/’

“ELM

undersigned respectfully informs the
public that he has leased the above House,

THE

Federal

Portland,

id invites
the travelling community to call aud see if
he knows "bow to keep a hote«.” Cleau,
airy rooms, good beds, a well-provided t ible, attentive servants and moderate charges are the inducements he bolds out to those whose business or pleasure call them to the "Forest City."
on

Street,

JONATHAN
18. 1*3.

Portland. Aag.

BLISS, Proprietor.
dll

HOTEL,

BATH

By C. M. PI,U M M K ‘W.

A

miles.”
“That's a pretty good walk,” said I.
“I didn’t walk it, sab, I rode horse-back.”
“Rodedo yon own

Steamships

follows:
Leave Browns Wharf, Portland, every WEDNESDAY. and SATURDAY, at * P. M.. and leave Pier
9 North River. New York, every WEDNESDAY
and SATURDAY, at 8 o’clock, P. M.
These vessels are fitted up with fine accommodations
for passengers, making this the most speedy, safe and
comfortable route for travellers betweeu New York
and Maine. Passage 86.00, including Fare and State

Contraband Looic.—A soldier's letter
from La Grange. Tennessee, says:

An elderly man, who gave his name as
“Dick,” came into our camp, and was employed by an officer. He is a quiet, but intelligent

fast

run as

_1

MISCELLANY._

and

“CHESAPEAKE,” Capt. Willett,
“PARKERSBURG," Captain
Hoffmam, will, until further notice,

England, true, the other day.
The banker, trader, workman, lord,
To teed the poor, the papers say,
Uncounted heaps of sovereigns poured;
But then to Mexico they sent
No troops; they guard no papal grounds;
Napoleon the Magnificent
He dots—yet gives one thousand pounds'.

And when the tale of our distress
More late shall meet our children's eyes.
The) ’ll rmd this marvel ot largesse
And start with rapture and surprise;
For history o'er her tablets bent
Records the deed—fame's trumpet sounds—
Napoleon the Magnificent
Gave starving Fiance one thousand pounds!

splendid

LINK.

and

In

To shine, the hope of the oppressed,
To soothe the sorrows of the poor—
With such a mission France is blest!
Our Emperor now makes it sure;
On charity and progress Iwnt,
His uoble spirit knows no bounds;
Napoleon the Magnificent,
Has given as proof one thousand pounds!

_C.

Portland and Boston Line.

What!—more than

386, Washington St.. Bath.

B

•••Terms tl per day. Stable

conn*.

*>4

with house.

“Well—yes—no,sah>—not 'zackly—reckon 1

do now—I took one
“Took oue from your mistress ?’’
“Yes, ma«sa.”
“Don't you think you did very, wrong Dick,
to take your mistress’s horse?”
“Well, 1 don’t know, sah; 1 didn’t take the
bes’ one. Sbe had three—two of 'urn fits'
rate horses, but the one I took is ole, an’ not
berry last, an' 1 offered to sell him fo' eight
dolla's, sail.”
“But, Dick, you took at least a thousand dollars from your mistress, besides the horse?”
“How, sah?”
“Why, you were worth a thousand dollars,
and you should have been satisfied with that
much, without taking the poor woman's horse,”

Bath. June 28.1882

dtf

SAGADAHOC K HOUSE,
AlfVed Carr,

Proprietor.

BATH, MAINE.

I

J inviting

THE City of Bath is one of the healthiest
localities on the coast of Maiue—deligbtfullv situated on the Kennebec, twelve miles
from the sea. and affords one of the most
retreat* from the dust and turmoil of our

lanre dties.
The Sagai»aho< e is one of the finest, most spacious, and best appointed Hotels in the State, located

within th*»e minutes walk of the Depot, Steamboat
Lauding, Post Office. Custom House, Ac., being directly in the business centre of the City.
Tarsus Msderate by Ike Week *r Day,

Bath. June 28, 1862.

dtf

said I. gravely.

The contraband scratched bis woolly head,
at me, and replied with em-

rolled up bis eyes

phasis :

“I don't look at it jest that wray, massa. I
worked hard fo’ missus mor’u thirty years, an’
I reckon in dat time I ’bout pay fo’ inesef.
An’ dis yea’ missus guv me. leave to raise a
patcli o’ bacca fo’ iny own. Well, 1 worked
nights, an' Sundays, an’ spar’ times, an’ raised
a big patch (way pi Ices is, wtiff two hun'red
dolla's, I reckon) o’ Imcca; an' when I got it
taken ear' of this fall, ole missus took it' way
from me: give some to the neighbors, keep
some fo’ her own use, an’ sell some an' keep
the money, an’ 1 reckon that pay for de ole

hoss!”

Failing

to

find any conscience in the

I gave up the argument.

CENTRAL HOUSE,
E. G. Mayo,
Proprietor.
PA8SADUMKEAO, MAINE.
TIJ E subscriber would very reapectftillr announce to his numerous friends, and the
generally, that during the temporary
LReompulsory suspension of uis business he
noshed this well-known house anew, and is
now better than ever
prepared to wait upon his customers, and hones by strict attention to their wants
to merit a continuance of the
patronage which he has
hitherto received.
E. t.. MAYO.
dbwtf
Paxsadumkeag. June 23,1882.

{■public

MISCELLANEOUS.

darky,

U. 8. INTERNAL REVENUE

Cheap Enoi-ou.—“Hello, there, captain
said a Johnathan to the captain ot a cmal

*

boat on the Erie canal, “what do you charge
for passage ?"
“Three ceuta per mile, and boarded,” said
tbe captain.
“Well, guess I’ll take a passage,captain, seein’ as how I’m kinder gin out wulkiu’ so far.’’
Accordingly be got on board just us the
ateward was ringing the bell for dinner. Jonathan sal down and began to demolish the
“ttxins” to the utter consternation of the captain, until he had cleared the table of all eatables, when lie got up and went on deck, picking his teeth very comfortably.
“How tar is it. captain, from here to where
I came on lioard ?”
“Nearly oue and a half miles,” said the captain.
“Let's see.” said Jonathan.“that would be
just four and a half cents. But never mind,
captain, I won't be small: here's five cents,
which pays my fare to here; I guess I’ll go
ashore now—I’m kinder rested out.”
The captain vamoosed for the cabin and
Jonathan went ashore.
Tbe captain did not take any more way passetigers the remainder of tbe summer.
BREACH OF I'RIVILEGE BY AN IMPPLSrVF.

Reporter.—There is

story told of a certain House of Commons reporter who, on
one occasion, called U|M)ii “Mr. S|>eaker for a
song,” aud got severely punished for his

STAMPS,
FOR RALI AT THE

PENSION AGENCY OFFICE,
lu Merchants’Bank Building, K.xchange *t.

SAIL CLOTH.
RLEICIER mi NCI, TITI ILIE STRIPES,
(A substitute for Cotton.)

IN BLEACH EI CAKVA8. TITI III STRIPE,
descriptions.
ALE rilOR A O Nos. 1 TO 6,
Of various

ALSO ON HAND

BOLT

ROPE

CORDAGE, AC.,

For sale

by

LE MESURIER & CHAMPION,
HI. Peter Street,QURBEC.
iy\Samplesou hand, and orders taken by
J. T. PATTEN k CO.,
Oct. 11—6m
Frout Street. Bath.

WAR CLAIM AGENCY.
Bounty Honey, Buck Pay,

Anil Pensions.
drunkeu escapade.
An Incident quite as
good in its way happened the other night, but
undersigned ii prepared to obtain from the
United State* Government, 9100Bounty
not with any evil consequences to the author
Money,
Back Pay. Ac., for heir* ot Officers or Soldiers d\ in*
of it—fortunately lor him. A question was
in the U. S. service.
put to Lord Palmerston witli reference to the
Invalid
receipt of any communication from the Government of Prussia regarding Poland.
The
Established for Officers and Soldier*, wounded or
House was very quiet for the reply. “No,"
disabled by sickness contracted while in the service
said Lord Pslmerston. “Nor any other Govof the United State*, in the line of duty.
ernment?” added his questioner. “Nor any
Ponoions
Oth -r Government," rejoined Ilia Lordship, in
Procured lor w idows or childien of Off cer* and Sola merry tone; to which a fat, impulsive Irishdier* who have died, while in the service of the Unitman in Lhe repoi ters’ gallery, instantly added
ed state*.
in a voice so loud as to I* heard bv the whole
Prize Money, Petitions, Bounty and Back
Pay colHouse, “Or any other man,”—a popular slang I lected for .seamen and their heir*.
Fes.*, for each Pension obtained. Five Dollars.
us—and
the ineinliers one aud all
phrase will)
All Claims against the Government will receive
roared with laughter, in which Lord Palmerprompt attention.
Post Office address
ston heartily joined. If they had not laughed,
the quick-witted stenographer might never
SETH E. BEGD1
again have had the chance of attempting to
Augnxta, Me.
make fun for the House.—[Loud. Correa. To9
(Office No. State House.)
ronto Globe.

THE

Pensions,

a^t'ke

REFERENCES:

Hon. Lot M

Morrill,

U.S. Senate,
Hon. James G. Blaine,
seplQdA wl4tf

Joseph B. Hall,
See’y of State
Hon. Nathan Dane.
SUte Treasurer.

lion.

MERCHANTS’ EXCHANGE
-AND-

New Store!

New Goods!

-o-

Eating House.
L. 8.

PETER B. FROST,

MERCHANT TAILOR,

Hiving been with James E. Fernald for the ten
past, has now opeued a new and elegant store

jrean

JOSE’S NEW

No. 91 EXCHANGE STREET,
Second door above B. k N. A. Express office, (nearly opposite the Postoffloe,) where he will be happy to
friends aud former customers,
purchased an entirely new stock of

Beet his

just

new

lie has

CLOTHS !
begs

Boys’
having

marcb8—6m deodfcweow

*

f8ars3 w.•

I

pbbl.175*2

00>

Apple*.

Green
Sliced
Cured

Bar not exceeding $60 p
ton value £17 p ton, exc'.lmg $6u p ton $18,
less than $ inch thick or
more than 7 inches wide,
rounds less than
inch
or more than 4 inches in
diameter, and squares
less than j inch or more
than i inches square $20,
Jtaiiroad £12 60, Boiler
aud Plate $26 p ton,
Sheet 2a2jc p ib and
9ik&6 p ton.

(§68

No. 166 Fore St., head of

COAL

I4pil6

MEDICAL.

Bralhrr.

are

awo,

Sheet
l<imr.
Put u
10

Steam and Gas

Nary, 8'r,

No. 10 77 &
No. 8 1 04
No. 10 70

Duck,
U S. 10 ox.65 @
12 o*.76
Frathrr*.
/http 80 pc ad rat.
Live (ieesc i> lb 60 'abb

Tent

a

Corner sf Pearl sad Federal Its*.

Nos. 17 A 19 Exchaui« Street,
should be happy to see my friend* and the public
generally, where 1 am prepared to serve all the lux-

TOWN

AND

Corporation Bonds,
COIIPOIIS,
Town Note* and Order*,
AND ALL OTHKU KIND

OF

PRINTING,
Neatly aud Prompt!.' Executed
—AT THI—

Pres* Office.

_PORTLAND,

_J«*3tf

MAINE

ARMY

Stages leave Farmington daily,

ME.

AGE.YDS
AND

and
;

—

Remedy

This celebrated Female Medicine,
possessing virtue* unknown of anything else of the kind, and proving

effectual aftor all others have failed,
is designed for both married and sinale ladies, and is the very beet thing
known for the purf>ose. as it wit]
bring on the monthly sicmess in cases
of obstructions, from any cause, and
after all..other remedied of the kind
have been tried in vain.
OVER 2000 BOITLE8 have now
been sold without a single failure,
when taken as directed, and without
the least injury to health in any case.
Iritis put up In bottle* 01 three
different strengths, with fall direction* for using, and sent by express,
closely sealed, to all part* of the country.
PRICES—Full strength, flff; half strength, 96;
quarter strength, 98 per bottlb.
(F REMEMBER— This medicine is designed expressly for obstinate cases, which all other remedies
qf the Lind hare fasti' to cure; also that it is warranted as represented in every respect, or the price
will be refunded.
trSSWAHE or IttlTAriONB! None genuI fie and warranted, unless purchased direct lu of Dr.
Af. at his R-medial Institute for Special Diseases,
No. 29 Union street. Providence. R. I.
embrace* all diseases of a prityp hia
rate nature, mdh of ME? and WOMEN, by a regularly educated physician of twenty years' practice,
giving them his whole attention.
onsultations by letter or otberwis' are strictly contidrnlini.and medicines will be sent by express.
Securefrom observation, to all parts ol the United
State*. Also accommodation* tor ladies from abroad
wishing lor a secure and ouiet rktkiat, with good
care, until restored to heartn.
CAUTION.—-If has t»eeo estimated that over two
hundred ttuvusand dollars are paid to swindling
quacks annually, in New England alone, without any
benefit to those’who pay it. Ail this comes from
trusting, without inquiry, to men who are alike destitute of honor, character and ek.11, and whose only
recommendation is their own false and
extravagant
assert urns, in
of themselves. If, therefore,
you would a\old being humbugged, take no man’s
matter
no
what
his
word,
preteusvms are, but
MAKE INQUIRY :—It will cost you nothing, and
may save you many regrets; tor, as advertising physicians, in* nine cases ou. of ten, are br/us, there is
no safety in trusting any qf them, unless you know
trAoand what tbev are.
ir Dr M. will send mi. be enclosing one
•tamp as above, a pamphlet on D18EASE8 Or WOMEN. aud on Prirate Ifiseases generally, giving fall
information, with the most undoubted references and
testimonials, without which no advertis.ng
or mi'dicine of this kind is deserving ol AXT COXF!DEX( E It ’HATE l ER.
£y~order» by mail promptly attended to. Write
youi address plainly, aud direct to DR. MA ITlSt >N,
a* above.
decfidawlydt)

3}
3j

£12

EXCHANGE

are more

At 02 Middle Street,
Oppoeite the Cuntom Ilouie,

Hare
and

aar

on hand, and ere daily
moot t>net raa le <tt Lae

receding

ALSO.

A

FULL NTOCM or THE

Latest. Styles of
READY-MADE

Isa

and rare discovery, which is most wonderoperation*, putting to blush tfcp old systems
of treatment, which have quite as often done harm
as good.
Below we give the certificate of Rev. P. 8.
Henson, Pastor of the Broad Street Baptist Church,
new

Philadelphia. If any one has doubts as to the value
of this remedy, they may learn more of Its practical
value by addressing a note of Inquiry to Mr. II.

...

Philadelphia. Oct. 17, 1862.
From Injuries received in my right eye, when a
bov, a chronic inflammation had been rr*»duced. in

Drop.#12

consequence of which I snfTerod constant martyrdom.
Every moment of my wakiug life was embittered. and I was frequently unable to sleep at night.
A variety of remedies had been resorted to with-

fa} 10*;

out success, and I entertained the

purpose, as a last
resort.of haviug the ball takeu out of its socket, in
the hope of thus finding relief.
In the meantime, most providentially. I noticed
one day iu a shop window a bottle of POOR RICHARD'S EYE WATER. I had never heard o! it before, but determined to try it, and did, with the most
delightful results. In a very few days the painful
rritation was removed: I could bear the strongest

1.7Vft i

Caatile.16}$

*•

light,

and went forth to the

enjoyment of a new life.
keep a bottle of it always in the house, and if
ray eye seems *t all disposed to annoy me, I give it a
dose, and that is an end of it. I would not be withI

now

Gentlemen’s
which

Furnishing Goods,

will sell at

prices to suit the times.
Portland. Nov. 19.1662.
dtf

a aov-

oreign specific

in her case, giving her almost instant
relief. Grateful to God for the benefit that I have
personally received, I cannot but commend the prep-

jg

aration to all who have been sufferers like

..

myself.

HENSON.
Pastor of Broad Street Baptist Church.
Residence 1430 Poplar St., Philadelphia.
IF*Numerous cert.ficates of a similar character
might be furnished*
P. 8.

unpowder.

Poor Richard** Eye and Ear Water
Is truly
eased

1$

Sovereign Remedy for Inflamed and DisEyes, Dim Vision and Weak Eyes, Deafness,
a

Noise In the Head, Catarrh, Rheumatism and Neuralgia, with all kindred diseases. It is passed iuto

the ear by a small glass tube, which, together with
Water, may be obtained at the principal Drug
Stores in this city. Puke 25 cents per Bottle.

the

Tube* 6 Cent*.
H H. HAY and W. F.

16]

Agents.
MRS.
1

nov!3d6m

PHILLIPS, Wholesale

M.G.fIROWN, Proprietor,
No. 410 Arch

St., Philadelphia.

Established for the treatment tf those diseases in
both sexes, requiring Experience, Skill, Honor and

we

CONSULTATIONS -Dr. Hughes ba*
for a number of years confined his attention to
diseases of a certain class
During his practice he

PRIVATE

has treated thousands of cases, ana in no instance
has he met with a failure. The remedies are mild.
and
there is no interruption of business or change of
!
diet. Dr. Hughes is in constant attendance from 8
! in the morning until 10 at night, at his office, 6 Ternstreet. Charges moderate, and a cure guaranteed
u ail cases.
Separate rooms, so that no one will be
! seen but the Dr. himself. Hit remedies cure disease
i when all other remedies fell: cures without dieting,
or restriction in the habits of the patient; cure# without the disgusting and sickening effect* of most other
remedies: cures new cases in a few hoars; cures without the dreadful aons*«auent effects of mercury, but
is sure to annihilate the rank and (oisonous taint
that the blood is sure to absorb, unless the proper
remedy is used. The ingredient* are entirely vegetable, and no injurious effect, either constitutionally or
locally, can be caused by using them
YOUNG MEN, who are troubled with seminal
weakness, generally caused
bad habit* la youth,
the effects of which are pain and diaxiness in the
head, forgetfulness, sometimes a ringing in the ears,
weak eyes, etc., terminating in consumption or inif neglected, are speedily and permanently

file

by

sanity
All

correspondence strictly confidential and

will a
Address
DR J. B. HUGHES,
No. 5 Temple Street, (corner of Middle),
Portland.
Jull— d&wtf8
O^Send stamp fer Circular.

returned If desired.

FAIRBANKS’

Standard

SCALES.

TODD'S LUX SOUS

Iri .A. I
These celebrated Scales are still made by the
inal inventors, (and only by tukm,) and are
stant v receiving all the improvements
which
long experience and skill can suggest.

origcon-

For sale, in every variety, aa
Har, Coal aad Railroad Scale* 1

:

SCALES!
With

,

I

halr^rhich

complete variety of
WEIGHING APPARATUS,
a

WF" For sale only at

*

-BY-

TODD'S HAIR-DRESSING ROOMS,

FAIRBANKS ft BROWN,

No. 74 Middle,corner of Exchange Street.

118 Milk Strict—corner of Batterymarch Street,

TRUE

WOODMAN,
Importers

Foreign

IDiptheria,

by EMERY k WATERHOUSE.

ft

OAH be prevented by curing Gough*. Coldi.HoarseU net*, ami all frritatiou* qf the Throat and Bronchial Vessel*, with the Great German Remedy, THE
11 km i" k
Preventive. < lergy in. n. lawyers, teachers, singer**, ami all who overtax the strength of the
vocal organa, and consequently suffer from irritation
and soreness of the throat, will find this medicine ia
valuable. It not only re/icres.but permanently cures'.
Testimony of Dr. ^tins,of London*
••Diptheria is one of the most fetal diseases of modern times, amt he who suggests means to prevent it,

CO„

and Wholesale Dealers in

and Domestic

Dry Ooods,

UNI r.U'TlKBRS IN) JOBBERS OE CL0T1INC,

Not. 54 aad 56 Middle Street, Portland.
Geo. W. Woodman,
8«tli B. Hersey,

augSOdAwtf

to arrest it in its course, and render it mild and
manageable, is truly a benefactor of his race. Medicine like this ought to be in every family in the
countrv.*' For sale by
8. H COLKSW'ORTUY, 92 Exchange 8t..
feb26 ed2w eod3w
and elsewhere.
or

Alfred Woodman,
Charles Bailey.

SCHOOL

LAW

—or—

MARINE

Harvard College,1863.

Railway Chains and Track Irons.

Terms
undersigned has been appointed Agent fbr
each, commencing
the sale of Marine Kail
THK
Makoi 3d and Skptkmbkr 7th
and other Chains,
TWO
in the United States and British North
aud Circular address
For
of nineteen weeks

wav

Catalogue

JOEL

Cambridge, Mass.,

PARKER. Royall Pnfeaaor.
37 w3w
29, l$f«3.

Jan.

ALBERT WEBB A CO,
DBALKKB I»

Corn, Flour and Grain,
HEAD

OF MERRILL S WHARF,

Commercial Street,.

Portland. Me.

jrfStf

Eclectic Medical In Urinary.
to

theTadies.

America.man-

ufactored by Henry Wood A Co., of Liverpool,
j Great Britain, and is uow prepared to receive orders
: for Marine Railway Chains, made to order and to
I pattern, with the
Sprocket wheel to match, and warranted to fit. These chains are made of au iron peculiarly suited to this purpose, which, by actual teat,
■hows Its average breaking strain to be 86 tons per
inch of sectional area. Parties wishing good and reliable chains will do well to examine thoee in actual
service.
Marine Kail wav Track Irons are drilled with the
! countersunk holes and the Bolts to match; also,
of all kiuds. Screw Bolts, Lag Screws, sud all
jI kinds of
forging done to order, and of quality and
quantity to suit.
Mr. C. foels-oonfldcnt he can
the above ar*
tides on as favorable terms as can be obtained elsewhere. Address HORACE I. CRANDALL.

Spikes

supply

j

HUGHF.S particularly invites all Ladies who
need a medical adviser, to call at his rooms, No.
6 Temple Street, which they will find .arranged for

DR.

Sub-marine Engineer,
JanlO ‘62dlawly*

New Bedford. Mass.

Dissolution of
their
accommodation.
Dr. II.’s Eclectic Renovating Medicines arennrivalCopartnership heretofore existing under the
led in efficacy and superior virtue in regulating all
firm name of N. A FOSTER h CO., ia this day
Female Irregularities. Their action is specille and
dissolved by mutual consent. N. A. Foster is aucertain of producing relief in a short time.
I thorired to collect all dues, and will pay ad debts of
LADIES will Audit invaluable in all cases of ob- 1 the said firm
N. A. FOSTER,
structions after all other remedies have been tried in
J T GILMAN.
vain. It is purely vegetable, containing nothing in
JOSEPH B HALL.
the least injurious to the health, and may be taken
Portland. Feb. 2. 1863.
fob 26
with porfeet safety at all times.
Sent to any part of the country with full directioua,

especial

t)R. HUGHES.

corner

of

Middle,

N. B.—LADIES desiring may consult
own sex.
ance.

A

lady of experience

Portland.

CopaUnrnhip.

one

in oonstant

of their

attend-

JulldawtfS

Book,

Card &

use

celebrated la Europe for its medicinal and benefieta
qualities as a gentle Stimulant, Tonic, Diuretic, end
Sudorific, highly esteemed by eminent nhysiciane,
used in Europesui and American
and
of the first families in Enrope ana America.

Hospitals,

some

by

AS A TOXIC
It > as no equal, causing an appetite and building
bp
the system, being entirely a pure trine of a moat valuable grape.
AS A DIURETIC,
It Imparts a healthv action of the (Hands,
Kidneys,
and Urinary Organs, very beueficial in Dropsy .Lout
and Rheumatic Affections.

STEER’S WINE
a mixture or manufactured article, but Is
pare
from the
of the Tortuga! Sambucl grape, calrivated in Near Jersey, recommended bv chemists and
physicians »' possessing medical properties superior
to any other trines in use. and an excellent article lor
all weak and debiiita rd persons, and the age4 and
Infirm. Improving the appetite, and benefittiug ladies
and nhildren.
A LAU1LS
WIKK,
Because it will not intoxicate as other wines, as It
contains no mixture of spirits or other
liqoors, and is
admired for its rich, peculiar flavor, and nutritive
properties, lmoartmg a healthy tone to the digestive
organs. nd a blooming, soft and healthy skua and
Is not

Juice

complexion.

WE REFER TO
few Well known gentlemen and physicians who
have tried the Wine:
oeu. w inneia bcoi^IBA.
ut wuwm.lltb at .NT.
(iov Morgan. N Y Mtate
Dr Ward. Newark. N
I»r. J U.rhilton.N.Y City. Dr. Duaghaity, Newark,
Dr Parker. N Y City.
N J
Dn.Darcyk Nicholl.New- Dr Many. Hew York.
ark. N. J.
Dr. Cunmiaff, Portland.
Dr. Hare#. Boaton.
n

j.

m

nooprMnfwawwwe urvamre 01
alover the cork of

FRED SPEER, Tamic, N. J.," it

each bottle

CT*MAKE OHM TRIAL OF THIS WISE.
For sale by Druggist* and all IIret class dealer*.
and town Agent* supplied by the Stale Commissioners.
A. SPEER. Proprietor.
V t jirr a nt>—Passaic. New Jersey.
Office—106 Broadway. New York.
JOHN LA FOT, Paris,
Ageat for France and Germany.
Sold In Portland by H. H. HAY. Druggist, Supplydec22 dfy
log Agent.

City

4DX/kfk WILL BE FORFEITED BY DR. L
DIX if Riling to cure in leas time than
tTt“
any other physician, more efectually and permawith less restraint from
"

"

nently.

occupation or fear of
all weather, with safe and pleasant medicines,
SELF-ABUSE AND SOLITARY HABITS,
Their effects and consequences j
SPECIAL AILMENTS AND SITUATIONS,
Incident to Married and Single Ladies;
SEC RET AND DELICATE DISORDERS;
Mercurial Affeetfo s: Eruption* and all Diseases of
the Skin; Uloer* of the Nose, brunt and Body; Pimple* on the Face; Swelling* of the Joints; Nervousness; Constitutional snd other Weaknesses in yoath,
and the more advanced at all ages, of
BOTH SEXES. SINGLE OR MARRIED.
exposure to

DR. L. DIX S
MEDICAL OFFICE,

PRIVATE

31 Endicott alreet, Boston, Man*.,
is so arranged that
never see ov bear sash
other. Recollect, the our entrance to his otflee it
No. 21, having no coonecrlbn with his residenee.eonsequently no Rmilv interruption, so that on no aocoant can any person hesitate applying at his oflce.

patients

DR. DIX

boldly asserts (and it cannot be contradicted.exaept
by Quacks, who will say or do aaything, even perjure
themselves,
in

to

TanoHLY

impose upou patients) that he

kksi lar oeaduati puysicixx
yertisi*q in noeros.

ai>-

YEARS
engaged in treatment of Special diseases, a Reft so
well known to manv Citizen*.Publisher*. Merchants,
Hotel Proprietor*, ke, that he is mnch recommended, and particularly to
STRANGERS AND TRAVEU£RS.
To avoid and eecape Imposition of Foreign and Native Quacks, mors numerous in Boston than other
large eities,
DR. L. DIX
SIXTEEN

proudly refers to Professors and respectable Physicians—many of whom consult him In critical cases,

because of his acknowledged skill and reputation, attained throngh so long experience, practice and observation

AFFLICTED AND UNFORTUNATE !
be not robbed and add to yoar suffering* in being deceived by the lying boasts, misrepresentations, Rise
promises nnd preteusious of
FOREIGN AND NATIVE QUACKS,
who know little of the nntnre and character of Special diseases, and Lean as to tbeir cure. Some exhibit
of Institutions or Colleges, which
forged
never existed in any part of the world; others exhibit diploma* of the dead, how obtained, at known;
not onlv assuming and advertising in name* of those
Inserted in the diplomas, bat to further their imposition assume names of other most celebrated physicians long since dead. Neither be deceived by

diplomas

QUACK NOSTRUM MAKERS,
through Rise certificates and references, and recommendations of their medicines by the dead, who cannot -xpose or contradict them; or who, besides, to
farther their imposition, copy from Medical books
much that is written of the qualities and effects of
different herbs and plants, and ascribe all the same
to tbeir PUN. Extracts, Specifics. Ac., most of which,
if not all. contain Mercury, because of the ancient
belief of Its “curing everythi >g,’‘ but now known
to “kill more than i* cured.'* and those not killed.
constitutionally injured for life.
IGNORANCE OF QUACK DOCTORS AND NOSTRUM MAKERS.
Through the ignorance of the Quack Doctor,kaow-

ing

no other remedy, be relies upon Mercury, and
gives it to all his patient* in pills, drop*. Re., so the
Nostrum Maker, equally ignorant, adds to his socalled Extracts, Specific, Antidote. Re., both
upon its effects in coring a few in a hundred, it ia
trumpeted in various ways throughout the land, but
▲las! nothing is said of the balance; some of whom
die. others grow worse, and are left to linger and suffer for mouths or years, until relieved or cured, il

relying

Notwithstanding the foregoing facts are knows to
quack doctors and nostrum makers,yet, regardless of the life and health of others, there are those
among them who will even perjure themselves, conor that it
tradicting giving mercury to their
is contained iu their Nostrums, sB that the “osual
fee” may be obtaiued fbr professedly curing, or “the
dollar” or “fraction of it;> may be obtained for the
Nostrum It is thus that many are deceived also.and
uselessly spend large amounts for experiments with
some

patients,

quackery.

DR

Fancy Printing

NEATLY EXECUTED

AT THE OFFICE OF THE PRESS.

L DIX'S

chargee are very
credfy confidential,

moderate
Communications sa
and all may rely on him wtth the
strictest secrecy and confidence, whatever may be
the disease, condition or situation of any one, mar-

ried

or

single.

Medicines sent by Mail and Express to all pajts of
the United State*.
All letters requiring advice must contain one dollar
to insure an answer.
Address Dr. L. Dix. No.tl Endicott street Jus ton.
Mass.
Boston, Jan. 1.1888.
ly

mO THE LADIES. The celebrated DR. L.
X DIX particularly Invites all ladies who need a
Medical or Surgical adviser, to call at his Rooms,No.
21 Endicott street. Boston. Mass
which they will
find arranged for their
special accommodation
Da DIX having devoted over twenty years to this
particular brauch of the treatment of all disease* peculiar to females, it m now conceded by all (both in
this country and in Europe) that he excels all other
knowu practitioners iu the safe, speedy and effectual
treatment of all female coniDlaiut*
ilia medicines are prepared with the express purpose of removing all disease*. such as debility, weakness, unnatural
suppressions, enlargements of the
womb, also, all discharges which flow from s morbid
state of the blood
The Doctor is now folly
to treat in his peculiar style, both roedlcnllv and surgically, ail disease* of the female sex, ana they are
respectfully iuvited to call at

prepared

No. 21 F.ndicott Street, BostonAll letters requiring advice must contain one dollar to ensere an answer.
dlyeo
Boston. Jan. 1. I8«3.

THE

by addressing
No. 5 Temple Street,

at

SAMBUCI W IKK.

possible, by competent physicians.
BUT ALL QUACKS ARE NOT IGNORANT.

septlfltf

Ponton.
Sold in Portland
oc26

DYE!

dye,

BUTCHERS', GROCERS', DRUGGISTS'. CONFECTION EKS’ and GOLD

Beams, Weights,&c.,Ac.

R,_

market has been flooded for years with differ
ent articles called Hair Dree, which have never
satisfied tbe expectations of purchasers. The NX
plus ultra has been reached at last in TODD’S
HAIR DYE, and the article has given entire satisfaction to every person who has used it. It contains
no injurious ingredients, and gives the hair a beautiful rich brown or black color. Directions for using
—which are very simple—accompany each bottle.
One superiority of Todd 's Lux Softs Hair Dye over
all other* is. you do not have to cleanse the bair or
wash it before or after using the
and there is but
one kind to be used, and that can \>e put on the same
as oil and water, without any trouble, unlike all other dvea that have two or three different kinds to be
applied every time used. This dye is peculiarly
adapted for coloring ladies’ hair, because you go not
have to wash out the dye after putting it on. Unlike
all other dvea, it will eotor long
other
dyes cannot do. Give this new article a trial, as we
know you will use no other after once using this.

TUE

their

They are correct in principle, thoroughly made, !
of the beat moteriola. and are perfectly accurate and
durable in operation.

out it for any amount of money. 1 take occasion to
say, farther, that my wife used to suffer severely at
times from protracted pain in and over her eye-*, and
she has found Poo a Richard’* Eye Water

CLOTHING,

-AMD-

them for life and health.

fal in its

LAT-

CLOTHS. OVERCOATINGS,

impor-

Poor Rirhnrd'* Eye and Ear Water

the

of

Fancy Doeskins and Caaiaem.

Ear. and yet none are less understood or more neglected
They «eem to pass even common observation,
and yet every part of the body is dependent upon

...

A~BROW!f7

Every fam.ly,

Infirmary.

delicacy.

GARDINER

■_■
this season. should
the

DR. H1JOHE89

Eclectic Nlcdical

angddly

^ tant to health and comfort than the Eva and

U to.

Lemon*, Orange*, Thtiy: Cleaned lie, Padliannwi' and Plantain*
dy Jc |> lb.
20 |>C ad rat., Almonds Hce f* lb.8ft 8}
4c, and Shelled do. 6c ©; Ram,
ft>. Xut* and Date* 2c Portland distilled 70 ft 73c
Sr IcrniHB,
k* lb. f'urrant*. Fig*,

Duty

C. J. BKYDGK8, Managing Director.
Montreal, August 1.1862.
a6dtf

set un in the best manner.
AJI orders in city or country
personally attended to
I. D. MERRILL.
JURE BOND. B. D. MERRILL.

WATER!

Organs of the human system

summer.

Water floretb. Urinate, Force and Suction
Pumps,
Bath Bm/ert. Wash Bowls. Silver Plated
f Brass
Cocks, qf all kinds constantly on hand.
|y All kinds of fixtures for hot and cold water

POOR RICHARD'S

EYE Sr EAR

j

27 Union Street, Portland, Me.

physician

No. 1

dir

BLTJMBERS,
No.

praise

llam*.9fa 10

Tailor,

STREET,

I. D. MERRILL A COM

Specialty

(a 12

ESTABLISHMENT,
...

Nor-mber 1*. 1882, to M»r lit. 1883, th«
rates of freight on all descriptkins of lumber
and timber will be advanced 26 per cent.
No ire wood will e conveyed bet ween October 1st,
1863, and May 1st. 1 63
An advance in tl e rates of Are wood will take place
next summer, but in consequence of changes in the
arrangement for conducting the wood business, which
are about to be made, the Company will not be able
to take Are wood from certain places on the line, so
that shonld any parties make contracts fbr Are wood
to be carried o the railway during the next season,
they must und rstand that thev will do so at their own
risk, and that the Company will not feel themselvee
bound to carry it.
Due notice will be given of the rates of freight, and
from what stations fire wood can be carried next

FROM

NAVY

Portland. Aag. «. lata.

'<|t

Aron

Notice to Wood and Lanker Merchants.

»T

»8

Strong,

GRAND TRUNK RAILWAY.

HATHAWAY,
Agent. H'atMngton, D. C.

A. D. REEVEN,

for

rnillips.

Passenger* lor this route will take the cars at the
Portland, Saco k Portsmouth, or Kennebec k Portlaud Depots, in Portland.
8. W. EATON. Sup't.
Farmington May 6.1362
June23dtf

Street,

AND

TAILORING

MATTISON'S INDIAN EM MEN AGOG IE

DR.

13

plnm*. Prune* and Rai- 'ali-rat u*
lb
.74ft 8c
*in* 6c 4* lb, (’itron 9*
Salt.
4*c ad raJ.
f)uty In bulk 18c. and in
Almonds—Jordan p lb,
100 lbs.
bag$ 24c
Soft Shell.20 (afi&c' lurk’* la., & bhd.
Shelled. 37 a 38
(8 but.)_*3 26a3 60
Currant*.16 a- 16 Liverpool.8 12ft8 37
Citron.44 @46
adi*.none
Pe* Nuts
Sa2j '•Jtliuri .3j ft3j
»r'd Rutter Salt 24 ^
Figs, common.... none.
.18c.a 22
New Kleme
Smrr h.
Lemons, Ip box *41 a
f>uty 20 f>c ad ral.
Oranges—Messina 4* a.
I’earl.«}ft,8
Raisins.
I’otato.4 a, 44
Blue pcaak.16«*V>
SbwI-tflOOlb* 691a 1*
Black .*« a 10
•« 13
Bunch Ip box. 4 °8 a4 46 Buck.
13a 13j
Laver. .4 60 ^462 Soup.
Dates. 7 a 9c Duty 36 f>c ad vat.
Leathe ft Gore's, TrowPrunes.8
Flour—Portland insp
bridge ft Smith's Ex8uperflne.... *7 ftft@7 ifi tra No. 1$> lb ..9Jfe 01
Fancy .7 26a 7 60 Family do..84.a
Extra. 7 76*8 26 No.
Family.8 26aA 60 Eagle No. 1.6| a 64
Extra Superior 9 00a9 26 Star.64® 6]
Western extras 7 76a8 25
174
"
family .8 26a8 76 rrane’a.9 ft0l
superior8 60a 9 00 Spire*.
.7 76aH 26 Duty: dinger Pont 6c,
Ohio extra
family...8 6I>a8 76 dround dinger 8c, PepCanada superNo.l 7 76a<
per and Ptmentn 12c,
8t Louis Fa vBrnds 10 alii
Cloves ISc, Cassia 10c,
Southern III.do do.9’ alOi
Caetia Puds 20c, CinnaPetanscoFamily. 11 > a ill nwn 26c. Mace and WutRye Flour.4 a 4) meq$ 80c f» lb.
Corn Meal .4| * 4* Cassia
lb.48 a.60c
lb 3*c@4* Cloves..41 a 42
Buckw't Fl’r
(•rnin.
Ginger, (Race)-36 a 8*5
Duty Com and Oat* 10c. Ginger. (Africa) 36 ft.86
Rye and Rttrley 15c. and Mace.88 ft90
ifheatThcpbu From Nutmeg*.96ft 1 00
Br. Province* fret.
Pepper. 31 a 32
Rve.95@1 00 Pimento.24 ®26
Seed*,
Oats.66 io>68
South Tel.Cora. 103*106 Duty Linteed lf»c |> lot.,
.1 <H)* 1 08
(’orn, Mixed
Canary #1 & bu., Mu»Bariev.1 2ft 1 26 tard 8c |> lb.
Shorts p ton.
.*23 (*26 Herds Grass,.. #2 80(53 12
Fine Feed.27 @80 Western .(’lover 12 5 12*
Red Top.#3 a 34
Crindatonea.
Linseed.4 60a 4 66
Dufy Rough—free.
Rough. 6> ton. ,#2oa25 Canary. 4 60ft4 62
Dressed .35 a, 40
Safi car.
C
Duty Me/a do 2c,no fa bone
Duty Valued at let* than Wo. 12 2}c, above Wo 12
an d not above 16 Sc,above
20c |> lb 6c, over 20c 6c
Wo. 16 and not above 20
p lb anti 20 |>c ad val.
8}c, above Wo. 20 and reBlasting.*6*@ 6
and
Rifle
Sporting 6*@ 8J fined 4c |> lb.
Z’ortJaud A. none.
Huy.
do.
A A.H ft 11}
Presss’d f* net T.f 13 @15
14
do.
Yellow-none.
Loose.13
Extra
Yellow.none.
Akins.
II idea nud
Muscovado. lljftllj
Duty 10 |*c ad vaJ.
do.
in bond.7 « 8
91 (« 31
B A. Hides
Western. 21 *22 Havana Rrown.. 114ft 12
do
White
13! « 14
Slaughter Hides.. .64@74c
Calf Skins.ll@13 New Orleaus. 12ba14
(’rushed.
164 a 614
CowCalcutta
Slaughtered. .1 90@210 Granulated.164ft
Creen Salt.1 86@2ft0 Powdered.lMftlM
Tallaw.
Sheep Pelts, (ir'n.lj a *2
Duty: Tallow 1 Ve, Soap
8beep Pelts, Dry fl

returning opposite days.
Stage leaves Farmington .or New Vineyard. New
Portland and Kingfleia, on Wednesdays and Saturdays. returning on Mondurs and Fridavs.

Monumental Work and

Grindstones.

FOR FEMALES.

Prod ■re.
200,25 Beet p «tu’r p lb 7} (a 8
Em», p dor _16 £16
#12 <gl24 Potatoes, pbbl.fl 4t*6l 60
Bay No. 1
Bay No. 2.10a in; thicken*. 13 a 16
Bay No. 8.a fil Lamb.7 rd 9
Shore No 1
18if 14 Turkic*. 14 ta 16
2.9 % 9j t.eese.10£ 12
do. (medium). bid, 6] Veal. 6](d7
do. (small).3a 3* Pickle*, p bbl.... #8 a 9

Scaledpbx 80&86c

Marble, Free Stone, Soap Stone,

[Copyright wcu red. ]

Plaaler.
Ifuty Free.
Per ton Soft.260(52 75
Hard. 2 26a 260
O round...60Uo!€26

t’itv Smok’d

prepared to receive orders for

Maine Stale

a

none,

THOMPSON,

Marble Chimney Pieces,

6 36 IDd 9 16 A• M‘ and

[SBBB (>n and after Monday. Mar 6. 1863,
r**>
will I«*ave Portland for Lewiaton
and Farmington via Brunswick, at 1 P. M.
Leave Farmington for Lewiston, Bath and Portland, via Brunswick, at 9.16 A. M.
Leave I >■ wist on for Bath and Portland via Brunswick at 11.46 A. M.
Freight trains daily between Portland and Lewiston.
tTAOS CONNECTIONS.
Stage leaves Strickland’s Ferry Tuesdays, Thursdays and Saturdays, for Livermore. Canton, Peru
and Dixfleld; returning opp<wite davs.
Stage leaves North Jay for East Dixfleld. Dixfleld,
and Weld, on Tuesdays, Thursdays and
Saturday*:

dec 10 eodA *6m26

—

Labrador

Is

“

SUMMER ARRANGEMENT.

J. W.

Prwvlniona.
Fisk.
Ibity beef and Pork lc,
Dutp For 100 Yh* fr»reign Lard, bacon and Hams
caught
Herring 9 1. 2c. butter and Chee*e 4c
Mackerel 92, Salmon 93: Oh’fo Me** Reel.# 12 a 14
and all other pickled in Portland do.
12] a 13
bbi*. 91 60 F 66/., other- P tl dext. do.
14 o 14}
trite 60c %» net. From Pork, extra clear 20u*Jl
Province$ free.
Pork, clear. 19a2"
Cod larjre
qut..#fva6i Pork, me**. 17}£ 18
"
16 (a 16
small.3Ja 4 Pork, extra do
Pollock. 8 a 8} Pork. Prime. 13' a 14
Ex Prime.14 * a 16
Haddock. .none.
2 0Og2 25 Round Uof*. Hu 9
Hake,
Herriua,Shorepbl.4 (a 4} Ham*. 9 alOc
do.
do.
do.

R.

1,0rtllDd

ANDROSCOGGIN RAILROAD.

Communication. to b« addremed to

llall}
:a

M.

^

Leave Portland for Saco River at 8.00 A M
and
°
2.00 and 6 15 P. M.
The2.00 P. M. train out, and ths 9 16 A. M. train
into Portland, will be freight trains with passenger
cars attached.
Stages connect at Saccarappa daily for South Windham, Windham Centre and Great Falls.
At Gorham, for West Gorham. Standish,
Rteep

At Buxton Centre, for West Buxton.Bonny-Eagle,
South Limington, Limington, Ac., Ac.
At Saco River, tri-weekly, for Hollis, Limerick,
Ossinee. Kewfleid, Parsonsfleld, Effingham. K reedom,
Madison, Eaton, 1 iinington, Cornish. Porter, Ac.
nov is
dan Carpenter, Sup’t.

Work.

No. J75 F

.8}<a8j
8

Litharge.
Red Lead.

Garble

»)T S’'"

Soldiers’ Relief Association.

..

Kochelle Yellow.
Enr. Veu. Red—3

44#

—

.8}ii

a

Ac.

WlSx.Airat.

IRA

l«!;n1'dec16 dtf

On and after
Monday, November 10,
trains will leave as follows, until further

Ac., Ac,

for steam, gas and water pipes.
Steam and Gas Filings of all
descriptions.
Will also attend to fitting the above for steam or
gAS.
Orders received for Pattern making, and Steam
and other machinery, Boilers, Water Tanks, Ac.
W'lll devote his personal attentio • to
arranging
and setting Engines, Boilers, Shafting, on reasonable

Sold by Druggists throughout the World
PRINCIPAL SALES OFFICE,

2fc

44

PUHBBB3

Baldwin. Hiram, Limington, Brownfield,
Kryeburg, Conway, Denmark, Xovell, Brhigton,

TIIE

Rev C A BUCK BEE.
Awit'ani Treat nr
Amriran Bible. Union, If. 7 Ciy,
writes:
I very cheerfully add my testimony to
that of numerous friend* to the great value of Mrs.
8. A Allen s World Hair Restorer and Zylobalsa*
•
mim"
Rev WM CUTTER,* Y City: " My hair Is changed
to Its natural color, and growing on b^ld spot."
Rev J. H C >RNBLL, N Y. OUy: “I procured It
for a relative
The fal.iig of the hair stopp'd, and
restored It from being grey to iu natural and »eautifnl color."
Rev. J WEST, Brooklvn, L I-: “I will testify to
their value in the m *si liberal sense. They hai s
restored my hair where it was bald, and, where
grey, to it* original color"
REv A
WE88 TBit, B **ton, Mass
I have used
them with groat eff«c.t. I am now neither bald
nor groy.
hair
was dry and brittle ; it Is now
My
soft at in youth "
Rev H V. D.l >£ 8, Boston, Mass :
That they pro
mote the gr»w .h of the hair where baldness is, I
hare the evideuce of my own aye*."

...

44

Fittings,

i

Falls,

1

subscriber would inform his friends and the
public, that he may be found at
37
UNION ST REJET,
(until his shop is rebuilt,) ready to answer any orders

ZYLOBALSAMUM ?

[Olive

**

;

1

ANO

shore.27J&281
Linseed.*1 s2a 185

Lewi* Lead,
Boptun Lead,
French Zinc,
Amer. Zinc.

pay cash.

MACHINERY,

Rhubarb.200a 22o
Alcohol.1 Iva 1 v nulled.1 KHal 90
Fluid.1 32 »1 7< Lard < Ml.1 W*\ 18
Oil.220*2 26
Camphene. 4 00(04 Of
Saltpetre.12 a/26 t actor Oil.2 86* 2 40
Vitriol.15 &16 Neat*foot Oil... .1 15a,l 26
OaiaasDye woods.
Ihtfp. Free.
V bbl. 94 00>&4 37
Barwood
P bu*h.1 f*na ! 66
2p®
Brazil Wood
18 ®
Palau.
Camwood
44(® 4J Duty On White L* ad dry
or groundHn oil and bed
Fustic, Cuba. 2j a
Savanvilla 2 <a24
Uad #2 4<» p 100 lb*.
Litharge 2k, Oxide nj
Hypernic...4pft 5
Zinc
Lof wood.
p tb, /Ywmm«
( am j-each y.2j <£24
tMue, I rmtiion, t'korme
St. lioiuinjro.2a 2}
Yellow, Venetian tied26,
Extract Logwood. 13 a 14
Spanish brown dry 20,
in oil 8o pc ad raJ.. YetNic
Wood.
(a.
bar and other Ochre* 60c
Peach
3J% 4j
Bed
3j P 100 lb*, Paris White
dru 60c, in oil #] 60,
2 a
Sapan
Bark. 2j'a 2J
Hhiting 60c p 100 lb*
ed Sander*. 8 (a 6 P’tl'd Lead, in oil.#12
$

Dark.
I>uty 80 |>c ad raJ.
Haven*. 66c®
Portland, No. 3. 1 06®
"

deter-

are

SAWl’EK * WHITNEY.

JalSltf

0<5(&

Suercitron

:

Office, Commercial St., head of Maine WVJ.

The Great Indian

CM.

Per,on, and Invalid,

Fall*,

WINTER ARRANGEMENT.

3

Big.ll]«12
and Ripe.. 12$ (&13

SllqlM

quality of Nova Scotia and other

The publie are requested to call, aa we
mined to give good bargains to those who

Lignorice.

Opium

sale, best

ior

quality, and

>

Magnesia

Female,, Weakly

York Ac Cumberland Railroad.

best

Hard and Soft Hoed.

Hoop*.*8o

PHYSICIANS

FOR

For

Manager and Superintendent.
Augusta, Nov. 16, 1*82.
novl8

COAL

FOR SMITHS' USE.
Coals
strictly of the
These
warranted to give satisfaction.

..

Verdigris,

WOOD,

FOR CASH,

CUMBERLAND

I‘ine.8jaj

Of Choice Oporto Grape,

W’edtiesdav, Nov. 19th,
passenger trains will leave as fol-

MOUNTAIN LEHIGH,
HAZELTON LEHIGH,
Kendall’s Mills.
COLERAINE LEHIGH,
ETAOB COWlfECTIOKS.
Stages leave Bath daily at 8 00 P. M., for WiscasLOCUST MOUNTAIN,
set. Damariscotta. W’aldoboro’, Warren, Rockland
JOHN 'S,
| and Thomaston.
Leave Augusta for Belfast, at 4.00 P. M., or on arTHE GENUINE LOBBERT,
rival of of train from Port land.
Pure and Free Burning.
B H. CUSHMAN,

174^1 77
'ari*./8 16^3 22

Rc ad ral.
Rockland, cask 76 (6,80c
I.Hinbrr-F
rom yard.
(*42e
■
St. Domingo.30 *31 Clear
Bine,No. l.$38 m
do.
No. 2 36 o
Hio .83 & 36
Mnoli.
\uli,»
I
Ha
\'n 9
V»:
2 oe
do.
No. 4- 14 (a
Cordage*
Dutu
Tarred2|c, Manil- Shipping Lumber 18 (a20
la 2*. all other 34 *> lb Spruce.11 (&J2
16 <jgtW\ Hemlock
American t> lb
.8 tolO
Box Sh'ks,(cash) 45 (a65c
Bu*pia Hemp.10
Manilla .l«f«10 ( lapb’dt*. 8 ext .*14 r«lG
do.
I*
q20
30 a 32
Boitrope, Rus.-ia
Manilla. 90J&21 Shingles, Ced ext 3a 3*
do.
do.
No 1 2ia 24
Cnutni.
do. ext.
4)
v bb!. tl60@lW
Laths, Spruce.
125a1 40
Drug* aad l)yr«.
Duty |> tt>— Oil Cinna- do. Pine.1 2&,a~2 00
mon 92. Oil Almonds and Ked Oak Staves
So'caSS
Otto of /lose SI 60, Oil Mol. Hhd. Shook.*Bergamot, Cassia and A Hex#4#.city 2625 2 75
Cloves fl. Hydriodate Sugar d j. city 262 a276
do. do. c’trv.l 25o 1 50
Potash 7be,('authorities.
Mast ic, Ipecac, Hh ubarb. l*reen C o'y *a d
80a 1 00
Oil
Lemon.
Cardamons,
ouiitry Kift Mol.
Anise and Orange, to-1 Hhd. Shooks.. 12TV5135
dine 60c, Tolu and Crud* Slash.. 100ta]20
i 'amphorddc. He fitted do.
a8»‘>
4<*c. Tartaric Acid 2ar, llack no-tack Timber. p tun.10^20
Cream Tartar, Citric
Acid, Shellac, Copal, /fa- Malaasrs*
mar and (turns used for fHity
6c
</aV.
like purposes 10c, Abies. ['ieufuegs, old.... none.
Chlorate of I rinidad.old.
42 (ti 44
Cuba clayed.new 41 a 42
Potash, (orb.
do.tart". 34 a.45
6c, Boracic Acid, Yetlowi do.
Pr us state Potash and do Muscovado”. 44 ^.46
New Orleans.
Hed do. 10c,
Orotic Acid and Sugar Port land Syrup, hhd*.none
do.
bbls none.
cf Lead 4c, Asphalt urn
and Bi-Chro. Potash 8c.
Kails.
.Srtjyolic, Epsom Salts. Ihify: ('ut lc, Wronghtic,
Liquor tee Hoot ,Bi-< Vir6. Assorted 3c 4* It.
Soila, Caustic Soda lc PmK,.
*5 00 cash.
Castor Oil 60c
Naval Store*.
gal..
Morphine 12 f OX.. Al- fluty Turpentine, Rosin,
um *»c
ctrt., Co)perns
Pitch, Tar 20/pc ad ral.,
S. Turpentine 15c f*gal
60c
ctet., Muricu %c Acid 10 |*c ad rat.. Spong- far (foreign
bbl *1&« 14
es,
Assajatida. Jstn- Pitch (Coal Tar). *4a 41
or Sulphur. Sen- Rosin.18 d2o
Ft
glass.
na. Arroicroot, (I insen g rurpentine |>gal 3 76(ft3 90
20 4»c. Bleaching PowOakan.
ctrt
ders 30c
Sag> f>uty Free.
60c |>cirf., Sal Soda amt American.81® 91
Smls Ash |c |> lb. Crude
Oil.
Brimstone S3 and Roll', fluty Sperm, Whale and
do SO
ton, Alcohol 40c
other Fish (His of forad
f* gal
eign fisheries 20
Alum
lb.4 ® 6c ral., Linseed, Hnmpseed
30 q 87
Aloe*
and Ravrsred23c |> gat.,
Arrow Boot.17 <q40
(Hive 23c,
Salad 66c,
Borax.80 iq83
Palm, SeaI and Cocoanut 10c A* gal.
Brimstone (roll).. .4fg 6
BM'arb. Soda.7 q7i Portland Kerosene
Sulphur. 6 <% of llluminat 'g Oil 50 5 65c
Sal Soda.3j a, 4 Machine. .80
82
Camphor.1 3oql 36 Marine..
Cream Tartar.40 ,q?70 *perro Winter. 2 125215
n hale,ret. Wint 1 12'>1 15
Logwood ex.14 q 16
do.
Crude 1
MagiiiMH.28 «3*I
Indigo, M'la, fine SI fa 2 »rand Hank and
Madder. .17c a 18 j Hay Chaleur. *28 (5294

WINE.

Portland for Bath and
Augusta at 1.00P M.,
Connecting with the Androscoggin trains at Brunswick for Lewiston, Livermore Eafl*t Wilton and Farmington ; and at Augusta with the Somerset k Kennebec Railroad for Vassalboro’, Waterville. Kendall's Mills and Skowhegan; and at Kendall’s Mills
with the Penobscot k Kennebec Railroad for Burnham. Pittsfield, Newport and Bangor.
Tickets sold in Boston for all the stations on the
Kennebec k Portland, Androscoggiu, and Somerset
k Kennebec Roads.
For Bangor and 8t«tions on the Penobscot A Kennebec Railroad, passengers will purchase tickets to

SPRING

London—60 d.

Foreign

Lehigh.9j*
Of*

SAMBUCI

PURE. AKD FOUR TEARS OLD,

Leave

DELIVERED TO ANY TART OF THECITY.

Exchange.

Puty 30 Re ad ral.
New York, light 80 (a32c
(5,16 ! do. ir.d. wts
32 (a83
do. heavy- 32 «33
Country.18*14
do. slaughter 84 a3s
< oal—<KcUil.)
Duty From Ur. Vrovinc- Amer. Cal taking. 81 (a, 91
esfree, other foreign Ui-ySBter W ax Leatb.19 m, 20
turn* imus 91 10, all othUad.
er kinds 60c P ton.
lb.
Puty Pig l$c
Am. Big p 100 lb.$111(0.12
Cumberl’d ptonSl'Kg
Franklin.
Coder.
Duty be p tt>.
Java p lb.40

&

CHEAP

SPEER'S

On and after

jElflCSBNc
Farmington.

J« W. mUNGER.

_JO
jam d3m

hTb.

Augusta for Bath, Portland and Boston, at 10 46 A.
M connect.ng at Brunswick with the
Androscoggin
iUUroad for LewUton, Livermore
Wilton nod

that mar bo wanted.

(hmr.
l>uty 4c p lb.
Vermont p lb-16

\Vliit«-a.-li.9k*

|

marine. Fire and Life Insurance,

8c.j

Sperm.36 *3H

I

Long Wharf,

Where he is prepared to write any amount of

1

MEDICAL.

WINTER ARRANGEMENT.

The undersigned has removed his Office to

_

j

RAILROADS.
KENNEBEC AND PORTLAND

Removal !

Sheathing.90 fa

Butler.
Swede..
Duty 4c p lb.
Family p lb.22 (6.26<- N orway
Store.16 *17 least ht«*
(nr man >te.|
1m 20
Bra a*.
Marrow p bush£2 62*2 75 Kngludi|Blis.Steel.22 (&24
Pea.2 76*3 00,
Blue Pod.2 6^*2 75!
C andlrs.
do
kus im't. 18ya,16
Duty Sperm and War
Steanne 5c, Tallotc 2|c! hard.
lb
Barrel,
p lb.12A12J
p
Mould p lb.16c@16 Kegs, p lb
...12&12je

I

BUSINESS CARDS.

!^7o

$

p lb.6*0^0
p lb.6 *oj
Uucured p lb.2$* 8
Bread.
Duty. 80 Pc.
Pilot p 100 tbs.. *6 *
Ship... 6 * 6j
Crackers per bbl.. 82*4
Crackers, P 100 .36 *40c < lOMM

.4j&6

Duty :

Hyson.7&c<ig*l

March 18.

..

Having purchased the stock aud fixtures,

WITH

and Somme- trade, and
Adapted *o the
to assure those who may give him a call, that he will
•pare no pains to gi.-e them perfect satisfaction in
fitting, workmanship, and price.
1* trticu’ar a'tentioi given to the cuttingwnd manufacturing of
Clothing.
had large experience in tha
Gf^Mr. Frost
manufacture of Army and Navy Clothing, is prepared to execute ail orders at the shortest notice.

Spring

TWOMBLY.Fbofrixtor.

uries that the Boston aud New York markets afford.
mch8 tf

BLOCK,

l>ot.7J*

Ere** to

1

Mackerel |> bbl..

a

Names rott the Rebellion.—Mr. Fernando WtMid spoke of the rebellion at Stamford as “this matter.” Alderman Boole, a lew
nights ago, being compelled to mention It,
oi It as “an unholy
arrangement.”—[N.

corrected for the

An aetdituynal duty <d
10 pc is tented on alt tyerchauumr not imported direct from the place nf production or growth.
Aahfa.
I
Duty lu pc ad val.
1W1 p tto.8*@ 8i|

Soft,

Twine.
36 4>c ad vai.
Tran.
Lotton Sail.1 <»3'a 1 06
Duty 20c V lb.
Klax
.60 a 66
Hairing.25 a35
Young Hyson....76 .tv 1 I Hemp "
46 fa 60
Oolong ...HO ;<iH6 India. 25a 38
Souchong.66 (a66
Vnrniah.
Ttbarro.
Kumiture.98 q, 8j
Duty: Leave* unmanu ac- nacli.3j a 6
tured 25. all other kinds Datnar.4j a
36 fc>c ad val.
Wool.
6’sA 10's be«t br’ds.70 @75c‘
Duty: Costing 18c P lb
do.
medium. .66
I and under 6 4*c, over 18c
do.
common. 60 (d62
to 24c P lb 8c, over 24c
half lbs best br’ds 78 (ago
9c f* lb.
do. med. good. 66
..HO fait Of
do. common .(JO («*62
Natural Leaf. Ibs.?l d 14
Fancy, In Foil.Ufa
2
5
Tla.
Duty Pig 16c, Plates 26 manufactures qf 30 4>c
$>c ad val.
ad vai.
Banca, cash.64cr» 66 fig* and slabs.6}fa 64
Straits rash
tJ >_to
Sheet \-iMlmann.

Rough.Hvtt,

KtiMia. 25

Jan22 dtf

8100

Stock 10 tpc ad vat
American refined 12]fel3

MARKETS.

Wholesale Price* Current.

EASTPORT, CALAIS A ST. JOHN.

affording

followed immediately by

Co.
K*Pr.©g*ly

through

tions.

Steamship

International

_Tgig

Attend!
Gray Beards,
».p»rt.«.r,
Tw»nt» T««fe’

xad year, of

AFTER
experiment. I hat. at la*t found the
Boat
For

Dye

Z

coloring Hair in the world. I say it boldly, aad

it.
I do not wish to

mean

patbixer.

Agents
dressing
Oct.

oan

be

sell It to any rebel,

supplied

at wholesale

or

rebel sym

prices by ad-

JOHN M. TODD, Portland Me.

23.dRw tf.

